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What is fiction, and how do we define it? These two questions are among the oldest and
controversial questions in the Humanities in general, and within the Arts in particular. Fiction
appears to be a truly transmedial and transcultural phenomenon, and it has been since its
beginning – even though it is an unsettled question when exactly the notion of fiction
became a topic of explicit interest for the first time. Arguably, both Plato and Aristoteles
already discussed the notion, and the literature on the topic added since then makes it clear
that fiction is an integral part of what makes us human. Among the scholars from the Central
and Easter European cultural milieu, some of the most influential contributions to theorizing
fiction as a concept have been those by Hans Vaihinger, Käte Hamburger, Thomas Pavel,
Lubomír Doležel, and Wolfgang Iser.

The boldest among these thinkers is Vaihinger (1911), who expanded the pantheon of
induction and deduction with fiction as the crucial method for reasoning through which we
can know the world. According to Vaihinger’s idea of Fictionalism, a thought which is even
theoretically false may be of great practical purpose in arriving at the truth. Conceived this
way, fictions are mental structures which although recognised as contrary to reality or self-
contradictory, nevertheless have great practical value in sciences, mathematics, politics or
ethics. For instance, when in calculating movements of bodies we assume that the bodies’
mass is concentrated in a single point, we know that this is not actually the case, yet it makes
calculation easy and gives correct results. For practical purposes, we behave “as if” the
assumptions were correct although we know perfectly well that they are not. Although
mainly interested in scientific fictions (broadly conceived), Vaihinger thus makes the point
that all fictions – aesthetic and ethical alike – have a common psychological root in the faculty
of imagination.

The landmark contribution by Käte Hamburger to the theory of fiction is her seminal Die
Logik der Dichtung (1957, thoroughly revised 1968 and translated as The Logic of Poetry), a rigid,
analytical, philosophical and language-based approach to fiction aimed at the domain of
“Dichtung” (roughly “poetics”) – including a chapter on film. Despite being one of the great
contributions to the field, Hamburger’s work has long been neglected and marginalised.
Recently, though, there have been a number of attempts to reconstruct the theoretical, and
in particular the philosophical roots of her work (cf. Claudia Löschner 2013), which was one
the earliest modern attempts to analytically describe the phenomenon of fiction in different
artforms. Her impact on the theory of film, possibly even more neglected and marginalised
than her work on literature, still remains to be fully investigated and reconstructed. A first
and thought-provoking discussion is presented in the interview of film theorists Gertrud
Koch and Dominique Blüher by Johanna Bossinade (2003), in a special issue devoted to
Hamburger’s work. Arguably, Hamburger’s impact on theories of fiction might have been
greater abroad, in particular on works by Metz and Odin, as Koch and Blüher discuss.

Focusing on aesthetic fictions, Pavel (1986) and Doležel (1998) have been the key figures in
developing what is known as the possible worlds theory of fiction.11111 Drawing on ideas which
can be tracked as far back as Leibniz and which have been operationalised in post-Second
World War analytic philosophy, Pavel and Doležel propose that fictional worlds are a subset
of possible worlds where possible worlds have been introduced to deal with problems of
modal logic. More precisely, possible worlds help us flesh out the referentiality and truth
function of various types of propositions. True propositions, for instance, are those that are
true in the actual world (“Angela Merkel is the German chancellor”), while possible
propositions are those that are true in at least one possible world (“Martin Schultz is the
German chancellor”). Within this framework, fictional worlds are possible worlds made up of
propositions such as “Raskol ’nikov l ived in St Petersburg”,  ushered in through a
communicative practice of speech acts.

In his work on fiction, Iser (1991) criticises the attempts focusing on possible worlds which
see fiction as being parasitic on language and which are primarily interested in the problems
of fictional denotation and truth value. For him, such problems of reference are a sign that
we should overhaul our theories on reference rather than the criterion according to which
we need to define fiction. In addition to dismissing definitional attempts based on
referentiality, he shows no interest in a communicative theory of fiction. Instead, he
proposes an anthropological approach which should be understood as a precondition for
thinking about both the ontology (in its referential sense) and the use (in the communicative
sense) of fiction. Under this model, the real/fiction dyad is replaced with a triad of
real/fictive/imaginary. Crucially, fictive is understood as an act which gives shape to
spontaneous imaginary (of daydreams, dreams, hallucinations, etc.). The act itself involves
selection (of different systems from the actual world), combination (of elements ranging
from linguistic units to character and events), and self-disclosure (of a text as fiction which
demands an “as if” attitude). But perhaps the most relevant of Iser’s contribution has been to
track the historical understanding of fiction. Whereas he finds that the literary genre of
pastoralism, which has lasted since Antiquity to Marie Antoinette’s times, has been
paradigmatic of fiction over seventeen centuries, he argues that with the waning of this form,
fiction becomes a topic of philosophical discourse initially picked up by empiricists,
developed through Vaihinger, and lasting to the present day across different philosophical
schools.

Although regularly applied in literary studies, none of the approaches mentioned above have
resulted in a sustained theory geared toward film fiction. A possible reason why film theory
has been somewhat reluctant to address the issue more thoroughly may be found in the fact
that fiction as a concept was well-established and thoroughly discussed in art forms prior to
the film. This is not to say that film theory in general has neglected the notion of fiction
altogether – there are numerous examples of film theorists addressing the question of
fiction – but in comparison to literary theory in particular, the notion of fiction and films
seems undertheorised in the critical work of film studies (cf. Thon 2014: 449), and in the
humanities in general.

Moreover, despite fiction acting as hotbed for some of the most important contributions in
film theory, little has been said about what makes fiction film fiction when it comes to film
theory in the region of our immediate interest. For example, although focusing on fiction
film, classic film theorists from Germany or theorists writing in German in the interwar
period (Hugo Münsterberg 1916; Béla Balázs 1982, 1984; Rudolf Arnheim 1933) have said
virtually nothing about what constitutes fiction. The limited interest these writers had in the
problem is aptly demonstrated by the fact that the term “fiction” appears altogether five
times in the English versions of the four volumes cited.22222 After the Second World War,
Siegfried Kracauer (1960) has shown some interest in the matter, but his conclusion is
essentially that whereas experimental cinema and films of fact (with documentary as its key
form) are non-story films, fiction film is tantamount to story film.

Similarly, the canon of Soviet film theorists (Lev Kuleshov, Dziga Vertov, Vsevolod Pudovkin,
and Serge i  E izenshte in )  do  not  have  s ign i f i cant ly  more  to  say  on the  subject
(symptomatically, there is also not a single mention of “fiction” in Pudovkin (1958), for
example). Their interest differs from their Central European peers’ almost exclusive interest
in fiction film and they oftentimes vocally agitate for the importance of nonfiction film (cf.
Kuleshov 1974), but they do not focus on theorizing the difference between fiction and
nonfiction. Although Eizenshtein (1988) even calls for a cinema which moves beyond the
fiction/nonfiction dichotomy (but which amounts to neither a mix or two nor to absolute
film), he says very little about what constitutes fiction as opposed to nonfiction in the first
place. In fact, the terminology he uses – “played” (“igrovoi”) versus “non-played” (“neigrovoi”)
film – suggests that the presence of live actors and plotting is crucial for film fiction, and their
absence for film nonfiction. Even Vertov (1984), who was undoubtedly the greatest
proponent and practitioner of nonfiction film among Soviet theorists, subscribes to
essentially the same view. Although he clarifies in more detail one of the main features of his
group’s f i lmmaking – catching l i fe unawares – much l ike Eizenshtein’s work,  his
understanding of the dichotomy between played and non-played film is implicit rather than
clearly spelled out.

Rather, it seems that for more detailed and explicit contributions to the understanding of the
distinction between fiction and nonfiction in Soviet film theory, we need to turn to the pages
of Novyi LEF, active between 1927 and 1929 (Ben Brewster 1971). In a debate about the
relative value of played and non-played cinema, Sergei Tret’iakov proposes a tripartite
typology of cinema: in flagrante, scripted, and played. His key conclusion is that the
distinction between played and non-played cinema is only a matter of degree, i.e. that it
hinges on the level of play or deformation of the film material. Deformation includes
everything from the selection of the subject matter through cinematography and mise-en-
scene to editing. In a direct rebuke, Boris Arvatov effectively argues that narrative structure
should not be understood as an element of deformation and that it in no way defines
whether something is played or not. Viktor Shklovskii adds a crucial insight that catching life
unawares is neither sufficient nor necessary for something to count as nonfiction – staged
affairs can as easily amount to nonfiction. Unfortunately, such debates lasted only briefly,
and it appears that Arvatov’s and Shklovskii’s key contributions were soon forgotten.33333

During the last decade, however, theoretical work on the notion of fiction has once again
become a trending topic within the humanities. With a somewhat peculiar terminological
shift of focus towards the notion of “fictionality” and not necessarily “fiction”, research about
the phenomenon of fiction has gained momentum, in particular within literary narratology.
In addition to numerous publications during the last few years, the study of fictionality has
for the first time in history even become institutionalised: In 2018, the International Society for
Fiction and Fictionality Studies was founded, highlighting the prominence of the currently
popular term “fictionality” already in its founding name. It remains to be seen which impact
this current trend will have on film theory in particular, but also on theorizing fiction in
general.

Taking a closer look at recent developments within the field, the shift towards “fictionality”
has its roots in a “rhetorical turn”, emphasizing the communicative aspect of narratives –
both fictional and nonfictional, and in different medial manifestations (cf. Simona Zetterberg
Gjerlevsen 2016). By widening the scope of traditional narratology, even political speeches
and everyday communication have now become relevant objects of research for “fictionality
scholars”. However, the field of cinematic fiction remains understudied.

Instead, this shift towards rhetorical models of fictionality is often paired with a renewed
interest in theories of communication. Different models of communication – for example
narrative literary communication originally developed for the theory of the novel as well as
for oral storytelling – have all been successful ingredients of recent theoretical approaches
towards the notion of fiction in general, and to different subdisciplines in the field in
particular. These approaches towards fictionality often share with earlier attempts an
interest in linguistic communication models, such as speech act theory, and they draw
heavily on the theoretical building blocks erected by scholars of literary theory. Philosophical
approaches to fiction have been somewhat neglected in this context. But also in film studies,
with its disciplinary roots often in various departments of language and literature, there
seems to exist a strong affinity towards more traditional approaches to fiction based on
narrative communication models, as well as narratological approaches to theatre and
drama.

With the current interest in the communicative aspect of fiction, the very notion of fiction has
received less interest in film studies. For example, important consequences for the visual and
audio level in filmic representations have largely been neglected. Arguably, the film has been
subsumed far too easily within the communicative paradigm, in particular when generalists
have addressed the issue. But even film- and media specific approaches towards the notion
of fiction often make use of communication models: The latest large attempt to define the
notion of fiction within the German speaking research community, Dominik Orth’s
monograph Narrative Wirklichkeiten: Eine Typologie pluraler Realitäten in Literatur und Film (2016),
explains cinematic fiction in terms of a communication model based on a notion of the so-
called “double communication situation” (“Doppelte Kommunikationssituation”), adapted
and slightly modified to meet certain intermedial challenges, but basically based on Frank
Zipfel’s (2001) and earlier scholars’ definitions of the literary narrative communication model
for fictional narrative, and in particular the novel.

A surprising claim maid in Orth’s work is, that although he admits the controversial status of
the fictional narrator in fiction film (David Bordwell 1985; Noël Carroll 2008), he insists that
the double communicative model is still applicable to film as much as to literature. In both
cases, according to Orth, the imaginary narrative instance and its imaginary addressee are
embedded within the communication between the actual author(s) and the recipient(s).
Interestingly, it is precisely this double structure that is constitutive of narrative fiction in
Orth’s view. It is disappointing, however, that although realizing the need to theorize fiction in
film, he explicitly dismisses Kendall L. Walton’s (1990) approach as allegedly incapable of
dealing with the double communication model. Perhaps the greatest strength of Orth’s
contribution is a useful overview of the relationship between narrative theory and fiction
theory starting with Hamburger’s (1957) attempts to define the distinction between factual
and fictional narratives in her work, seconded by the perceptive account of how in German-
language film studies theorizing fiction is rare exercise to be found only adjacently in
discussions of documentary film.44444.

Roughly the same holds for another recent publication in German on the topic, Florian
Mundhenke’s (2017) investigation into “hybrid forms” in which he examines borderline cases
of cinematic representations between fiction film and documentary. Again, it is a literary
model, based partially on Frank Zipfel’s monograph on literary theory and a (at the time of its
publishing already somewhat outdated) linguistic approach by Georg Weidacher, that is
proposed.

This result is to some extent in contrast to other recent contributions to the field outside
from film studies. The latest, most thorough and influential, contribution to the field in
German is without doubt the fundamental anthology Fiktionalität. Ein interdisziplinäres
Handbuch, edited by Tobias Klauk and Tilmann Köppe (2014). The 538-pages interdisciplinary
handbook compiles 22 contributions by different experts from various fields, addressing
theories of fictionality from wide-ranging perspectives, such as (mainly analytical) philosophy,
evolutionary psychology, empirical reader-response psychology, and summarises the
debates about fictionality in relation to ancient, medieval and early modern literature,
addresses fictionality within film- and media studies, arts and aesthetics, as well as the
relation of fictionality and historiography. Even though some of the articles are devoted to
speech-act theory and language-based questions of semantics and ontology, the main focus
of the handbook tends towards alternative ways of theorizing fiction. The institutional theory
of fiction, as proposed by Stein Haugom Olsen and Peter Lamarque, together with Kendall L.
Walton’s and Gregory Currie’s make-believe approaches, are clearly the two dominant
theoretical schools in the handbook, while purely rhetorical approaches like Richard Walsh’s
theory and other, primarily language-based theories are less prominent. This focus opens
for fruitful discussions about fiction and fictionality in other media than literature.

In accordance with the view expressed earlier in this introduction, film studies have been less
interested in theoretical debates about fictionality, despite the fact that the history of film, in
particular within the last decades, has seen an increase of hybrid forms, seemingly blurring
and definitely playing with an undertheorised fiction-nonfiction divide. The three most
prominent theoretical approaches in the handbook’s article on fictionality in film- and media
studies, written by Jan-Noël Thon, are the theories by Kendall Walton, Gregory Currie, and
Marie-Laure Ryan. Thon states that well-grounded discussions about theories of fiction are
rather rare within film studies and finds the results of his search for thorough theoretical
discussions about the fictionality of film rather “sobering” (“ernüchternd”, Thon 2014: 444).
Since the scope of Thon’s entry to the handbook also includes media studies in general, the
prominence of theoreticians like Walton, Currie, and Ryan does not come as a surprise; Thon
advocates transmedial approaches towards fiction film, and suggests that general theories
both can enrich the discussion within film studies, as well as film and other media studies
can have a profound impact on general theories. This interrelationship, however, needs to
be explored further.

Although quite uneven, the most relevant recent German-language contribution to the study
of fictionality in film is Gertrud Koch and Christiane Voss’ 2009 edited volume “Es ist, als ob”:
Fiktionalität in Philosophie, Film- und Medienwissenschaft. As the subtitle suggests, the collection
does not focus solely on film, but includes contributions to the study of fictionality more
generally. Maria E. Reicher (2009), for instance, investigates the ontological status of fictional
objects with a special focus on fictional characters. Interestingly, she starts off by criticizing
discussions of nonexistent entities (based on the work of the Austrian philosopher Alexius
Meinong) which regularly use fictional characters as examples. In her view, proper
nonexistent objects are objects such as squared circle or the current king of France whereas
fictional objects such as the detective Colombo have an ontology of their own. In another
philosophical essay, Georg W. Bertram (2009) focuses on different uses of fictionality in
speech. Specifically, he argues that, although they are both self-referential methods of
explicating the world, we should distinguish between literary fiction and thought
experiments.

Other pieces in the Koch and Voss’ volume are devoted to theorizing film but appear to
engage the notion of film fiction only tangentially at best. In his discussion of the analogy
between architectural space and the space constructed by film, Martin Seel (2009) devotes a
single footnote to the difference between faction and fiction, which he finds to reside in the
stylistic features of film. Numerous studies have shown, however, that nonfiction can use
stylistic features generally associated with fiction and vice versa. Josef Früchtl (2009) criticises
Gilles Deleuze’s idea that cinema after the Second World War brings back faith in the
existence of the external physical reality which has been put in doubt since Descartes.
Früchtl rightly points out that the antidotes to scepticism that Deleuze alleges are present in
cinema are not film-specific but typical of other arts as well. But Früchtl misses the
opportunity to discuss whether fictional art forms provide the remedy somehow differently
from nonfictional ones.

Still other contributions start off from a more general engagement with fiction and then
zoom in on film fiction. Brigitte Hilmer (2009) usefully distinguishes between fiction and
illusion, where the former is understood as assertions which do not refer to the actual world,
and the latter as errors in perception. She also points out that it makes no sense to ask
about temporal relations between the story world, on the one hand, and the author and the
audience, on the other. In her discussion of film fiction, she argues that despite its visual
richness, the film characters remain indeterminate much like in literary fiction. Hilmer’s
problem, however, remains that she still understands fiction primarily based on the linguistic
model of assertions and references, which does not do justice to the fact that image-based
fictions, for instance, need not assert anything. To develop a view of fiction which does not
solely focus on propositions but insists on immersion which she construes as both bodily
and mental engagement with the film text, Christiane Voss (2009) builds on Coleridge’s
account of fiction as “willing suspension of disbelief”. To do so she draws on Theodor Lipps’
theory of empathy, Marie Laure Ryan’s notion of recentring, and Wolfgang Iser’s account of
the imaginary. But if, according to Voss, immersion is the crucial component of fiction, then
documentaries which are highly successful at eliminating our attention from the
environment and focusing it on the artefact should also count as fictions. Not to mention
that “willing suspension of disbelief” revolves around belief rather than imagination or “as if”
attitudes.

The most lucid essay in the volume is Ryan’s piece “Fiktion, Kognition und nichtverbale
Medien” (2009). She provides a succinct account of the main analytic approaches to fiction by
John Searle (1975), David Lewis (1978), Gregory Currie (1990), and Kendall Walton (1990).
Although generally in agreement with Walton’s view that fictional artworks are to be
understood not as assertions but as props which mandate specific imaginings and hence
games of make-believe, she also highlights their differences. For Ryan, the key term is
recentring, which denotes positioning in a different and fictional world. Contra Voss, she
argues that recentring should be distinguished from immersion, because one can be
immersed in nonfictional and fictional works alike. Recentring, moreover, is not a feature of
all imaginings, because there are imaginings like counterfactuals which do not recentre,
since they speak of our own rather than other worlds. In approaching the discussion of
fiction film, she raises the art-specific question of whether we should understand fictional
events as conveyed by some equivalent to the fictional narrator in literature or whether we
should imagine ourselves being present at the fictional events as they unfold. An important
point when it comes to the broader category of image-based media, Ryan dismisses both
Walton’s idea that all images are fictions (i.e., mandate imaging their content) and Lorenzo
Menoud’s (2005) argument that all images are nonfictions (because they are allegedly non-
narrative). She is closest to the view that images which provide visual information about
existent objects are nonfictional such as figurative portraits of actual people (e.g. Jean-
Auguste-Dominique Ingres’ Napoléon Ier sur le trône impérial / Napoleon I on his Imperial Throne)
whereas those which invite us to imagine their content are fictional (such as depictions of
mythical beings like e.g. Emil Doepler’s Walhall / Valhalla). But at the same time, she warns
that there are images such as Pablo Picasso’s 1910 cubist portrait of Daniel-Henry
Kahnweiler for which the non/fiction distinction is irrelevant. She identifies categories of
works in other arts for which the same obtains – e.g. much of lyrical poetry or experimental
cinema. Perhaps most importantly, Ryan warns against expanding the notion of fiction to
media such as music and architecture, since in these cases the application could certainly
have very little to do with folk understanding of fiction.

Unfortunately, none of the volume’s authors engage in much detail with either of Ryan’s two
key contributions: the need to discuss a theory of fiction that is applicable to a range of
media and the film-specific problems of fiction. In fact, the two essays that focus specifically
on the status of fiction in fiction film – Gertrud Koch (2009) and Vinzenz Hediger (2009) –
espouse an almost opposite strategy which argues that the film’s fictional status is
determined by the properties of the film medium.

It comes naturally then that in the opening contribution to our Special Issue, Mario Slugan
(2019) points to pitfalls of such an approach and advocates for a theoretical framework
which accommodates the transmedial nature of fiction. He goes as far as to suggest that an
artwork’s fictional status may change over time and that the period of early cinema up to
approximately 1918 is a perfect timeframe for studying such transformations. To do so, it is
necessary to combine film history and philosophical aesthetics.

Natalija Majsova (2019), next, investigates the relationship between the historical truth of the
Soviet space exploration and a string of Russian films from 2010s dealing with the Soviet
space age. Most importantly for this Special Issue, she explores the relationship between the
fictionalization of historical events and the use of newsreel footage and raises the question
of whether the films she analyses are better understood as science fiction films rather than
historical dramas.

In the first Croatian-language piece to appear in Apparatus, Krunoslav Lučić (2019) continues
the issue with an in-depth analysis of intertextuality in Ante Babaja’s nominally documentary
film Dobro jutro / Good Morning (2007, Croatia). Whereas scholars have previously mostly
focused on the incorporation of actuality footage into fiction films, Lučić is particularly
interested in the opposite, i.e. in the way in which Babaja integrates clips from his earlier
fiction films into his latest production.

Aleksandar Bošković (2019) then tackles an artist with whom Babaja shared Yugoslav
nationality before the breakup of the federal republic – Slobodan Šijan. Most importantly, the
essay moves away from the analyses of the film medium to investigate Šijan’s short-lived
fanzine Film Leaflet as a form of experimental film practice where fiction is understood as a
relational function of dispositive/dispositive.

In the final contribution to the Special Issue, Enrico Terrone (2019) reviews the recent
conference on fictional characters that took place in Prague this April and gives good reason
to think that the recent engagement with the analytic philosophy’s approach to fiction in the
region will bear fruit also for the analysis of film fiction.

In lieu of conclusion, it remains to spell out the goals of this Special Issue: 1) an overview of
the understanding of fiction in regional film theory, 2) a contribution to theorizing film fiction,
and 3) a call to further engagement with the notion. Regarding 1), it is necessary to point out
that although there is not much interest in theorizing fiction in fiction film at present, the
region has produced some of the key work on fiction in general, starting at least with
Vaihinger. Moreover, this disinterest in the specificities of film fiction should not be too
discouraging for it is by no means characteristic of the region. Both the French and Anglo-
American tradition of film theory have had little to say on the status of fiction in film fiction
with Robert Odin (1995, 2000) and analytic philosophers interested in film (Noël Carroll 1997;
George M. Wilson 2011) as the most notable exceptions.

The essays presented here should, therefore, be of interest not only to those working on
Central and Eastern European cinemas but also to film scholars in general who wish to learn
more about the specificities of film fiction. Crucially, the methodological lesson that the
editors hope to impart is that fiction should be understood as a transmedial phenomenon
which does not include only literary works, but also film, video games, role playing games,
painting, photography, sculpture, graphic novels, music, etc. Moreover, with such a range of
artforms it should also be readily apparent that not all fictions make assertions and that
fictions need not necessarily revolve around propositions. In other words, the starting point
in theorizing film fiction should be a general theory of fiction (like Walton’s) which
accommodates this transmedial and assertion-neutral nature of fiction rather than the one
which privileges literary fiction and communication models. Following this assumption, we
can proceed to investigate media-specific questions such as whether fiction films have
narrators, what precisely we are supposed to imagine when hearing and watching a fiction
film, what is the importance of facts in historical fiction films or how footage from fiction film
operate in a documentary context, to name just a few important questions for the future.

Lastly, it remains to be answered why we should be interested in theorizing film fiction in the
first place. There are at least two important reasons. Determining whether something is
fiction or not is crucial for our engagement with it. To know a work’s fictional status is to
know whether to epistemically evaluate its claims to truth or to regard it as a source of
potential enjoyment. Consider, for example, how different it would be to treat Fuocoammare /
Fire at Sea (Gianfranco Rossi, Italy, 2016) – the 2016 Berlinale winner about the migrant plight
on Lampedusa – as fiction rather than as a documentary. At the same time, at least since
Plato it has been assumed that fiction influences beliefs about real-life phenomena. Given
the importance of film fiction in the current media ecology, the fact that numerous
consumers get much information about the world – especially about history – from cinema,
and that fiction film is assumed to influence our treatment of social groups in lieu with the
politics of representation, it is particularly worth exploring whether fiction actually changes
beliefs or not.55555 But if that is the case, we need to appreciate that the persuasion mechanisms
at work in fiction and nonfiction cannot be the same, for fiction is currently understood as an
adaptive addition to the cognitive apparatus whose key is the shutting down of aversion
towards nonfactual information (John Tooby and Leda Cosmides 2001). Therefore, the appeal
to the notions of “willing suspension of disbelief” and “illusion” – the mainstays of thinking
about film fiction – cannot hope to accomplish this work because they mistakenly assume
that fiction is essentially about belief – a key feature of nonfiction. This introduction has
hopefully demonstrated that instead it is the “as if” attitude or the imaginative engagement
that is at the core of fiction, filmic or otherwise.
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Notes
11111 Doložel’s theoretical background, importantly, is the Prague School.

22222 That not a single of these references are to be found in Arnheim is even more interesting given that one of his pieces
is titled “Philosophie des Ach so” (Arnheim 1977) – a clear allusion to the title of Vaihinger’s book.

33333 The view that no film is free of deformation and as such always at least partially fictional extent is held by the
pioneers of documentary film studies such as Michael Renov (1993), Bill Nichols (1994), and Brian Winston (1993).

44444 For another recent overview within the German academic context see Jean-Marie Schaeffer (2013).

55555 A recent meta-analysis of media psychology studies shows that the answer to this question remains inconclusive
(Kurt Braddock and James Price Dillard 2016).
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Theorizing Fiction in Film Non/Fiction
Some Thoughts on Recent German Film Theory
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Abstract

Despite fiction film arguably being the privileged object of film theory the notion of “fiction”
has been undertheorised by film scholars in general and those working in German in
particular. Perhaps the most important exception to this trend has been Gertrud Koch and
Christiane Voss’ (2009) edited volume on fiction on the intersection of philosophy, film, and
media studies. This paper tackles two of the most notable film scholarly contributions to the
volume – Koch’s and Vinzenz Hediger’s – and their attempts to define fiction in terms of
medium properties as well as their efforts to articulate all photographic films as
simultaneously fictional and nonfictional. In the first case, I demonstrate that medium under-
determines whether something is fictional or not. In the second, I argue that although fiction
is a temporally unstable category, it is possible to distinguish between fiction and nonfiction
at a given moment in time. I conclude with a call to applying Kendall L. Walton’s (1990)
transmedial theory of fiction to film, by listing a number of its advantages over competing
proposals and by emphasising its suitability for investigating the change in films’ fictional
status over time.
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Introduction

There is undoubtedly a rich tradition of theorising fiction in German-language scholarship.
From a philosophical perspective, Hans Vaihinger (1911) has proposed that theoretical
models used to describe the world are essentially fictions – we behave as if they fit reality
because we have no direct access to reality. Focusing on literary texts, Käte Hamburger
(1957) has argued that there are textual markers which define whether something is fiction
or not. Wolfgang Iser (1991) has put forth a triad of the fictive, the imaginary, and the real in
his pioneering contribution to literary anthropology. Perhaps the clearest sign of the current
dynamism in the field is the recent 540-page handbook covering theory, psychology, history,
and interdisciplinary aspects of fiction (Tobias Klauk and Tilmann Köppe 2014).

When it comes to aesthetic fictions, most of the work, however, has focused on literary
fiction. Even Klauk and Köppe’s reference book – subtitled Ein interdisziplinäres Handbuch (An
Interdisciplinary Handbook) – takes the bulk of its examples from literature with film and other
arts receiving only scant attention. There is, undeniably, a growing interest in aesthetic
fictions beyond literature as evinced by Anne Enderwitz and Irina O. Rajewsky’s 2016 Fiktion
im Vergleich der Künste und Medien. But if one is to look for theoretical accounts of fiction in
film, even here we find research that is interested more in interpretation rather than theory
proper.

This is not specific to German-language scholarship but to film studies in general and film
theory in particular. The dearth of monograph-length studies theorizing fiction is even more
striking once we consider the fact that fiction film has been and remains the privileged object
of film theory. For instance, already in 1916 one of the earliest theorists – Hugo Münsterberg
– chose to focus on the film’s dramatic fiction form in his aptly titled study, Photoplay.
Although devoting a few pages to experimental film, the focus of both of Béla Balázs (1982,
1984) monographs originally published during the Weimar era, similarly, remains fiction film.
The same can be said of Rudolf Arnheim’s work (1933). Victor Perkins (1974) is explicit that his
Film as Film is interested in “photographic fiction film”. David Bordwell (1985) also writes
about Narration in the Fiction Film. Stanley Cavell, although defining film as “a succession of
world projections” (1979: 72) which clearly allows for non-fiction, has virtually nothing to say
about it. Over the years there have undeniably been other voices like Bill Nichols (1991) and
Annette Michelson (2017) who focus on documentary and experimental film, respectively,
and Siegfried Kracauer (1960) who devotes non-negligible portions of his theory to both. But
the fact that no writings on non-fiction film are included in Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen’s
widely used Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings (2016) is perhaps the best sign of
the relative prevalence of theoretical focus on fiction.

Fiction as a concept even shapes the recent surge of interest in the theory of documentary
film, for the latter is primarily understood as non-fictional. Frank Kessler (1998), for instance,
titles his piece as an opposition between two concepts – “Fakt oder Fiktion?” (“Fact or
Fiction?”). Nichols, a pioneer of documentary studies, frames his definition of the genre along
the same lines: “[documentaries] tell stories that, although similar to feature fiction, remain
distinct from it” (2017: 4). Another notable scholar writes: “Although the distinction between
nonfiction film and documentary cannot bear much theoretical weight, it might be useful to
think of the documentary as a subset of nonfiction films, characterised by more aesthetic,
social, rhetorical, and/or political ambition than, say, a corporate or instructional film” (Carl
Plantinga 2005: 105). However, for all the organising power that the concept of fiction has
within the discipline, “fiction” in the notions of “fiction film” and “nonfiction film” rarely
deserves a sustained treatment by film scholars. A symptom of this is the fact that an entry
for “fiction” cannot be found in either of the two widely read conceptual encyclopaedias of
film studies – Susan Hayward’s 2006 Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts and Edward Branigan
and Warren Buckland’s 2014 The Routledge Encyclopaedia of Film Theory. In the German-
language context, similarly, a chapter devoted to fiction is missing from Bernhard Groß and
Thomas Morsch’ 2019 Handbuch Filmtheorie (The Handbook of Film Theory) as well. It is as
though fiction is a given, something film scholars need not worry about. Undeniably, some
concepts stand as preconditions of the discipline but even the concept of “film” – admittedly
absent in the cited volumes as well – has deserved more thorough engagement than fiction
over the years (cf. André Bazin 2005; Noël Carroll 2008).

The most notable exception to this trend, at least in German-language scholarship, is
Gertrud Koch and Christiane Voss’ 2009 edited volume “Es ist, als ob”: Fiktionalität in
Philosophie, Film- und Medienwissenschaft (“It Is As If”: Fiction in Philosophy, Film and Media Studies)
which, although a decade old now, still presents the most relevant book-length discussion of
fiction in film theory in recent years. In it a number of proposals are floated on how to grasp
film non/fiction, but two of the recurring themes are that the film’s medium properties are
crucial for construing film’s non/fictional status and that a given film is fictional and
nonfictional at the same time. In what follows I wish to address the contributions by the
volume’s most notable film scholars – Gertrud Koch and Vinzenz Hediger – who espouse
these theses. In both cases I will argue that the medium under-determines a film’s fictional
status but that this does not mean that it is impossible to distinguish between fiction and
nonfiction films. Building on Hediger’s perceptive analysis of the historicity of the
fiction/nonfiction distinction in film history, I will conclude with a proposal for what
constitutes fiction which can accommodate this temporal instability of fiction. Crucially, I will
argue that although acquainted with Kendall L. Walton’s work on fiction, contributors to Koch
and Voss’ volume miss the opportunity to apply his transmedial theory of fiction to film.11111

Aesthetic Fiction as the Virtual

Koch usefully sets the stage for us by posing the key question:

Müssen Objekte als ganze fiktiv sein oder können sie dies nur in bestimmten Hinsichten
sein, und wenn Letzteres zutrifft, betrifft es dann nur die Hinsichten oder sind am Objekt
ausweisbare Eigenschaften Träger der Unterscheidung von fiktiv/nichtfiktiv? (2009: 140)22222

She starts off by distinguishing aesthetic from non-aesthetic forms of fiction. The latter
include phenomena such as scientific or legal fictions whereas the former pertain to
aesthetic objects such as film and literary works. According to Koch, non-aesthetic fictions
such as private property or quarks constitute hypothetical statements about what is
possible. One can possess something without actually having it on one’s person or even
being in its vicinity, while holding the object remains a distinct possibility. Aesthetic fictions,
by contrast, do not afford the possibility of such an engagement. Although we might possess
a copy of Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963, USA), it is impossible either to possess or enter
the fictional world represented therein. Even if we were to have visited Bodega Bay in 1963
when and where the events of the film take place, we would never have been able to meet
the film’s protagonists and be a part of their world.

Koch’s next step is to propose an account of aesthetic fiction as that which prepares for the
“virtual” in C. S. Peirce’s sense of the word. According to Peirce’s definition, there is a clear
distinction between the virtual and the potential:

(1) A virtual X (where X is a common noun) is something, not an X, which has the efficiency
(virtus) of an X.

This is the proper meaning of the word; but (2) it has been seriously confounded with
“potential,” which is almost its contrary. For the potential X is of the nature of X, but is
without actual efficiency […] the sun was said to be virtualiter on earth, that is,  in
its efficiency (C. S. Peirce 1902: 763-764, italics in the original).

This allows Koch to erase the borders between fiction film and documentary and to treat not
only fiction as documentary but documentary as fiction as well. In the former case, Koch
finds that because there is always something in front of the camera even in fiction film, such
film is also a documentary of whatever was in front of the camera – actors, costumes,
locations, etc. In the latter case, because documentaries screen images of what has already
passed it means that reality always appears as fiction.33333 Let us consider the (de)merits of her
argument.

Writing in the tradition of documentary theory which has in the wake of Hayden White’s
(1978, 1987) work on historical discourse blurred the distinction between fiction and
nonfiction, Koch points out that documentaries use the same range of film techniques as
fiction films do – camera movement, editing, lighting, use of off-screen space, close-ups, etc.
She goes further, however, and proposes two additional reasons why documentaries
constitute fictions. The first reason why “das Wirkliche im Film immer als Fiktion auftaucht”
(“the real in film always emerges as fiction”) (Koch 2009: 145) is because all the people and
objects caught on camera that are screened are no longer where they were when they were
recorded. Such objects can only be captured under the Peircean notion of the virtual.
Second, fiction also derives from the fact that such worlds are now temporally enclosed and
unalterable, much like the aforementioned world of The Birds.

When it comes to White’s ideas, it has been fashionable to claim that because nonfiction
uses the same techniques as fiction – e.g. plotting and closure from literary fiction in the case
of history and montage, staging, and other devices from film fiction in the case of
documentary – then nonfiction must be no different than fiction. But it is well known that
stylistic techniques, i.e. textual features cannot determine whether something is fiction or
not, precisely because nonfiction can use techniques usually associated with fiction as much
as fiction can deploy devices standardly connected to nonfiction. The Blair Witch Project
(Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sánchez, 1999) famously emulates documentary aesthetic but
neither it nor any of the members from found footage horror subgenre it has spurred are
nonfictional.44444 Similarly, if I express how I got lost yesterday in (poor) verse – “I walked about
yesterday, I didn’t expect to lose my way” – this does not make my account fictional.

To continue with Koch’s own argument, documentaries undoubtedly present us with images
of temporally removed objects. And given Peirce’s example of the sun being virtually on earth
in its efficiency, we can easily think about photographed objects as being virtually present in
the images. Although strictly speaking not present in the film, the objects’ effects – images –
are there for all able-bodied to see. But this is nothing specific to film. Contrary to Koch’s
ideas on the subject that “[Musik] nicht im selben Sinne Wiederholung von Vergangenem in
der Gegenwart der Aufführung ist wie der Film” (“music is not the repetition of the past in the
present of performance in the same sense than film”), recorded music is no different in this
regard (ibid.). Like the recorded image, the recorded sound is not the same as the original
object being recorded.55555 The sound wave that is the original object is only the automatic
cause of the recording irrespective of the recording’s medium. It is not the actual vibrations
of the air that are stored but only their effects. In other words, if documentaries are fictional
due to the virtual character of the images that make them up so is recorded music.

Regarding the inaccessibility of the represented world it is true that we cannot access and/or
change the events depicted. But this is not the same as being unable to access the world of
The Birds. Undeniably, I cannot talk to the protagonist of Werner Herzog’s Grizzly Man (2005,
USA) who has since died but this is not the same as not being able to converse with Melanie
Daniels from The Birds. If I visited the Katmai National Park and Preserve in Alaska twenty
years ago, I would have been able to engage the bear enthusiast Timothy Treadwell in
conversation. By contrast, even if I spoke to Tippi Hedren on the set of The Birds in Bodega
Bay I would not have been able to speak to her fictional character. The reason is that fictions,
unlike past events, have no spatiotemporal relations to us.

The main problem with Koch’s understanding of recorded images as fictional is that it
arbitrarily expands the notion of fiction without giving any reason why we should relate
fiction to the virtual in the first place. Theoretical explanations of notions such as fiction
should either propose a definition which is (approximately) coextensive with the ordinary
meaning of the word or should, in the case they offer a technical definition, explain why this
new understanding of fiction is preferable to its ordinary meaning. By defining aesthetic
fiction in terms of the virtual, Koch does the latter but without providing any good reason to
do so. It is true that Koch sees Peirce’s distinction between the potential and the virtual as
fitting nicely with her differentiation between non-aesthetic and aesthetic fiction, but that
alone is not a good enough reason for such a radical overhaul of the notion of fiction.

Moreover, the potential and the virtual do not do as good of a job in distinguishing non-
aesthetics from aesthetic fiction as she would like in the first place. As such, they further
undermine her attempt to introduce a novel account of fiction. Her explanation of property
as an example of legal, i.e. non-aesthetic fiction in terms of possibility is misleading.66666 It is,
indeed, a distinct possibility that I can, for example, wear a watch I own and that even when I
do not wear it, I am still its legal owner. But that does not apply to all forms of property.
Intellectual property regularly involves subject matter which is not material. For instance, if I
were to own the rights to the Spiderman franchise, I would not be able to somehow have the
Spiderman franchise on my person. In other words, property is not a matter of having a
possibility or potentially holding onto something physically.

Furthermore, although Koch is correct to point out that there are non-aesthetic fictions such
as thought experiments, it does not seem that her example of property fits the bill to begin
with. As an owner of a watch, it is not that I behave as if I own the watch in the sense that
Conrad Veidt behaves as if he was the somnambulist on the set of Robert Wiene’s Das Cabinet
des Dr. Caligari / The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920, Germany). I do own the watch. If somebody
steals my watch I do not behave as if he stole it. I do not pretend to call the police, the police
do not only go through the motions of arresting the perpetrator, the judge does not pass an
as-though sentence, the convict is not make-believing serving time. In the case of property,
there is a set of societal practices governing behaviour around property with potentially
harsh consequences. When Conrad Veidt performs an “as if” murder in Wiene’s film, there
are no real-life consequences.

What is more, there are theoretical accounts which, contrary to Koch, subsume all fictions –
aesthetic and non-aesthetic alike – under the notion of possibility. In the footsteps of David
Lewis (1978) and Saul Kripke (1980), scholars such as Thomas Pavel (1986) and Lubomír
Doležel (1998) have proposed that fictional worlds are a sub-class of possible worlds. The
problem with such accounts is that fictional worlds can include a priori impossible elements
– such as a different value for pi – whereas possible worlds, by definition, cannot. But
although possible world theories fail as a general account of fiction, they do demonstrate
that both some aesthetic and some non-aesthetic fictions can be treated in terms of
possibility, making Koch’s attempt to distinguish between the two in the same terms moot.

When it comes to the option of treating fiction as a documentary, Koch is certainly not the
first to point out this possibility. At least as early as 1947 André Bazin (2008) has proposed
that all films are social documentaries, i.e. that they provide access to the collective dreams
of the society who made them. For Koch the sense in which films are documentaries is
different – it is not because they act as symbols for some hidden social reality but because
they are recordings of people, objects, locations, etc. that actually existed. She perceptively
points out that the digital revolution has not changed the documentary nature of such
recordings because even if the way in which images are stored is different, the apparatus for
taking images essentially remains the same – light coming from the object still stands at the
beginning of the causal chain that produces the image (Koch 2009: 146). In other words, both
digital and analogue recordings are documents of whatever was in front of the camera.
Although in this section Koch limits her observations about fiction films to what is known in
German as “Spielfilm” – roughly, films with live actors – there are still substantial problems
with her account.77777

First, Koch is explicit that when talking about animation films – regardless of whether they
are hand-drawn or computer-generated – we are necessarily speaking of fiction films. This,
however, is belied by a number of films including perhaps most notably Vals im Bashir / Waltz
with Bashir (Ar i  Folman,  2008,  Israel )  which,  despite being animated,  const itute
documentaries. In fact, examples of what now amounts to a veritable genre of animated
documentary are nothing new – they can be tracked at least to The Sinking of the “Lusitania”
(Winsor McCay, 1918, USA), most of which consists of hand-drawn representations of the
titular atrocity. Put differently, Koch’s account of animation solely in terms of fiction is too
conservative.

Second, Koch’s insistence that animation is substantially distinct from live-action recordings
when it comes to the documentary nature of the image, implies that for Koch the
documentary quality of the image hinges on the automatic causal relationship between the
object and its photograph. The above examples demonstrate that documentary status does
not hinge on any such relationship. In other words, the properties of the recording cannot
determine whether something is fiction or not.

Third, Koch is perfectly correct when she points out that, so long as there was something in
front of the camera, the automatic causal relation between the object and its image holds
irrespective of whether the camera is digital or analogue. But by the same token, the same
holds for hand-drawn animated films as well including experimental animations such as
Walter Ruttmann’s Lichtspiel: Opus I (1921, Germany). Given that all the frames in this film
were produced by photographing hand-made images, there is no reason why, following
Koch’s logic, we could not regard such films as documentaries of Ruttmann’s drawings
and/or paintings. Put in yet another way, Koch’s account of documentary is internally
inconsistent.

Fourth, a further insight is to be gained if we distinguish between nonfiction and
documentary which in Koch remains conflated. As Plantinga’s citation on the preceding
pages reminds us, documentary is only a sub-class of nonfiction. Experimental films such as
Peter Kubelka’s Arnulf Rainer (1960, Austria) are not fictions but are not documentaries either.
Furthermore, given that Kubelka’s film consists of an alternation of transparent and black
filmstock, on the one hand, and of no sound and white noise, on the other, we cannot even
say that anything was in front of the camera in the sense there was in Lichtspiel: Opus 1. In
other words, Koch is too quick to discuss the documentary as the only relevant non-fiction
film genre.

Fifth, it has been argued that there is more to documentary than pure recording. In the case
of early cinema, for instance, building on the writings of John Grierson, Tom Gunning (1997)
has argued that whereas documentaries proper creatively engage with recorded material,
nonfiction films capitalizing on “view” aesthetics are primarily concerned with the mimesis of
observation. In other words, although the border between the two is by no means strict, just
because unadulterated photographic images carry veridical information about their objects,
a temporal sequence of such images does not mean that they constitute a full-fledged
documentary film. In other words, we should distinguish between documentary as a film
genre and the documentary quality as conveying veridical information secured automatically
in the reproduction process, something that appears to be conflated in Koch.88888

Sixth, it is true that we can treat recordings which make up fictional films as documentary
material of whatever was in front of the camera. For instance, instead of appreciating the
fictional story in Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari I can focus on the film’s images as a primary
source for learning about the expressionist acting style. But this does not deny the fact that
the default mode of engagement with the film is one of an “as if” attitude towards the people
and events represented therein. In other words, distinguishing between fiction and
documentary is not the question of whether we can treat something as a fiction or
documentary, but rather why by default we do treat some films as fiction and other as
documentaries. That is; why, when talking about Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari, we regularly say
that, among other things, we see the fiction of Cesare kidnapping Jane rather than a
documentary about Conrad Veidt pretending to be a somnambulist going through the
motions of taking Lil Dagover pretending to be in distress?

The Ontological Indeterminacy of Film

In his contribution to the volume Vinzenz Hediger is even more ardent than Koch in his
attempt to argue for the ontological indeterminacy of film based on the properties of the
medium. Building on Christian Metz (1982), on the one hand, and André Bazin (2005), on the
other, he argues that as a medium film is fictional and nonfictional at the same time.
Contrary to what Hediger argues, however, the medium underdetermines the ontological
status of film.

Metz has famously claimed that “[e]very film is a fiction film” (1982: 44) because of the
structure of signification in cinema. For Metz, film, unlike other media, is characterised by an
imaginary signifier. It is imaginary because it is present and absent at the same time. It is
present as a perceptually rich image, yet it is absent because it is not the object itself that is
on the reel. Contrary to objects or actors in the theatre who although standing for
something else are present on the stage, the same objects and actors on screen are present
only as their images. This duality of presence and absence makes representation fictional.

This duality, however, is not specific to film but is typical of representation in general.
Representations, by definition, stand for something else, something that is absent. Arguably,
Metz speaks of a specific type of representations which single out specific objects rather than
concepts but even then, the cinematic signifier is not the only to denote in the absence of its
reference. In linguistic representation, for instance, proper names stand for something apart
from themselves. The signifier – the sounds making up the spoken name – are undeniably
present whereas the signified can be easily absent if we are talking about a person who is not
there. By Metz’s logic all representations that denote a specific object would be fictional –
including all the references to actual people in this paper and to Metz in this section. But that
is patently false. Moreover, there are also signifiers that, unlike linguistic signs, resemble
their signifieds as is the case in figurative drawings and paintings. Like in film, their image is
immediately present to the viewer although what they denote is typically absent. Albrecht
Dürer’s self-portrait denotes him in his absence, but this does not make the painting
fictional.

If the point is that Metz is interested only in signifiers which arise through causally automatic
processes, even then the cinematic signifier is not unique because, as I have demonstrated
in the previous section, audio recordings have the same structure of signification as visual
recordings do. Much like Koch, Hediger believes there is a distinction between these two
types of recordings:

Der Unterschied zur Tonaufnahme wird gerne daran festgemacht, das sein Klang, den
wir hören, ob er nun aufgezeichnet ist oder ‘live’ gespielt wird, das Objekt selbst ist,
wohingegen ein Fotogramm nur ein Bild oder ein Zeichen ist, das für das Objekt steht
(2009: 182).99999

But to repeat, the sound recording is a distinct object from the original sound. The original
vibrations in the air have long since dissipated. What is on the record are merely causal
effects of the original sound. That much becomes obvious once we listen to a low-quality
recording. All the scratches and noises highlight the fact that what we are dealing here with is
a copy which does not share the ontological identity with its source. After all, if something is
a copy then it is certainly ontologically distinct from its source. Precisely like in film, the
sound that we are playing is just a signifier of the sound that was originally recorded. To my
mind, the most likely reason why both Hediger and Koch conflate the two, is because with
our current sound recording technology the reproduced sound and the original sound are
phenomenologically virtually indistinguishable. So long as we are positioned in space and
specific calibrations are made, we can easily confuse the reproduced sound for its live
counterpart and think the two are one and the same (not only phenomenologically but
ontologically as well). This is also why we could theoretically confuse a hologram of an object
for that object. But when it comes to visual recordings, we would hardly ever confuse a
photographic image for its object due to the fact such recordings are framed and two-
dimensional.

While subscribing to Metz’s view on the alleged uniqueness of the cinematic signifier to argue
for film’s inherent fictional status, Hediger also wants to argue that film is at the same time
inherently nonfictional. He does so via Bazin and his claim that the object and its photograph
“share a common being” (2005: 15). Hediger rightly points out that Bazin’s photograph is
more than what has in the wake of Peter Wollen’s (1969) account of Bazin been referred to as
an index. It is not only that there is an automatic causal connection between the photograph
and its object, i.e. that the photograph is the object’s trace. Rather, “it [the photograph] is the
model [the object]” (ibid.: 14). This transfer of reality from the object onto the photograph is
what makes “every film a nonfiction film, insofar the film image is both present and real, i.e.
insofar it shares in the being of what it represents” (“jeder Film ein nichtfiktionaler Film,
insofern das filmische Bild zugleich vorhanden ist und […] real ist, also am Sein des
Dargestellten teilhat.” Hediger 2009: 177).

Now, Hediger is explicit that this does not make every film a documentary of whatever was in
front of the camera (ibid.), but just that film as a medium should be understood as nonfiction
(a notion that also encompasses the signifier’s documentary quality outlined above). But if
that is the case, then all representations are also nonfictions as a medium. For all
representations are made of “present and real” entities – phonemes in speech, graphemes in
writing, specks of color in painting, traces of carbon in drawing, solid objects in sculpture,
bodies in movement in dance, etc. – i.e., all representations have a material reality. Ink on the
pages of Kafka’s Der Prozess, for instance, is nonfictional in its physical existence (and tells us,
among other things, about the materials and fonts used by a given society at the time of
printing) yet it conjures up the fiction of Josef K. Pigments on Sandro Botticelli’s Nascita di
Venere / The Birth of Venus are no less fictional in their materiality (and elucidating of paint
available to renaissance painters), but they still invite us to make-believe that Venus was
born from the sea.

It is true that none of these representations “share a common being” with what they
represent – there is no such link between the ink spots spelling out “Josef K.” and Josef K. or
between the pigments making up the image of Venus and Venus. But neither do
representations in fiction film. As a fiction film, Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari does not represent
Conrad Veidt but Cesare. And whatever we might want to say about the relationship between
the film image and Veidt, this relationship does not obtain between the image and Cesare. In
other words, the focus on the profilmic is misplaced when it comes to criteria for
determining whether something is fiction or not.

Put differently, because fictional status changes the relevant referent (from profilmic to the
fictional) the appeal to the medium cannot get us far in determining whether something is
fiction. The recourse to medium properties fails to establish anything about whether a
representation instantiated in that medium is fiction or nonfiction because the sign and its
fictional referent cannot share a common being in the first place. In photographic cinema,
more specifically, no approach based on medium properties can establish anything about
the non/fictional status of a given representation, because it can only tell us about the
presence or absence of the indexical/ontological link between the recording and its profilmic
referent. Or to put it in yet another way, recordings cannot record fictions, they can only
record actual objects whose images can then be used to signify fictions.

The lesson then is that the medium properties that Koch and Hediger (and Metz and Bazin)
focus on cannot help us determine whether something is fiction or not a priori. Much like
medium specific theories have failed to tell us what cinema is or to provide us with valid
theories of evaluation (cf. Carroll 2008), they also fall short of establishing film’s non/fictional
status. To discuss fiction and nonfiction on the level of the medium, moreover, only
demonstrates that the structures of signification in film as opposed to other media,
recording or otherwise, are not as specific as one would think. What needs to be solved is
why photographic films signify fictions more often than not despite being based on
recordings of actual objects. In other words, given that fiction is a transmedial phenomenon
we first need to ascertain what makes something fiction or not, and only then investigate the
media specificities of fictions.

Walton’s Theory of Fiction as Mandated Imagining

Where Hediger is most insightful is in demonstrating that, historically speaking, categories
such as “Spielfilm” and “documentary” did not exist during the cinema’s early era up to c.
1915. Given that the main point of his article is to dissuade us from the idea that fiction and
nonfiction was always firmly distinguished or at least that it was differentiated in the way in
that we do today, it is an important point worth emphasising. In fact, Hediger’s explanation
that D. W. Griffith saw his The Birth of a Nation (1915, USA) primarily as an objective
representation of the American Civil War and the Reconstruction, i.e., as a sort of a visual
correlate to written history, also does away with the theories that non/fictional status can be
defined in terms of authorial intentions (Currie 1990; Carroll 1997; Plantinga 2005). I can add
that promotional material attests that even films like Un homme de têtes / Four Troublesome
Heads (Georges Méliès, 1898, France), which we nowadays treat as fictions, were intended, to
use an anachronistic term, as “documentational” recordings of stage tricks by their
producers:

One of the most marvelous tricks ever cinematographed. The magician approaches and,
after the usual bow, proceeds with the tricks of taking off his head, placing same on a
table at his side. […] to show that there is no illusion about the trick, he crawls under the
table, upon which is supported his first head. […] [Upon completing the trick] the
magician then makes his bow and retreats from the scene. A most surprising and
marvelous illusion (“Star” Films Catalogue 1903: 17).

It is not only that the film is explicitly advertised as being “cinematographed”, but the ad also
goes to great lengths to demonstrate how the magic is done on stage by emphasising the
opening and closing bowing the audience and crawling under the table.

If intentionalist theories were correct, then we would have to treat both The Birth of a Nation
and numerous other films like Un homme de têtes as nonfiction rather than fiction. In what
follows I would like to sketch out an existing alternative and why this alternative also allows
us a better grasp of film history.

The theory which allows for the temporal instability of nonfiction/fiction divide while at the
same time allowing us to distinguish between the two at any point in time, is Walton’s
account laid out in his seminal Mimesis as Make-Believe. Now the dominant view among
analytic philosophers of art (cf. Kathleen Stock 2016; Gregory Currie and Anna Ichino 2016),
sees fiction as mandated imagining.

Walton models fictions on games of make-believe children play with their toys, dolls, or
found objects as props for generating certain imaginings. While playing in the woods, for
instance, children can agree that when encountering a stump, they should make-believe a
bear in its place. In this game stumps are props. The specific imaginings – imagining a bear
where stumps are – generate fictional truths. The collection of such fictional truths – that
there are as  many bears as  there are stump – amounts to the f ict ional  world.
Representational works, on this view, are props which mandate us to imagine specific
imaginings. The main difference is that whereas in the above example the mandate to
generate fictional truths is explicitly agreed upon by participating children, in the case of art
mandates are implicit.

That make-believe is mandated also means that although one is always free to imagine
anything or not to imagine anything at all, a work is fictional only so long as one is supposed
to make-believe something specific while regarding the work. As such, mandate is a
normative category and not a guarantee of actual reception. When watching Das Cabinet des
Dr. Caligari we are supposed to imagine that  the protagonist  tel l ing the story is
institutionalised. We are free not to do so and imagine that he is sane but that would not be
playing the game of make-believe appropriately. Crucially, because, as we have seen above,
the mandate may change over time it cannot hinge either on textual features and/or
authorial intentions. Rather, it arises from a negotiation of institutional factors including
production, promotion, exhibition and reception.1010101010 In one such case, whereas present-day
audiences treat Méliès’ trick films as fictions, c. 1900 even a film like La lune à un mètre / The
Astronomer’s Dream, or the Man in the Moon (Méliès, 1898, France) was both advertised and
received by the audiences as a recording of stage magic, i.e. as “a life motion picture
reproduction of a celebrated French spectacular piece” (Philadelphia Inquirer, 4 September
1899: 10). In other words, whereas presently the film is seen as authorising a game of make-
believe – i.e., as a fiction –at the turn of the last century it was not – i.e., it constituted
nonfiction.

What is the other component in Walton’s definition? Imagining is an as-if stance which may
include actions (imagining running), objects (imagining x), experiences (imagining seeing),
propositions (imagining that p), etc. As such, imagining may but need not include mental
imagery. Unlike perception and memory, imagining does not imply the existence of its
objects. Unlike perception, the objects of imagining are voluntary. Unlike belief (connoted by
notions of “willing suspension of disbelief” or “diegetic illusion” prevalent in film studies),
lastly, imagining is neither true nor false, but “mandated” or not. More positively, then,
imagining is a generally controllable off-line simulation mostly decoupled from behavioural
reactions.

There are a number of advantages to Walton’s theory when compared to alternatives. First,
unlike Koch’s and Hediger’s proposals, Walton clearly specifies the necessary condition for
what it means for something to be fiction.1111111111 Both the notion of the virtual and the play of
absence and presence as defining traits of fiction suffer from numerous counterexamples.1212121212

Second, Walton allows for both aesthetic and non-aesthetic fictions. But contrary to Koch he
easily excludes examples such as the notion of property from the latter. Third, Walton’s
definition is not medium specific as Hediger’s is. As such it is not hampered by problematic
accounts of what the consequences the indexical/ontological bond between the signifier and
the signified has for the non/fictional status of representation. Fourth, because Walton does
not privilege any medium of fiction, he can easily accommodate fictions in which no
assertions are made (e.g. painting, sculpture, silent cinema) unlike theories modelled on
literature and speech acts (John Searle 1975; Currie 1990; Peter Lamarque and Stein Haugom
Olsen 1994; David Davies 2007). Fictions are generated by the help of props which need not
only be assertions in a story, but can also be images in films, colours in painting, sounds in
music, etc. Fifth, Walton’s proposal easily accommodates impossible worlds in which pi has a
different value and as such is superior to possible world theories of fiction. It is perfectly easy
to imagine a fiction in which the value of pi is, say, 4. Sixth, Walton identifies an activity which
precedes other fiction-making practices like story-telling both phylogenetically and
ontogenetically as a model for fiction – children’s games of make-believe. They easily use all
kinds of props such as toys towards which they espouse an as if attitude of, for example,
having a tea-party with their furry friends. And last, because mandates are defined neither by
intentions nor by textual features, Walton’s theory explains why it is possible that fictional
status may change over time. This is not only of importance for aesthetics fictions but for
non-aesthetic ones as well given that cultural texts such as mythologies of various peoples
(Greek, Egyptian, etc.) have migrated from non-fiction to fiction over the years.1313131313 In other
words, although both Koch and Hediger (as well as numerous other contributors to the
volume) briefly refer to Walton, they do not engage what to this day remains the most robust
theory of fiction. This is an opportunity which German-language film scholarship has hitherto
missed but which, as this article has hopefully demonstrated, is worth pursuing.
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Notes
11111 While deserving little attention among film scholars, Walton’s work has been influential in German-language
scholarship on literature with Frank Zipfel (2001) and J. Alexander Bareis (2014) as his most notable proponents. Bareis
(2016) has also recently argued for applying Walton’s theory to a range of arts including film.

22222 “Do objects need to be fictitious as a whole, or can they be such only in certain respects and, if the latter is the case,
does it concern only these aspects or do the objects’ identifiable properties determine the distinction between fiction
and nonfiction?” Translations mine unless noted otherwise.

33333 Here, “screening” encompasses both traditional projection and more contemporary screen technologies
(smartphones, tablets, etc.)

44444 For an overview White’s influence on the discussions of documentary see Carroll (2003).

55555 For an argument that some photographic images are partially identical with their objects see Mario Slugan (2017).

66666 It should be noted that Koch is not discussing “legal fiction” as defined by legal professionals. There it is understood
as an assumed fact that helps courts reach a decision. For instance, in matters of inheritance, when two people die
simultaneously the courts in England and Wales assume that the older of the two died first. Cf. Hugh Chisholm (1910).

77777 For an equally problematic discussion of documentary see Koch (2016).

88888 Although Koch is clearly indebted to Bazin (2005) in her emphasis on the profilmic in fiction film, it seems that for her
one can speak of documentary only if the image resembles the object. Bazin, however, has famously claimed that
resemblance is irrelevant to the nature of ontology.

99999 “The difference to the sound recording is based on the fact that the sound that we hear, whether it is recorded or
played ‘live’, is the object itself, whereas a photogram is just an image or a pure sign representing the image.”

1010101010 Bareis (2016) speaks of paratextual information.

1111111111 In his original formulation (Walton 1990) the condition is both necessary and sufficient. In his most recent account,
however, he states it is only necessary (Walton 2015).

1212121212 This is not to say that Walton has no detractors (cf. Stacie Friend 2012; Derek Matravers 2014) or that Walton himself
has not changed his position (Walton 2015) but rather that Koch and Hediger have failed to address a prominent
theory.

1313131313 One disadvantage of Walton’s view which, ironically enough, should be an advantage for those like Koch and
Hediger who are interested in doing away with the distinction between fiction and non-fiction is that Walton thinks
that all photographic images, and by extension all photographic films, are fictions insofar they mandated imagining
whatever they depict. This is an aspect of the theory can be criticised from many fronts (cf. Mario Slugan 2019).
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Enhanced Documents of a Past Future
Reinterpretation of the Soviet History of Spaceflight in Contemporary Russian
Blockbusters

Natalija Majsova

Abstract

This article investigates the fictionalization of the space age in contemporary Russian
spaceflight history blockbusters Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose / Gagarin: First in Space (2013),
Vremia pervykh / Spacewalk (2017), and Saliut 7 (2017). This “second wave” of Russian films on
spaceflight exhibits a greater affinity for the patriotic Soviet canon of portraying Soviet
spaceflight history than their predecessors from the 2000s – Pervye na lune / First on the Moon
(2004), Kosmos kak predchuvstvie / Dreaming of Space (2005), and Bumazhnyi soldat / Paper
Soldier (2008) – which subverted the narrative conventions established by Soviet feature films
on the history of spaceflight, i.e. their linearly progressive, normatively-optimistic plots,
standard sets of historical characters, and common reliance on an authoritative third-
person narrator. The article argues that blockbusters of the past decade, in contrast,
reinvent the patriotic Soviet narrative in a particular, (no(w)stalgic) way. Drawing on the
discussion on the chronotope (Bakhtin) of outer space in Soviet and Russian cinema, this
article explores the productions in question through the lens of their constructions of literal
and metaphorical diagonality, verticality and horizontality. In doing so, it argues that the
examined films embed historical events into fictional narratives and audio-visual worlds that
monumentalise and mythologise the Soviet space age through the use of these spatial
vectors, creating a novel, yet eerily familiar fictional collage of a past.
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Introduction

Post-Soviet popular cultural references to the history of Soviet spaceflight have attracted a
considerable amount of scholarly attention over the past decade. To a notable degree, these
studies agree that the first wave of post-Soviet re-appropriations of the mythical history of
the Soviet space programme includes many examples of postmodernist deconstruction,
aiming to provide a critique of the previous political system and its foundational myths (cf.
Strukov and Goscilo, eds. 2017). At the same time, many scholars have also pointed out the
coexistent nostalgic element of these returns to various aspects of the space programme
and the space race, such as the longing for a lost, communist vision of a future, the
idealisation of the Khrushchevian Thaw, and certain structures of Soviet everyday life (cf.
Boym 2001; Siddiqi 2011; Rogatchevski 2011).

Slava Gerovitch’s (2015) study on the Soviet space age remembrance proposes a slightly
more nuanced approach, examining Soviet space myths beyond classical analyses that see
them as longing for certain aspects of a documented past (cf. Boym 2001). For Gerovitch
(2015: 164), these myths become “frames for entirely new meanings”, functioning in terms of
Natalia Ivanova’s (1999: 25-32) “no(w)stalgia”: “neither condemnation nor idealisation of the
past, but its actualisation as a set of appealing symbols for today’s discussions” (Gerovitch
2015: 164). The “no(w)stalgic” audience turns into “a collective participant and a collective
interpreter; a creator of a myth, a part of the myth, and a debunker of the myth; the living
past and a trial of the past at the same time.”” (ibid.). The concept of no(w)stalgia
corresponds partly to Boym’s (1995: 79) characterisation of nostalgia for the Soviet Union
and for the cult of cinema itself, typical of early post-Soviet cinema on Soviet myths, which
exhibited “the desire to manipulate cultural myths, to aestheticise and to politicise against
the grain”. Focusing on “elite cinema”, i. e. auteur films, such as Prorva / The Abyss (Ivan
Dykhovichnyi, 1992, France, Germany, Russia), Boym also stipulates that this nostalgia gave
birth to a number of “decadent fairy tales in spite of all moral and commercial odds” (ibid.);
clearly, her analysis does not include action films, but the first part of her observation may
certainly be applied to my case study. As it will be argued below, recent, post-Soviet Russian
feature films on the space age play with myths, aestheticise them, and politicise them anew.
However, in contrast to post-Soviet Russian cinema of the 1990s, these films are driven by
anything but a decadent logic – hence my inclination to analyse them through a no(w)stalgic
lens, posing the following questions: how does cinema fictionalise the history of Soviet
spaceflight, and which relations do these fictions bear to the events themselves?

Over the past two decades, Russian production companies have, with the support of state
agencies, such as the Russian Film Fund and the Ministry of Culture, released over a dozen
fiction feature films on the history of the Soviet space programme. Even a superficial glance
at these films will detect gradual shifts in the dominant themes, tropes, narratives and
aesthetic preferences. Namely: productions from the 2000s (Pervye na lune / First on the Moon
(Aleksei Fedorchenko, 2004, Russia)), Kosmos kak predchuvstvie / Dreaming of Space (Aleksei
Uchitel’, 2005, Russia), and Bumazhnyi soldat / Paper Soldier (Aleksei German jr., 2008, Russia))
actively subvert the narrative conventions established by Soviet feature films on the history
of spaceflight, such as their linearly progressive, normatively-optimistic plots, and standard
sets of historical characters. Moreover, they use props, camera angles, and extradiegetic
sound in order to turn their cinematic timespaces of the beginning of the space age into an
estranged, fictional construction, in order to elaborate the underlying philosophical and
socio-cultural assumptions of this timespace (cf. Majsova 2016; Høgetveit 2018).

In contrast, their successors, directors of spaceflight history films from the 2010s, reaffirm
the history of the Soviet space programme as an absolutely excellent achievement. In doing
so, these later films refer to their more ambiguous counterparts from the first decade of the
21st century, and reinvent both the apparently blindly patriotic, pro-Soviet narrative in a new,
post-Soviet context. This article will discuss three cases in point: Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose /
Gagarin: First in Space (Pavel Parkhomenko, 2013, Russia), Vremia pervykh / Spacewalk (Dmitrii
Kiselev, 2017, Russia), and Saliut 7 (Klim Shipenko, 2017, Russia). In this article, I analyse how
these productions respond to the narratives and questions set out by the above-mentioned
early post-Soviet productions with their own attempts to reflect on the dawn of the space
age. In doing so, they frame these new re-interpretations of the Soviet patriotic narrative in
evident dialogue with the tradition of the Hollywood action film, heavily reliant on
spectacular sequences and action-driven protagonists. However, as I will argue below, they
reappropriate this canon in a unique and recognisable fashion, paving the way for a slightly
different canon. By exploring the films’ chronotopes of outer space with a particular
emphasis on their constructions of vectors (verticality, horizontality, and diagonals), this
article argues that these particular cases of cinematic re-casting historical events as fictional
worlds also do so within a specific fictional world.

How to Monumentalise a Document: The Specificities of Russian
Spaceflight Action Films

It is tempting to interpret recent Russian features on the space age in terms of an
evolutionary narrative. Namely, in 2013, the production company Kremlin Films released the
first post-Soviet historical feature on Iurii Gagarin and his pioneering spaceflight of 12 April,
1961, tellingly titled Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose. The film, directed by Pavel Parkhomenko,
enhances the main event, Gagarin’s spaceflight, with flashbacks to his childhood, Soviet
victory in the second World War, and subtle glorification of certain stereotypes about
Russian and Soviet culture. The indicated emphases of this film lay out a normative
framework on cinematising the Soviet history of spaceflight, devoutly followed by later
productions. Accordingly, in 2015, director Iurii Bykov, acclaimed for his films’ realism, was
hired to direct Vremia pervykh (the title is commonly translated into English as Spacewalk, but
the film is also known as The Age of Pioneers, which is closer to the Russian original), the first
feature film about cosmonaut Aleksei Leonov’s pioneering 1965 spacewalk. The project was
produced by acclaimed fantasy and action film director and producer Timur Bekmambetov
and actor Evgenii Mironov. A year later, with the project well under way, the producers,
allegedly disappointed by Bykov’s insufficiently spectacular footage, decided to replace him
with Dmitrii Kiselev, a less experienced director but with a greater affinity to genre cinema
(Sputniknews 2017). Kiselev re-shot over 60% of the film, and a new team of composers was
hired to provide a different soundtrack. Vremia pervykh was finally released in 2017,
premiering in early April, as a tribute to International Cosmonautics Day, celebrated on 12
April, commemorating Iurii Gagarin’s pioneering spaceflight of 1961. 2017 was marked by
another Russian historical spaceflight blockbuster, Saliut 7, directed by acclaimed romantic-
comedy director Klim Shipenko, and produced by the CTB Film Company, Lemon Films Studio
and Globus-f i lm (Tasha Robinson, 2017).  This f i lm, based on arguably the most
technologically complicated rescue mission in the history of space exploration, premiered in
autumn 2017. It should be noted that the release of the two films in the same year is
coincidental; Vremia pervykh was initially planned to come out a year earlier. Nevertheless, the
canon that all of these recent productions set out regarding fictional depictions of the Soviet
history of spaceflight is noteworthy for several reasons.

Firstly, big-budget spaceflight history action films present an innovative addition to
fictionalisations of historical events in Russian cinema. The archive of contemporary Russian
genre cinema is abundant in fiction feature films “based on real historical events”. These
films, paradoxically ahistorical in their approaches to film format, typically refer to those
episodes from Soviet and pre-Soviet Russian history that reinforce a patriotic narrative,
which glorifies the spirit of the Russian nation, its superior moral values, bravery,
selflessness, ingenuity, and humanism. At first glance, these films, officially classified as
fiction films, but often featuring documentary footage, appear as Russian re-appropriations
of a particular mix of Hollywood action-based narratives, such as the combat/war film, and
the action hero film (cf. Langford 2005: 111-131). Particularly the influence of the latter, with
its dynamic, action-driven montage, spectacular special effects, uncomplicated character-
types, and unambiguous value dichotomies, proves influential in films about the history of
the space age. At the same time, the commonplace practice to supplement fictional shots
with documentary footage produces an ambiguous effect. Spectators’ feedback on the films,
available on forums, such as Kinopoisk.ru, reveals that the viewer is often attracted and
entertained by the fictional aesthetics, narratives, and special effects, but also intrigued by its
documentary basis. A similar observation may be made about expert reviews, which
frequently devote ample attention to the debate on historical accuracy and authenticity,
usually to the detriment of the film’s overall score (cf. Belikov 2017; Shchipin 2017). Apart
from the clear introductory statement that this is a fiction, rather than a non-fiction film, and
the aforementioned factual inaccuracies, active fictionalisation is produced by means of a
delicate balance between devices, such as point-of-view shots, which encourage
identification (not only with the point of view, but also, by derivation, with the moral values of
the protagonist), and a sense of estrangement, solicited by extraordinary situations, as well
as the official historical coordinates granted to this fictional world.

The entertaining format of the historical thriller is intentionally harnessed to function as a
myth-making mechanism, as well as laudatory evidence of the high quality of the Russian film
industry of today. The use of historical fiction features to celebrate the achievements of the
industry, entertain, and reinforce patriotic sentiment is certainly nothing new or particularly
context-specific. It is noteworthy, however, that contemporary Russian directors tend to
focus on just a few selected historical cases, Second World War (e.g. Leningrad / Leningrad
(Aleksandr Buravskii, 2009, Russia), Brestskaia krepost’ / The Brest Fortress (Aleksandr Kott,
2010, Russia / Belarus), 28 panfilovtsev / Panfilov’s 28 Men (Andrei Shalopa and Kim Druzhinin,
2016, Russia)), sportive events (Legenda #17 / Legend #17 (Nikolai Lebedev, 2013, Russia),
Dvizhenie vverkh / Going Vertical (Anton Megerdichev, 2017, Russia)), and our case in point, the
history of spaceflight, doubtlessly at the top of this list. The latter is a somewhat more
complicated subject-matter than the former two, simply because of the technical complexity
of recreating events that take place in space. Therefore, while spaceflight history action films
also focus on singular events, such as Gagarin’s pioneering spaceflight, Leonov’s pioneering
spacewalk, or the rescue mission to the Saliut 7 space station, they typically involve more
extradiegetic references than war battles or sports matches. Namely, they incorporate the
topics of the prehistory and history of rocket technology, the rationale behind the space
race, the family histories and psychological profiles of the characters, etc. This prompts the
directors to resort to more variegated editing solutions and highlights the chronotopicality
of the outer-space trope.

If Mikhail Bakhtin (1937-8/1981: 48) introduced and explored the implications of analysing
chronotopes or the “intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are
artistically expressed in literature”, scholars such as Martin Flanagan (2009) and Bart Keunan
(2010) have argued for and demonstrated the analytical value of the term for film analysis.
Looking at film, and specifically at event-based films, in terms of chronotopes foregrounds
the fictionalising capacities of the medium by pointing to the tacit expectations and
assumptions that supplement the spectator’s perception of the audiovisual subject-matter.

The Soviet chronotope of outer space and space exploration was first described in Matthias
Schwartz’s (2010) analysis of post-1957 Soviet literature. Here, the author points out that the
early successes of the Soviet space programme, such as the launch of the Sputnik, which
temporally coincided with the democratising tendencies characteristic of the Khrushchevian
Thaw, justified both greater investments into basic science, sometimes quipped as
“cybernetics instead of tractors”, and encouraged a bold step away from socialist realism in
the arts. According to Schwartz, this contributed to greater diversity and – not always
optimistic – philosophical reflections on the anticipated space future in the genre of scientific
fantasy, most often exemplified by the literary works of Arkadii and Boris Strugatskii, and
Andrei Tarkovskii’s Soliaris / Solaris (1972, USSR), an adaptation of Stanisław Łem’s novel.

The chronotope of outer space as a place, which gradually transforms from a symbol of
imminent progress and Communist future into a space, into a potentially dangerous,
unknown and ultimately unknowable place that questions the human in return for being
interrogated by humanity, is generally reflected in Soviet space science fiction of the 1960s-
1980s. At the same time, in an analysis of early post-Soviet films about the Soviet space age, I
argued that this chronotope thoroughly destabilised in productions from 2004–2009. These
films evidently refer to the bygone Soviet epoch and its space programme, but neither
belong to the genre of science fiction nor allude to real historical events, significantly
reinventing the history of Soviet spaceflight in terms of narratives, historical data, characters,
and plots, in order to question its historical accuracy, as well as its philosophical, ethical, and
moral presumptions (cf. Majsova 2016). One of the main cinematic devices that contributes
to this destabilisation in these productions is the persistence of an uncanny, questioning
gaze, directed towards the unknowable real, which shines through the destabilised images
and narrative (cf. McGowan 2007: 3-14). The fictional worlds of films, such as First on the Moon,
Dreaming of Space, and Paper Soldier are incomplete; their apparently fictional constructions
reveal a gaping lack of coherence, which is directed to the complex, irrational real beyond the
fictional world of the artwork, and the fictional world that the artwork is embedded into. This
present article, which also relies on close readings of several selected films, will demonstrate
how Russian spaceflight history blockbusters of the past decade resort to an entirely
different strategy, ousting the possibility of a gaze.

In order to demonstrate the mechanisms at work, I will draw on a methodological tool
introduced in Åsne Ø. Høgetveit’s (2017, 2018) work on Soviet and post-Soviet airspace and
outer space-oriented cinema. Høgetveit expands the discussion on the outer space
chronotope by pointing to its reliance on vectors, particularly the vector of verticality and the
so-called moral vertical. Making references to both historical and science fiction feature films,
Høgetveit argues that Soviet and post-Soviet films, which fictionalise spaceflight (and
aviation) often draw on the Russian cultural symbolism of verticality as aligned with both
transcendence, and hence to the idea of outer space as an abstractly transcendent realm,
and with the idea of the existence of “natural” hierarchies (Høgetveit 2017: 79, 2019). In this
contribution, I will investigate verticality alongside two other vectors: the diagonal and the
horizontal. By pointing to imagery that either directly depicts or allegorically presents
vertical, diagonal, and horizontal vectors, I will analyse how the examined films allow us to
consider verticality in terms of its links to the supremacy of the imperative of scientific
development, and certain historical narratives. Accordingly, the following paragraphs will
analyze Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, Vremia pervykh, and Saliut 7, focusing on their narratives,
editing, and performativity, and highlighting these dimensions in the context of the vertical-
diagonal-horizontal triad.

Pioneers and Guardians of the Planet as Observers: Korolev, Science
and the Space-Earth Vertical

A common, easily recognisable feature of Soviet space films is the trope of the cosmonaut as
“the chosen one”; the one selected by the Soviet authorities, the one who understands the
language of technology, appreciates Soviet scientific achievements and is willing to sacrifice
himself for further advances. In the opening scenes of Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, Gagarin and
Titov, the finalists of the cosmonaut selection process, are presented to us in their bedroom.
We see them from a bird’s eye perspective, two lean, small men, stretched on their narrow,
military beds the day before the historical event of man’s pioneering spaceflight. They look
very much alike, almost difficult to tell apart. Yet, the plot provides numerous flashbacks to
the training process, and presents a final discussion at the command centre. All of these
gradually convince the spectator that Iurii is the better candidate for the job. He is selfless,
comradely, emotionally stable, down-to-earth, and extremely rational. German Titov, on the
other hand, is repeatedly portrayed as jealous of Gagarin, and unable to deal with his
“defeat” in a non-emotional way (for example, when Gagarin attempts to reassure him that
his time in space will come, he bitterly replies that “[the people]/ will only remember the first
one, the rest will be forgotten.”)

However, these descriptions are not unbiased. As the film progresses, it becomes ever
clearer that their judgments on the cosmonauts’ capacity to perform are drawn out by the
chief constructor, Sergei Korolev. Here, he is also the chief interpreter. He interprets data
assembled by the conscientious doctors and nurses, who monitor the cosmonauts’ training,
weighs it against his colleagues’ opinions, picks, and sends into space. Korolev is the infallible
deic figure, the upright vertical which cannot be questioned. Nor can questioning apply to his
chosen “little eagles”, oreliki, as he likes to call his cosmonauts. Shots of Korolev precede
shots of the launch of the spaceship in both Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose and Vremia pervykh. In
the latter film, Korolev provides Aleksei Leonov with step-by-step guidance during his brief
excursion into outer space. Accordingly, as soon as these instructions are interrupted by a
telephone call from Soviet Communist Party Secretary-General Leonid Brezhnev, who wishes
to congratulate Leonov, the scientific narrative of success breaks down, and the cosmonaut,
briefly overcome with emotion, encounters very serious problems. This happens several
times in the film, and each time, Korolev’s instructions prove to be infallible. The emphasis on
the Soviet people’s extraordinary capacity for executing ground-breaking ideas conceived in
the realms of politics and science set Vremia pervykh apart from more conventional space-
themed adventure thrillers despite the fact that Leonov and pilot Pavel Beliaev’s space
mission and their return to Earth are the events that take up over half of the film. The happy
ending expected of the film is not grounded in the heroism of the cosmonauts or in the
excellence of the command centre on Earth. Rather, it is guaranteed by the overarching idea
that space and Earth are connected by the vertical of scientific excellence, embodied by the
protagonists: Korolev and Leonov. Science, conceived as a fusion between the abstract
(formulas), the collective (technology) and the personal (Korolev and the cosmonauts).
Therefore, it cannot fail, even when the odds are not in its favour.

The part of the Vremia pervykh set in space is in rhythmic juxtaposition to the events “on
Earth”. While being embedded into the context of 1960s Soviet politics and ideological
narratives, this part of the film clearly responds to the expectations of spectators hoping for
an action-filled breath-taking thriller. Carefully constructed with the help of a special CGI
solution developed by Aleksandr Gorokhov’s computer studio CGF, and a team of dedicated
stuntmen, Leonov’s spacewalk is a glorious attempt to let the spectator try on the spacesuit
herself (cf. Belikov 2017). We see Leonov peek out from the space vessel, then carefully climb
out of it, gain initial balance, take off the cap from the camera, establish video-connection
with the command centre on Earth, and then, after instructions from his superiors, let go of
the corpus of the shuttle, launching himself into the void. He sees Earth, and his spaceship,
Voskhod-2, in its entirety, he seems to be in control, and then he suddenly loses it, allowing
for a highly intense, dramatic sequence. In brief, the scenes in zero gravity are allusions to
what have, over the past fifty years of space exploration and post-spaceflight cinema,
become poetic, easily recognizable tropes of the spaceflight mise-en-scène.

At the same time, Belikov’s review of Vremia pervykh insightfully describes the zero-gravity
scenes in Vremia pervykh as a “phantom-like nostalgia for the times of the space race, equally
unfamiliar to the director and the spectator”. Indeed, the dramatism of the film arises from
the unusual character of Leonov himself: in contrast to Gagarin, he is a rebellious,
individualistic figure, prone to daydreaming and disobeying orders, and hence very ill-suited
for the Soviet socio-political structures as these are drawn out in the film. Why such a
character would be allowed into space, remains a mystery, which can only be explained by
the role played by Chief Constructor Korolev. Clearly, his relationship with Leonov is drawn
out in very different brushstrokes than the one with Gagarin in Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose. At
the same time, in both instances, the link between the cosmonaut and the constructor
guarantees the persistence of the scientific vertical, and reinforces the symbolism of outer
space as a transcendent realm. In space, Gagarin’s lips form his iconic smile, and he
remembers his wife and daughters. In space, Leonov closes his eyes and remembers his
childhood fantasy of lifting off from the ground and standing up tall, facing the flourishing
fields as if they were a wall.

Saliut 7, a unique film that addresses the period of Soviet space history, which was no longer
dominated by Korolev, taking place almost two decades after his death, needs to rely on a
slightly different formula. As if in solemn awareness of the fact that there will never be such a
talented, erudite, and valuable man at the head of the Soviet space command centre, the film
chooses to downplay the role of the Soviet authorities, re-inventing the cosmonaut as a fully
autonomous superhero. This cosmonaut – undoubtedly male, undoubtedly superior to all
the women (mothers, lovers, wives, a competent and eternally ignored healthcare
professional) in the film – is elevated to the level of a proactive hero at the expense of the
semiotic trivialisation of the theme of spaceflight. Notably, the opening shots of the film are
bird’s eye-view shots filming two cosmonauts, a man and a woman, performing routine tasks
on top of the Saliut 7 space station.

Structurally, Saliut 7 follows the formula laid out by many other films on space exploration.
The scenes “in space” are, like in Vremia pervykh, in counterpoint with scenes “on Earth”. The
scenes “on Earth” construct the lost world of the Soviet past, seen as the promised land by
the cosmonauts. This promised land is haunted by the trope of quiet family life, and by the
political Cold War division. The world of Saliut 7 emerges in stark opposition to an “American”
world, which, just like in Vremia pervykh, Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, and other Russian
productions on the history of the Soviet space program, is inaccessible, even almost
hermetically sealed. Its contours are only hinted at by passing remarks referring to current
political events.

Unlike the other two films, which show that spaceflight is impossible without a strong, stable
link between science, technology, and individual heroism, linked in a steady vertical vector,
Saliut 7 fully subordinates the post-1960s development of the Soviet space program to its
militarist undertones and to the antagonisms of the Cold War – a blind upward diagonal,
which will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. The film ends on a happy note,
showing that the cosmonauts manage to single-handedly repair an unresponsive space
station using a sledgehammer, while the head of the command centre could do nothing but
helplessly try to attack the prototype of the station in his office, also using a sledgehammer.
However, we do not see the cosmonauts return home. The scientif ic vertical ,  so
characteristic of the films on Gagarin and Leonov, is broken. The cosmonauts, particularly
Vladimir Fedorov, are unruly technicians. Sometimes, they hallucinate angels. As Fedorov
notes upon offering his partner Viktor Aliokhin a shot of vodka, “I don’t see any police flying
around outside to stop us”. And, indeed, the orders that they receive from Earth bear no
heavier weight than their own decisions.

“The Race Is On!”: Political Essentialisation and the Diagonal Vector
of Modernist Progress

All of the three productions in question are explicitly narrative-driven films. Moreover, in all
three cases, the narrative is built into plots that provide numerous opportunities to remind
the spectator of the greatness of the cosmonauts’ achievements, while anchoring them
within a very specific historical context, and Zeitgeist. Stripping the plots down to their bare
structural traits, we are left with a single narrative – an overarching metanarrative of Soviet
modernity, constructed on the foundations of the victory in the Second World War, and
aimed at beating the USA in the space race. If one examines the history of Soviet space
exploration films and biopics on the actors of the Soviet space programme, it becomes
evident that these choices are not necessarily the most obvious ones.

The slogan advertising Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose is, for instance, “The race is on!” rather than
the more commonplace, almost proverbial “Poekhali!” or “Off we go!”, allegedly his words
uttered during take-off. Paradoxically, Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose is not as explicitly concerned
with “beating the Americans” as Vremia pervykh and Saliut 7, where decisions regarding
sending cosmonauts on premature and thus extremely risky missions are made with the
sole intention of overtaking the ideological adversary. Cosmonauts Aleksei Leonov and Pavel
Beliaev, loosely based on their eponymous historical models, are apparently sent on the
spacewalk mission two years ahead of sensibly, carefully calculated plans, only to prove a
point to the American National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Likewise, in
Saliut 7, Alyokhin and Fedorov, fictional avatars of historical figures, cosmonauts Viktor
Savinykh and Vladimir Dzhanibekhov, are sent to contact the unresponsive Saliut 7 space
station in a great hurry, against a tight deadline, determined by the Americans, who are
setting up an empty Challenger shuttle, presumably to get to the station before the Soviets
and steal their secrets. The year in question is 1985, and Ronald Reagan’s “star wars” threat
is mentioned by the Soviet space command centre with great seriousness.

In these films, the road to space is therefore actually a race upwards, rooted in political
ambitions, and marked by milestones that tend to be further and further away from Earth. In
this context, it is not surprising that Brezhnev does not hesitate to telephone Leonov in the
middle of the latter’s dangerous, unprecedented spacewalk, just to tell him he is proud of
him and is counting on him to come back home alive. Korolev, otherwise very concerned
about the well-being and safety of his cosmonauts, does not prevent this call, even though it
possibly contributes to Leonov’s carelessness that almost sabotages the mission several
minutes later. The scene is very clear in presenting a mandatory, even hereditary link
between Soviet science and technology (Leonov contacts the command centre, and there is a
sequence of shots jumping from these headquarters to the cosmonaut, and back), its
political leadership (Brezhnev’s call), and the heroism of Soviet citizens (Leonov), but no links
are made between the political and technological infrastructure and its failures. Setbacks are
just plot-development devices, and are attributed to either undefined technological issues or
individual carelessness.

At the same time, moments of despair, brought about by such problems, are often
juxtaposed with very particular memories from Earth. In Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, Iurii
Gagarin often recoils into childhood memories in search of inspiration. The phantom of the
Second World War looms over these memories, at once explaining Gagarin’s present
calmness, resilience, as well as serving as a means to develop his psychological profile by
nuancing it with certain traits, such as selflessness, loyalty to his family, and curiosity. For
instance, we learn that he put himself in danger in order to save his younger brother Boris
from the paws of a Nazi soldier during the War, when their home village was occupied by the
Germans. We also learn that he was a wilful youth, who respected his father and chose not to
follow in his footsteps as a carpenter and bricklayer, preferring to receive an education.
During this flashback, we see him shot from below, emphasising that this teen is about to
embark on a journey of ascent. In contrast, his father, mother and sister are mostly shot en
face, emphasising the horizontal, stable and secure role they play in Iurii’s life.

Gagarin is constructed as a perfect Soviet specimen, brought up in an honest, poor peasant
family, cool, calm and collected under pressure, aiming for an undefinable greater good, and
unquestionably devoted to serving the State. When asked about his first association to the
word “horror” during a psychological test, he replies: “famine”. When his mother asks how
his pregnant wife is coping with his dangerous career, he calmly replies that she is “the wife
of a soldier”, and that he had consciously sought a woman that would be able to handle
anything. Gagarin’s spaceflight is hence depicted as a function of his trust in a certain
historical narrative and current political structures, as well as a particular (calm, but daring)
psychological disposition. In cinematic terms, this conundrum is emphasised by ascending
diagonals within shots, for instance his memories of symbolic ascents (for example, we learn
that Iurii took his wife hiking), and ascents that result from the montage, for instance, his
flashbacks to childhood on Earth being shown in counterpoint with shots from outer space.

A very similar process is at work in Kiselev’s film on Leonov’s spacewalk, even if the
psychological profile of the cosmonaut is markedly different from Gagarin’s. Leonov is
explicitly labelled as “out of his mind” by his superiors, after he exhibits unparalleled
individualism and unconventionality in thought in order to help his colleague, acclaimed
Second World War pilot Beliaev during a dangerous landing. Nevertheless, his recklessness –
an element of the film that is not grounded in historical evidence – is always justified by his
relentless devotion to a greater cause. It is unclear whether, for him, this cause is spaceflight
as such or its significance for the Soviet State. For instance, he exclaims to his wife: “I don’t
see the ceiling, all I see are stars.” At the same time, he appears deeply moved by the State’s
insistence that a spacewalk should be executed two years earlier than initially planned. “We
will fly in shackles, if need be,” insists Leonov, enthusiastic about the spacewalk project, and
convinced in its feasibility, attempting to reassure the concerned, responsible and careful
Korolev, and highlighting the active, action-hero nature of his character in this film.

In carefully coupling the nation-building myth of Soviet victory in Second World War with its
moral predestination to win the ongoing Cold War, Vremia pervykh pays a significant amount
of attention to the relationship between the Chief Constructor responsible for most of the
Soviet achievements in this domain, the political establishment of the time, and the
cosmonauts. This is a common triad in Soviet and post-Soviet space-themed cinema, and
Vremia pervykh is clearly conscious of and affirmative in regard to this tradition. On the most
schematic level of narrative and visual aesthetics, Korolev is a corpulent, remarkably serious,
meticulous, and daring man, who invariantly addresses the cosmonauts as ‘oreliki’, just as he
does in films such as Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose and the two films dedicated specifically to his
own character and role in the Soviet space programme, Glavnyi / The Chief Constructor (2015),
and Korolev (2007), both directed by Iurii Kara. In a slight contrast to these films, the Korolev
of Vremia pervykh also appears to be very well aware of the particularities of Russian history
and cultural milieu. “What if the shackles are removed? We will crash into oblivion,” he
responds to Leonov, acknowledging that the Soviet people “have always flown in shackles”.
Korolev’s quote can be seen as the main nexus of the relationship between the constructor,
the Soviet power structures, and Soviet cosmonauts. Having downed a glass of an
unidentifiable alcoholic beverage, Korolev is finally convinced by Leonov’s willingness to
execute the dangerous experiment. Nevertheless, the film is very clear about the hierarchy:
individual zeal and adventurism is of no use when a delicate element of the spaceship needs
repair, or when the cosmonauts land in the freezing cold taiga; political approval and the
collective effort of a team of scientists are the ones that account for the mission’s final
success.

The premise of granting the cosmonaut more decision-making power, advanced in Vremia
pervykh, is even more prominent in Saliut 7, the most action-oriented contemporary Russian
space exploration feature film, and also the first film on the post-Korolev history of the Soviet
space programme. Saliut 7 foregrounds the topic of the heroism of Soviet cosmonauts, doing
so in a markedly different way from Vremia pervykh. Along with other Russian films on
spaceflight Vremia pervykh links the heroism of highly trained individuals to what appears to
be a nationally-specific trait. The cosmonauts’ ability to withstand enormous amounts of
stress, to deal with hopeless situations, is cinematically aligned with Russian history, which,
according to Korolev in Vremia pervykh, enabled the people to develop the capacity to
withstand numerous diverse horrors.

Just like Korolev, Leonov, whose figure was constructed in conversations with the real
historical reference of the protagonist of Vremia pervykh, cosmonaut Aleksei Leonov, bases
his own patriotism and sense of duty on the intellectual and historical heritage of the Soviet
state. In the first part of the film, his character is clearly carved out from his cosmonaut
training and references to his simple childhood in the Soviet countryside. When confronted
with unexpected obstacles during his pioneering spacewalk, Leonov remembers the Soviet
victory in the Second World War, positing the wartime struggle as the ultimate battle, even
graver than his own battle against malfunctioning technology and the prospects of not
returning from his space mission alive. Saliut 7 does not articulate this historical premise as
explicitly; rather, it employs its central characters, the heroic cosmonauts, as ahistorical
embodiments of the remarkable national characteristic.

The protagonists of the Saliut 7, cosmonauts Fedorov and Aliokhin, are perfectly at ease with
all kinds of unexpected obstacles and unbelievable complications. They are embodied
Communist new men, fully committed to their mission, and fully capable of completing it
regardless of the equipment at hand. Aware of the necessity to reach Saliut 7 first, before the
U.S. rival shuttle threatening to find out the secrets of the Soviet space programme under
the guise of a rescue mission, Vladimir and Viktor do not even require guidance from the
command centre on Earth. In fact, they consciously and deliberately disregard certain
commands from Earth,  when they feel  they have better solut ions,  l ike taking a
sledgehammer out into space, attempting to crack the carcass of the unresponsive Saliut 7.

This utopian image of the cosmonaut as a fully autonomous space-worker, a technician and
a strategist in one, is a relatively novel development in post-Soviet Russian cinematic
depictions of the history of Soviet spaceflight. Saliut 7 is the first film in this tradition that
emphasises the figure of the cosmonaut, very much at the expense of the command centre,
which appears amoebic, somewhat incompetent, and out of touch with the action that takes
place in the celestial realm. At the same time, one should point out that once technical
competences are fully transferred to the cosmonaut, the command centre assumes the role
of the moral compass, attempting to elaborate the most sensible solutions to critical
situations. Nevertheless, in this film, the cosmonauts are visually depicted as superior to the
command centre, looking down on Earth during their mission, rather than being looked up
to by the command and control centre, as is the case in Vremia pervykh and Gagarin: Pervyi v
kosmose. However, their superiority is somewhat helpless. Tellingly, at the end of the film, the
visors on their space helmets persistently reflect the moon, sitting above them, as if
haunting them. The moon is never shown as the direct object of their gaze, yet, it is there,
unavoidable and inaccessible, a proverbial elephant in the room.

The Cultural Horizontal and the Orbit as a Site of Post-memory

Saliut 7 is clearly a continuation and extrapolation of the myth of Soviet supremacy in outer
space, mainly created around the figure of the first cosmonaut, Iurii Gagarin. In terms of
space-related Soviet and post-Soviet Russian genre cinematography, this myth is created
and fully developed in a static, ahistorical world. Films on the Khrushchevian period of the
history of the Soviet space program establish a system of symbolic coordinates that
integrates the Soviet space age into a network of values and aspirations that supposedly
played a formative role in the early history of spaceflight. Saliut 7, situated over two decades
later, merely exploits this coordinate system, without adding anything new. At the beginning
of the film, cosmonaut Fedorov’s romantic partner, the mother of his child, asks how he
would describe his life in the USSR to the people of Madagascar, had he accidentally landed
on their island. “My daughter, football, and building communism,” he responds, stipulating
that these are the matters he loves, and referring to loosely the same world that
characterizes Vremia pervykh and Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose. This fictionalised history of the
Soviet space program, “based on real events”, operates in a world abundant in (now
compellingly stylish retro) symbols of the 1960s USSR: hairstyles and dresses, television sets
and space control rooms, as well as interiors of Soviet apartments, where the cosmonauts’
families wait hopefully to hear the final verdict about the success of the mission.

At the same time, the overlap between the three fictional worlds is not entirely complete.
Saliut 7 works with an uncomplicated world, following just one, contemporaneous, political
logic of a race, situated within a “cold, but nonetheless serious” war, to paraphrase a heated
discussion at the command centre on Earth in the film. In this world, the cosmonauts are
free to choose their values. While they have families, they feel an almost greater
responsibility before one another, and the drive to space outweighs the concerns of their
loved ones. Fedorov’s partner Lilia, for example, repeatedly confronts him about his
priorities – for choosing “space over [their daughter] Olia and I”. She is the complete opposite
of Leonov’s silent wife Svetlana or Gagarin’s spouse Valentina, who refuses to attempt to
prevent her husband, a young father, from embarking on his dangerous, life-changing task.

While it is possible to argue that these variations in reactions reflect the women’s
personalities and psychological dispositions, the films provide abundant evidence for an
interpretation that places a greater emphasis on the given cultural contexts. Namely, both
Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose and Vremia pervykh go to considerable lengths to create four-
dimensional worlds, where centuries of history manifest themselves as cultural phenomena.
For instance, the vast plains of rural Russia reinforce the characters’ patience and resilience.
Gagarin and Leonov might be peasants’ sons, but the frequent flashbacks that they have to
their childhoods in the countryside suggest that this experience gives them the stamina
required to conquer space. Moreover, the recent Second World War serves as a constant
reminder of the greatness, resilience, and moral superiority of the Soviet people, for both
the cosmonauts and the chief constructor Korolev. There can be no space exploration
without the “shackles” referred to by Leonov and Korolev: deprivation, subordination, and
discipline are the necessary conditions for great achievements.

This belief is reflected by the men and the women of the space programme. On the one
hand, the women are stereotypically represented as the cosmonauts’ wives, mothers and
nurses, who frequently worry about their husbands, sons, and patients, and are also
frequently disregarded by Korolev, who wishes to push his ‘little eagles’ as far as possible. On
the other hand, they also embody a quiet, loving and stabilising collectivity (cf. Navailh 2003:
210). Accordingly, when Gagarin’s sister Zoia informs their mother Anna that “Iurii is flying
around in space”, Anna runs out of the house in her slippers, determined to make her way to
Moscow, to help Valentina with her two little children. Valentina, like Leonov’s wife Svetlana,
embodies the silent ideal of “a soldier’s wife”, coupled with the sense of a gentle, kind and
conservative femininity of a child-rearing homemaker. This is much less true of Lilia, Vladimir
Fedorov’s wife from Saliut 7, who allows herself question the supremacy of the space
programme over her family. Nina, the pregnant wife of Vladimir’s mission partner Vitalii, is
less temperamental, but insists on her husband taking two woollen skiing hats along into
space. Her intuition proves correct: the cosmonauts need to survive in very cold conditions,
and the hats are more than useful.

Blue skiing hats with recognisable Soviet design are one of the many cultural symbols that
embellish the somewhat atemporal universe of Saliut 7. Vodka and cheap cigarettes are the
next on the list, both officially forbidden on the spaceship, yet both allowing the cosmonauts
to find hope in times of despair. In instances of dramatic climax, when Gagarin and Leonov
think about home and their homeland, Fedorov and Aliokhin calm themselves down with a
shot of vodka or a drag of a cigarette. To take the argument even further: Gagarin: Pervyi v
kosmose includes a brief flashback to Gagarin’s youth at flight school. In order to pass his
exam for his pilot’s license, he was instructed by his superior to sit on his little briefcase. This
helped short Gagarin land the plane with greater accuracy. Gagarin, absorbed by the task,
forgot to empty his briefcase of the mandatory cigarettes, intended as a treat for his
examiners, a symbol of celebration in case he passed the exam. Consequently, the cigarettes
that he could offer the examiners in the end, were flattened and useless. Relying on such
details, Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose creates the cultural space of the USSR of the early 1960s as a
space of hopes, dreams and historically-grounded values, rather than easily recognisable
material symbols, such as the cigarettes, vodka, and other trivialities, abundant in the
universe of Saliut 7.

Vremia pervykh also relies on a cultural horizontal, structured around values and relations,
adding another layer to the monumentality of the Soviet space programme. Due to failures
of key mechanisms, Beliaev and Leonov need to land their spaceship manually, which results
in them descending in a remote and poetically cold and snowed-in area in the Perm region.
The cosmonauts spend hours waiting for the rescue team, risking their lives to the same
extent they had in space, and are only discovered thanks to the daring, illegal and comradely
efforts of an amateur radio operator located on the equally cold and remote island on
Sakhalin. Risking his freedom, this side character informs the Kremlin of the whereabouts of
the space vessel, after the official Soviet radio channel had already circulated news of the
cosmonauts’ probable death.

As Sasha Shchipin’s (2017) review points out, this second instance of the trope of being lost
in space, this time the hostile space of the Soviet north in the winter, reinforces the mythical
dimension of Vremia pervykh. In their white spacesuits, the stranded cosmonauts appear
both heroic and absurd, as if referring to the many parodic takes on the Soviet space
programme, such as Fedorchenko’s First on the Moon . A miner’s son and a Second World
War-pilot, who were hurried off onto a premature mission in order to prove Soviet
supremacy in outer space to the USA, somehow, against all odds, make it back to Earth on a
spaceship prone to malfunctions. Alienated in their heroism, they can only finally be saved
after a series of transcontinental collective efforts.

Conclusion: Cameras for Intrigue and Historical Footage for an Epic
Ending

All three films, based on real events that had marked the history of the Soviet space
programme, are evidently no(w)stalgic accounts of “what could have been” – alternative
narratives of factually documented events. Leonov and Beliaiev’s signal could have been
picked up by an amateur from Sakhalin, but it was actually deciphered by an operator in the
warmer (and closer) Altai region. Fedorov and Aliokhin probably would not have saved the
unresponsive Saliut 7 space station by banging onto the broken protective shield around a
battery sensor with a sledgehammer, and then waving to the American Challenger shuttle,
leaning onto the re-activated station. However, this moment of artistic freedom reinforces
the impression about the productive insanity at the core of Soviet technological
achievements. Finally, it is unlikely that the final argument for why Gagarin, and not Titov, was
to become the first man in space, was that “Khrushchev liked him on the photograph”. Yet,
such provocative details inspire the audience to dig further into the archives and sustain
discussions about the films.

All the films end on a particularly suggestive note: documentary footage reassures us of the
veracity of the events, and reaffirms their happy endings. All three endings show their films’
cosmonauts’ successful returns to Moscow, the crowds’ joyful greetings, and the tight
embraces they give their wives and children. While the documentary footage used in Gagarin:
Pervyi v kosmose and Vremia pervykh refers to the events that are explored in the film, the
images accompanying the closing credits of Saliut 7 are a chronologically organised collage,
intended to provide a brief summary of the feats of the Soviet space programme.

It is intriguing to read these images in terms of another, symbolist ascent. All three films
frequently demonstrate the mediatised aspect of the Soviet space programme. Cameras are
depicted as direct proof that “all of this really happened”. In Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, one of
the officials witnessing Gagarin’s take-off comments: “Oh, look, they are shooting it all!”, to
which his colleague responds: “Let them shoot. American heroes are recorded all the time,
why would ours be any worse?”. This reference responds quite directly to First on the Moon,
where the honesty of Soviet cameras is openly mocked, as the trope of constant
documentation is used to construct a mockumentary about a fictional Soviet space
programme. In Vremia pervykh, Leonov takes great care to ensure that his spacewalk is
covered by a camera and shown live to Soviet film viewers. Likewise, Korolev immediately
orders that the live transmission be cut, when Leonov encounters problems. Intriguingly, no
cameras feature in Saliut 7, as if to highlight the film’s even looser reliance on historical
evidence than the other two productions. This also explains the logic behind a transhistorical
space exploration history collage at the end of the film. This provides an exemplary case of
the coherent fictional world of contemporary Russian spaceflight history films. Within this
world, the actual history of the Soviet space programme is monumentalised in a fictional
time capsule, and schematically organised within a right-angled triangle, pointing upwards:
the triangle linking an essentialised image of Soviet (Russian) culture with the vector of
progress and the mythical belief in Soviet cosmic predestination. In my view, such
schematisation produces an estranging effect, rather than one of identification; in the
process of monumentalisation the possibility of a destabilising gaze is actively, intentionally
barred, which closes up the fictional worlds of the examined productions. Thereby, the
monumental fictional integrity of the films, such as Gagarin: Pervyi v kosmose, Vremia pervykh,
and Saliut 7 is secured, positioning them as eternal monuments cast in marble and, at the
same time, producing an uncanny relationship of these films with extra-filmic accounts of the
same historical events. Indeed, many critics tellingly tend to align such fictional productions
with the genre of science fiction, rather than historical drama.
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Autobio lmografski dokumentarizam i intertekstualnost u  lmu
Dobro jutro Ante Babaje

Krunoslav Lučić

Abstract

The article analyses the problems of intertextuality, the autobiographical and the autofilmic
in Ante Babaja’s documentary film Dobro jutro / Good Morning (2007, Croatia). In the first part,
the piece outlines the general issues of intertextuality such as explicit and implicit
intertextuality, citation, and allusion with examples from different national cinemas. The
second part problematizes the interpretative horizon of the film’s genre which shares
documentary, poetic, and essayistic traits with Babaja’s earlier films. In the last section, the
three key strategies that Babaja uses to structure the specific universe of his last film are
analysed. These include feigning impartiality and amateurism of the documentary approach
to one’s life, the poetization of filmic expression with the tendency to reflect on death and
bodily decrepitude, and the citation from films such as Kamenita vrata / The Stone Gate (1992,
Croatia), Breza / The Birch Tree (Babaja, 1967, Yugoslavia), Miris, zlato i tamjan / Gold,
Frankincense and Myrrh (Babaja, 1971, Yugoslavia), Izgubljeni zavičaj / Lost Homeland (Babaja,
1980, Yugoslavia), Tijelo / Body (Babaja, 1965, Yugoslavia), Pravda / Justice (Babaja, 1962,
Yugoslavia) and Starice / Old Ladies (Babaja, 1976, Yugoslavia).
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Uvod

Bilo da je riječ o fikcionalnim djelima ili o nefikcionalnim ostvarenjima svaki se film, u većoj ili
manjoj mjeri ,  nalazi  u nekom tipu suodnosa prema drugim fi lmovima u sustavu
filmskoumjetničk e  i l i  o pćekulturne komunikacije. Ukoliko referencijalno opkoračenje
određenog filma prema drugim filmovima u umjetničkom ili drugom sustavu i nije očito,
poput slučajeva izravnog citiranja ili implicitnog upućivanja, ono je prisutno zbog činjenice da
svaki film već pripada nekom obliku sustava u kojemu je nastao. Tako, na primjer, svaki igrani
film dijeli s drugim igranim filmovima pripadnost rodu, žanru ili izlagačkim i izražajnim
procedurama kojima se služi kako bi konstruirao specifičan svijet vlastite fikcije. No, neki
filmovi eksplicitno upućuju na druge filmove, u različitim oblicima i u različitom stupnju, u
potpunosti gradeći vlastiti smisao na svojim prethodnicima na koje se oslanjaju i koji utoliko
omogućavaju njihovu adekvatnu interpretaciju.

Zadatak je ovog rada istaknuti one filmove, fokusirajući se na dokumentarni autobiografski i
autofilmografski film Dobro jutro (2007, Hrvatska) Ante Babaje, koji direktno unose u svoju
filmsku strukturu materiju drugih filmova bez kojih proces strukturiranja značenja ne bi bio
moguć ili bi barem bio bitno drukčiji. Babajin je posljednji film u tom pogledu višestruko
koristan jer autobiografičnost autora-tvorca oblikuje tek u odnosu na njegov raniji redateljski
prinos koji predstavlja konstitutivnu točku autorove ličnosti koja se filmom pokušava ocrtati.
Autobiografičnost se također oblikuje i u odnosu na veze koje se uspostavljaju između
predteksta Babajinih ranijih filmova interpoliranih u Dobro jutro i njegova okvira kojeg tim
činom interpolacije potvrđuju kao primjerak specifične, hibridne vrste nefikcionalnog
filmskog djela.

Dok će se u prvom poglavlju rada izložiti neke opće značajke i primjeri intertekstualnog
strukturiranja filmova koji u sebe integriraju isječke ili implicitne navode iz drugih filmova, u
drugom će se poglavlju Babajin film pokušati smjestiti u vlastiti problematični rodovski status
(esejizam i dokumentarizam). To će se  učiniti na platformi sagledavanja tipova izlaganja
kojima se film strukturira te na platformi polivalentnih modusa prikazivanja kojima se film
obilato služi pomalo izmičući klasičnom dokumentarnom informiranju. Tek se u posljednjem
poglavlju rada izlaže detaljnija analiza intertekstualnih, odnosno interfilmskih odnosa
Babajinog filma, a približavajući ga formi esejističnog problematiziranja autorova života i
nazora koje on osobno i filmski utjelovljuje.

U tom pogledu fokus će se staviti na tri oblikovne strategije kojima se Babaja pritom koristi.
Na prvoj razini riječ je o korištenju postupaka karakterističnih za dokumentarni film kojima se
pokušava uspostaviti autentičnost prikazanih prizora i autobiografskog subjekta čiji se život
stavlja u središte tematizacije. Na drugoj razini riječ je o Babajinu korištenju intertekstualnih
odnosa koji se manifestiraju ili kroz eksplicitno citiranje vlastitih filmova ili kroz implicitno
upućivanje na svoja ranija ostvarenja. U završnom potezu, riječ je o korištenju strategije
poetiziranja filmskoga izlaganja te problematiziranja disperzivnih motiva smrti i tjelesnog
propadanja koji u velikoj mjeri približavaju Dobro jutro formi filmskoga eseja.

Opća intertekstualnost i eksplicitno navođenje u filmu

Kada određeni film ulazi u neki suodnos prema drugom filmu ili skupini filmova može se
zasigurno govoriti o intertekstualnom odnosu koji se stvorio između tih filmova. U tom
kontekstu, svi su filmovi u nekom odnosu prema drugim filmovima bilo u odnosu na
pripadnost istom ili sličnom filmskom rodu, žanru, temama i motivima koje ponavljaju ili, pak,
postupcima koje koriste prilikom organizacije vlastitog materijala. Naravno, filmovi mogu
uspostaviti vezu i prema dugim formama umjetnosti i prema drugim medijima. Tada je još
uvijek riječ o intertekstualnom odnosu, no odnos je sada nešto specifičniji. Više nije riječ o
interfilmskom odnosu (bio on međurodovski ili međužanrovski), već o intermedijalnom ili
interumjetničkom odnosu. Film kao visokosintetički medij i oblik komunikacije može u sebe
integrirati i kazališnu predstavu, slikarstvo, skulpturu, strip, književni tekst, usmeno
priopćenje, glazbu, itd. Ta se činjenica, dakako, temelji na sposobnosti filmskog medija da u
vizualno-auditivnom obliku reproducira postojeće umjetničke i  neumjetničke oblike.
Međutim, svaka je filmska reprodukcija, ukoliko podliježe vlastitim konstruktivnim i izražajnim
principima, ujedno i reinterpretacija postojećeg materijala koji se preuzima u strukturu
filmskog teksta. Na taj način pojedini film može u sebe integrirati i isječke iz drugih filmova
(koje tada možemo nazvati alofilmskim citatima (Peterlić 1988: 198)),11111 iz samoga sebe (kada je
riječ o autof i lmskim citat ima),  iz  nepostojećih  f i lmova  (ko j i  b i  se  onda  naz iva l i
pseudoalofilmskim citatima)22222 i l i  t e k  m ože dostatno v id l j iv im i  prepoznat l j iv im
rekonstrukcijama postojećeg audiovizualnog materijala evocirati, odnosno aludirati na druge
tekstove na koje se oslanja i o kojima ovisi njegova smislenost.

U svakom slučaju, osnovno je načelo bilo kojeg intertekstualnog odnosa nužna repetitivnost
postteksta u odnosu na sadržaj preteksta, gdje se posttekst razumije kao tekst koji je nastao
kao rezultat odnosa prema tekstovima koji mu prethode i na koje upućuje, te koji se oslanja
na jedan ili više pretekstova koji mu kronološki prethode i na kojima gradi vlastiti smisao
upućujući na njih u različitim modalitetima. Između ostalog, „činjenica da postoji ponavljanje
osnovna je pretpostavka razumljivosti nekog teksta“ (Beker 1988: 9). No, iako je ponavljanje
dijelova vlastitog teksta u sklopu istog filma jedna od konvencija klasične naracije u igranom
filmu kako bi gledatelj mogao lakše pratiti slijed izloženih događaja, ovdje se neću fokusirati
na takve slučajeve. Mnogi filmovi ponavljaju vlastite dijelove u različitom stupnju doslovnosti.
No, središnje je mjesto ovoga rada razumijevanje funkcije interpoliranih filmskih isječaka iz
drugih filmova (istog ili različitog autora) koji predstavljaju temeljno načelo konstitucije smisla
filma u koji su uklopljeni.

Činjenica resemantizacije određenog teksta interpolacijom ili evokacijom nekog drugog
teksta (bilo da ga nazivamo pretekstom/prototekstom/podtekstom, kao što to naizmjenično
čini (Oraić 1988: 127)) bila je značajna u poimanju umjetničke intertekstualnosti i u složenoj
mreži odnosa koja se uspostavlja, primjerice, u književnoj produkciji (usp. Lachmann 1988).
Razumijevanje općeg pojma teksta kao palimpsesta, dijaloga, jeke, itd.,  postalo je
nezaobilaznim mjestom tumačenja prvenstveno knj iževne intertekstualnosti gdje
„intertekstualnost pripada širokom smislu nadređenog pojma inter/.../alnosti, što znači da se
smisao umjetničkog djela formira potpuno ili djelomice posredstvom pozivanja na neki drugi
tekst, koji se pak pronalazi u stvaralaštvu istog autora, u susjednoj umjetnosti, u susjednom
diskursu ili u literaturi prethodnika“ (Smirnov 1988: 214). Takvo široko shvaćanje pojma
intertekstualnosti polučilo je pokušaje različitih tipologija intertekstualnih odnosa među
tekstovima. Osnovna je razlika ona između eksplicitne intertekstualnosti (citatnosti) i
implicitne intertekstualnosti  (aluzi je)  ukoliko je r i ječ o  in ter f i lmsk im,  odnosno
intraumjetničkim relacijama, gdje tekst jednog semiotičkog sustava (u ovom slučaju filma)
navodi drugi tekst tog istog sustava doslovno ga reproducirajući (u obliku filmskog isječka) ili
tek simulirajući konstitutivne elemente dostatne za njegovo prepoznavanje.33333

U sustavu filmskoumjetničke komunikacije intertekstualni se odnosi mogu ostvariti na
nekoliko razina. Najjednostavniji su odnosi snimanja druge verzije istog filma (tzv. remake),
bilo da je riječ o preradi filma nekog drugog redatelja ili preradi vlastitog filma. Tako npr. film
The Postman Always Rings Twice /  Poštar uvijek zvoni dvaput (Bob Rafelson, 1981, Zapadna
Njemačka, SAD) dolazi u intertekstualni odnos prema svojim prethodnicima, istoimenom noir
filmu iz 1946. Taya Garnetta i Ossessione / Opsesiji (1943, Italija) Luchina Viscontija. Gus Van
Sant u Psycho / Psihu (1998, SAD) gotovo doslovno, od kadra do kadra, događaja do događaja,
s izmjenama u obojenju filma, izboru glumaca, vremena i prostora radnje, ponavlja Psycho /
Psiha (1960, SAD) Alfreda Hitchcocka. Nije neobično da se redatelj poziva na vlastiti film kojeg
nastoji reaktualizirati u nekom vremenskom odmaku. To čini i Hitchcock s dvjema verzijama
The Man Who Knew Too Much / Čovjeka koji je previše znao (iz 1934, United Kingdom i 1956, SAD)
te Michael Haneke s austrijskim filmom Funny Games (1997, Austrija) te američkom inačicom
Funny Games U. S. (2007, SAD). No, iako su takvi intertekstualni odnosi gotovo plastični,
mnogo inventivniji su oni u kojima pojedini film u obliku eksplicitnih citata ili implicitne aluzije
priziva ili interpolira druge filmove u vlastito tkivo teksta kako bi polučio specifičan učinak i
značenje, poput ironiziranja, posvete ili tome slično. Tri su puta koja ovdje možemo jasnije
ocrtati. S jedne strane, filmovi poput High Anxiety / Visoke napetosti (1977, SAD) Mela Brooksa i
Love and Death / Ljubavi i smrti (1975, SAD) Woodyja Allena izravno evociraju, u parodijskom
ključu, klasike f i lmske umjetnosti  rekonstruirajući  scenografske, kostimografske,
mizanscenske i opće scenske elemente dijelova tih pretekstova na koje se oslanjaju. Tako
Brooks u spomenutom filmu parodira pojedine scene iz Hitchcockovih filmova (The Birds /
Ptice, 1963, SAD; Vertigo /, Vrtoglavicu 1958, SAD; Psiha), a Allen u Ljubavi i smrti u više navrata
evocira montažne sekvence iz Ejzenštejnove Bronenosec Potemkin / Oklopnjače Potemkin (1925,
SSSR); primjerice montažnu sekvencu/metaforu kamenih lavova nakon pokolja na
stepenicama Odese te montažno diskontinuiranu bravuru borbe mornara i njihovih
opresora u prvom dijelu istoga filma.44444 Naravno, funkcija takve evokacije ne mora uvijek biti
parodijska.

S druge strane, eksplicitno se navođenje dijelova drugih filmova u obliku insertiranja isječaka
u okvirni film, postupak koji koristi i Babaja u Dobrom jutru,  može odvijati na više razina.
Filmovi mogu citirati lažne, nepostojeće filmove, tj. njihove dijelove, namjenski snimljene za
umetanje u taj film, odnosno mogu insertirati lažne dokumentarne snimke događaja koji su
isključivo dijelom izmišljenog svijeta određenog filma. Takav postupak primjenjuje, primjerice,
David Fincher u The Game / Igri (1997, SAD) na početku filma kada ubacuje obiteljske,
amaterske snimke djetinjstva glavnog junaka. U ovom primjeru nije riječ o „pravom“
alofilmskom citatu, već o pseudoalofilmskom citatu jer umetnute snimke ne postoje izvan
izmišljenog svijeta fikcije tog filma. Takve izmišljene, ali ovaj puta autofilmske citate koristi i
Haneke u Caché / Skrivenom (2005, Francuska, Austrija, Njemačka, Italija) i Benny's Video /
Bennyjevom videu (1992, Austrija, Švicarska) – (koji ima i jedan lažni, pseudoalofilmski citat na
početku filma), te John McNaughton u Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer / Henryju: Portretu serijskog
ubojice (1986, SAD). Alofilmsko navođenje postojećih, izvanfilmskih i povijesno autentičnih
snimaka poseban je slučaj koji čini bitan aspekt bilo igranog filma kakav je, primjerice JFK
(1991, SAD, Francuska) Olivera Stonea (autentične snimke ubojstva američkog predsjednika J.
F. Kennedyja), bilo poetskog dokumentarca Alaina Resnaisa Nuit et brouillard / Noć i magla
(1955, Francuska) u kojem dolazi do preplitanja dviju dijegetičkih razina: crno-bijelih,
autentičnih snimaka iz razdoblja Drugog svjetskog rata i snimaka u boji koje se vraćaju na
mjesta njemačkih koncentracijskih logora čiju monstruoznost nastoje razumjeti i propitati. U
tom smislu i eksperimentalni je kolažni film hrvatskog redatelja Toma Gotovca Dead Man
Walking (2002, Hrvatska) nemoguće razumjeti bez poznavanja prethodnika čije dijelove
eksplicitno citira. Riječ je, prvenstveno, o zabranjivanom filmu Plastični Isus (1971, Jugoslavija)
srpskog redatelja Lazara Stojanovića u kojem se pojavljuje i sâm Gotovac.

Međutim, srodnu strategiju ovim slučajevima, s ponekim otklonima, najjasnije koriste oni
filmovi koji alofilmskim citatima, dakle doslovnim navođenjem dijelova drugih filmova
konstituiraju vlastito značenje. Dobar je primjer Resnaisov film Mon oncle d'Amérique / Moj ujak
iz Amerike (1980, Francuska) koji navođenjem drugih fikcionalnih filmova nastoji ocrtati i
ilustrirati karakter likova koji čine okosnicu filma. Funkcija je insertiranja dijelova pojedinog
filma u ovom slučaju ilustracija karaktera pojedinog lika, odnosno sažeti nacrt historijata
njihovih ličnosti. Izvedbom u kolažnom, pseudodokumentarnom stilu, prilikom opisa lika
Jeana Le Galla interpoliran je dio drugog filma s njegovom najdražom glumicom Danielle
Darrieux. U opisu lika Janine Garnier insertiran je, pak, dio filma s njezinim glumačkim idolom
Jeanom Maraisom, a u opisu Renéa Ragueneaua dio filma s Jeanom Gabinom čije filmove on
osobito cijeni i voli.

Ponešto drukčiju funkciju, ali isti postupak insertiranja dijelova fikcionalnih filmova u vlastiti
fikcionalni film koristi i Bernardo Bertolucci u The Dreamers / Sanjarima (2003, UK, Francuska,
Italija). Alofilmski citati u tom filmu služe i ilustraciji ponašanja likova koji u „igri pogađanja“
fingiraju scene iz klasika filmske povijesti kako bi odgonetnuli iz kojeg je filma pojedina scena,
a također i njihovoj karakterizaciji (opsjednutost filmskom umjetnošću) te ocrtavanju
novovalovskog, filmskoumjetničkog, filmofilskog kronotopa filmskog svijeta. Navođenje
dijelova filmova Samuela Fullera Shock Corridor / Šok koridor (1963, SAD), Jean-Luca Godarda À
bout de souffle / Do posljednjeg daha (1960, Francuska), Roubena Mamouliana Queen Christina /
Kraljica Kristina (1933, SAD), Charlesa Chaplina City Lights / Svjetla velegrada (1931, SAD), Marka
Sandricha Top Hat / Cilindar (1935, SAD), J.-L. Godarda Bande à part / Neobična banda (1964,
Francuska), Toda Browninga Freaks / Nakaze (1932, SAD), Josefa von Sternberga Blond Venus /
Plava Venera (1932, SAD), Howarda Hawksa Scarface / Lice s ožiljkom (1932, SAD), itd.,
eksplicitno pridonosi naglašavanju fantazmatskog, malograđanskog svijeta u kojemu djeluju
likovi u filmu za vrijeme političkih previranja u Parizu krajem 1960-ih.

Istu strategiju alofilmskog citiranja sa sličnim funkcijama upotrijebit će i Babaja u Dobrom
jutru samo što će svrha takvog navođenja biti drukčija. Kao prvo, Babaja citira vlastite filmove
iako je i u tom slučaju riječ o alofilmskim citatima. Funkcija primjene takve organizacije u
nekim se dijelovima podudara s funkcijama ilustracije radnji glavnog protagonista Babaje, ali,
kao što ćemo vidjeti, uvelike premašuje takav pojednostavljeni intertekstualni odnos Dobrog
jutra prema ostatku Babajina opusa koji se u njega uključuje. Bitna će značajka izmještenog
intertekstualnog odnosa biti upravo autobiografičnost i esejističnost Babajina posljednjeg
filma.

Na razmeđi dokumentarizma i esejizma

Budući da je Dobro jutro posljednji Babajin film on se može shvatiti kao mala rekapitulacija
njegova sveukupnog igranofilmskog (kratkometražnog i dugometražnog) te dokumentarnog
opusa i to na nekoliko razina. Osim što izlagačkim postupcima, odabirom teme te općim,
pesimistično-meditativnim stavom priziva u sjećanje svoje ranije filmove, Babaja u Dobrom
jutru ponavlja dijelove iz svojih najcjenjenijih igranofilmskih i dokumentarnih ostvarenja
pridonoseći time i rekapitulaciji vlastitog životnog puta koji će završiti na mjestu snimanja
posljednjeg filma, ali i konstituciji vlastitog životnog i estetičkog imaginarija koji se ogleda
upravo u njegovu posljednjem filmskom djelu.

Babajini su raniji filmovi, koji postavljaju ključ za tumačenje Dobrog jutra, često kvalificirani kao
poetski, poput njegova prvog namjenskog filma Jedan dan u Rijeci (1955, Jugoslavija, usp.
Zečević 2010), odnosno kao filmski eseji55555 (Tijelo, 1965, Jugoslavija; Starice, 1976, Jugoslavija; Jury,
1962, Jugoslavija; Nesporazum, 1958, Jugoslavija; Kamenita vrata, 1992, Hrvatska; usp. Peterlić
2002) čiji pristup prati naglašena tezičnost i lirsko-meditativna forma (usp. Turković 2002).
Dobro jutro je, također, opisivan sličnim, ali polivalentnim kvalifikatima. U filmološkoj je
literaturi opisivan i kao dokumentarni autoportret, autobiografski film, dokumentarni film,
esej o životu i smrti, autodokumentarac i slično (usp. Nenadić 2010), odnosno kao esejistička
meditacija o tijelu (usp. Keser Battista 2010: 52) u kojoj „metafora tijela“ i njegova propadanja
sumira Babajino ranije bavljenje tim neizbježnim motivom (usp. Kukoč 2010: 62).

Na prvi  se pogled Babaj in posl jednj i  f i lm može jasno odrediti kao autobiografski
dokumentarni film jer kao središte prikaza ima Babajin život u „Domu za starije i nemoćne
osobe Medveščak“, a sam je Babaja i nositelj prikazivačke moći kamere kao povlaštenog
mjesta opisivanja tog svijeta (uz pomoć snimatelja Tomislava Jageca i Gorana Trbuljaka). No,
Dobro jutro na  v iše mjesta, ali i u cjelini izmiče tom jednostavnom, čisto opservacijsko-
opisnom načelu iznošenja golih činjenica o autorovu životu i informiranja gledatelja o
okolnostima u kojima se nalazi predmet i izvor autobiografskog diskursa. Film je naglašeno
poetičan, ali i raspravljački orijentiran iako ne u smislu iznošenja neke jasne tvrdnje o
prizorima i svijetu koji nam neprestano predočuje. Upravo je proces poetiziranja i
konstrukcijskog metaforiziranja sadržaja, pomoću raznih izlagačkih i stilskih postupaka,
ključan za razumijevanje filma kao esejističkog oblika. Bliska veza dokumentarnog i
esejističnog (usp. Keser 2009: 66) centralna je točka Dobrog jutra, kao i bliska veza esejističnog
i autobiografskog (usp. Renov 2006: 238). Babajino promatračko, naizgled nepristrano
opisivanje vlastitog kronotopa duboko nadilazi informativnu didaktičnost velike većine
dokumentarnih filmova koje krasi sklonost epistemofiliji (usp. Gaines 1999: 16-17), odnosno
sklonost takvoj strategiji prikazivanja u kojoj izloženi sadržaj i  u  f i lmu i  način njihove
prezentacije pridonosi jasnoj želji stvaratelja i gledatelja za spoznajom i znanjem o nekom
stanju stvari koje se nastoji predočiti.

Iako Dobro jutro nudi neke informacije o Babajinu životu i svakodnevnim ritualima u
staračkom domu, važnost tih informacija gotovo je sekundarna. Iza lažne objektivnosti
promatračkog, neparticipativnog dokumentarizma (usp. Nichols 1985: 259-260) i naivnog
autorova baratanja digitalnom videokamerom66666 k o j a  o z n ačava neposrednost,
nepretencioznost i intimnost kronotopa „staračkog doma“ i njegova ključnog stanovnika,
krije se mnogo ozbiljnije promišljanje o vječnim temama smrti, propadanja, izoliranosti,
usamljenosti, sjećanja i dosade, koje su pratile i ranije Babajine filmove. Pomoću repetitivnih
montažnih sklopova koji označavaju iterativnost ritualnog jutarnjeg buđenja u Domu (uz
povike osoblja Doma „Dobro jutro!“ i  kucanje na vrata), čestih fiksirajućih kadrova
subjektivnog pogleda kroz prozor Babajine sobe, insertiranja ranijih Babajinih filmova na
mjestima koja odišu „običnošću“, itd., Dobro jutro se više približava čistom filmskom eseju
kojega krase raspravljačko-poetske karakteristike, a ne one narativno-opisne. Filmski se esej
ionako smatra dostatno hibridnim žanrom (usp. Alter 2003),  na granici  osobnog i
nepristranog, s jasnim oslanjanjem na kolažiranje, uporabu arhivskog materijala,
problematiziranje autorova identiteta i pokušaje izlaganja apstraktnih pojmova (usp. Huber
2003: 93).77777

U tom se kontekstu Dobro jutro podjednako može smatrati promatračko-refleksivnim
dokumentarnim filmom (usp. Nichols 1985: 259-260), filmom poetskog „glasa“88888 (usp .
Plantinga 1997: 171-172), meditativnim/esejističkim i ritualnim tipom obrade nefikcionalnog
predmeta (usp. Burch 1972: 127; Burch 1981: 158), kućnom etnografijom kao vrstom
autobiografske prakse (usp. Renov 1999: 140-141), odnosno dnevničkim filmom u kojem
bilježenje svakodnevnih aktivnosti i okolnosti u kojima se one zbivaju pripomažu konstrukciji
autorova identiteta (usp. Beattie 2004: 105-106).

Međutim, iako podudarnost autora-promatrača i predmeta promatranja99999 m ože stvoriti
pogrešnu predodžbu o Dobrom jutru k a o  k ućnom, amaterskom videozapisu koji može
poslužiti i kao mjesto konstrukcije Babajina identiteta ili kao mjesto prisjećanja na poznate
događaje iz njegove neposredne blizine,1010101010 sveukupnom organizacijom i primjenom različitih
izlagačkih postupaka film izmiče takvom pojednostavljenom tumačenju. U tom kontekstu tri
su bitne strategije filmske organizacije Babajina djela koje svjedoče o složenoj mreži značenjâ
koja se ostvaruju tim pristupom. Riječ je o strategijama (1) lažne promatračke naivnosti i
nepristranosti autobiografskog subjekta filma, (2) primjeni poetskog tipa izlaganja s
raspravljačkom konotacijom te (3) citiranju ranijih Babajinih filmova u obliku njihova
izvandijegetskog insertiranja u Dobro jutro.

Promatranje, citiranje i izlagačko poetiziranje u Dobrom jutru

Dobro jutro uvelike podliježe poetici promatračkog, minimalno participativnog filma u kojemu
jednostavna tema (Babajin život u staračkom domu) određuje procedure njezinog vizualnog
prezentiranja. Kako drukčije prikazati jednostavnu svakodnevicu nego dosadnim, opsesivnim
nizanjem događaja i prostora u kojima se ta svakodnevica odvija? No, Dobro jutro se već i na
prvi pogled odmiče od takvog jednostavnog praćenja niza svakodnevnih stanja i događaja.
Film krasi naglašena eliptičnost u prikazivanju kontinuiteta stanja i događaja koji se odvijaju i
u staračkom domu i  izvan njega. Tu je el iptičnost moguće potvrditi i izvanfilmskim
činjenicama s obzirom da je dovršeni film redukcija materijala snimljenog tijekom više od
godine dana te da neki dijelovi i događaji u Domu nisu mogli biti snimljeni, poput snimanja u
mrtvačnici ili dijelu za teško bolesne osobe (usp. Jagec 2010: 10, 12) iako čine integralni dio
predodžbeno pretpostavljenog svijeta koji se filmom nastoji prikazati. Ali ča k  i  d a
pretpostavljeni gledatelj Dobrog jutra ne poznaje te izvanfilmske činjenice, početni kadar nam
pruža dovoljno informacija koje potvrđuju i autentičnost filmskog zapisa koji gledamo
(sredstvo prikazivanja je direktno dano autoru-protagonistu kako bi mogao snimiti vlastitu
svakodnevicu) i izostavljanje materijala koje je izvršeno naknadnom montažom „sirovine“
(pretapanje u kadru-sekvenci kada se Babaja upoznaje s rukovanjem digitalne kamere kojom
će, uz Jageca i Trbuljaka, snimiti okolnosti svojeg života).

Dokinuće nepristranog promatranja1111111111 u  c i l ju  iznošenja činjenica trivijalne svakodnevice
ostvareno je na više razina: i snimanjem prostora Doma iz više motrišta (ponavljajuća
konstrukcija prikaza Babajina lica u krupnom planu u njegovoj sobi, te prikaza prostora izvan
sobe, tj. hodnika kojim se kreće osoblje Doma u jutarnjem ritualu buđenja s povicima „Dobro
jutro!“ i neizostavnim kucanjem na vrata) i jasnim izborom kadrova, njihovim poretkom1212121212 i
konstruktivnim strategijama (poput korištenja krupnoga plana, subjektivnog kadra i/ili
dinamične kamere) kojima se oni izlažu, i umetanjem inserata iz ranijih Babajinih filmova
(alofilmskim citiranjem) koji ulaze u specifičan odnos s ostatkom filma tvoreći složenu mrežu
semantičke zasićenosti tog odnosa.

Otklonu od jednostavne promatračko-nepristrane aktivnosti tog tipa dokumentarnog filma
svakako doprinosi i status autora-tvorca, odnosno „vlasnika“ povlaštenog sredstva kojim se
prizori mogu prikazati gledatelju. Dakako, riječ je o kameri i njezinom simboličnom vlasniku,
tj. o prikazivačkom autoritetu koji se potvrđuje fizičkim posjedovanjem i prikazivačkom
manipulacijom motrišta (kamere) u filmu. Dokumentarni film, a osobito onaj promatračkog
tipa, u kojem snimatelj ne skriva svoju nazočnost u prizorima koje prikazuje (poput Babaje)
krasi epistemička i vizualna superiornost koja se nameće svakim kadrom određenog filma.
Institucija nefikcionalnog, dokumentarnog filma, kako ju je okarakterizirao Roger Odin (1995a,
1995b), gledatelju nudi niz diskurzivnih i interpretativnih ograničenja pomoću kojih će
konstruirati sliku autora-tvorca filma ili pak sliku vlastite pozicioniranosti. Nefikcionalni film
uobičajeno nudi sliku autora-tvorca kao onog koji posjeduje znanje o okolnostima koje izlaže
ili pak pogled o prizorima koje nudi u (pretpostavljeno) autentičnom, nemanipulativnom
obliku (Odin 1995a: 217). Iz te perspektive gledatelj nefikcionalnog filma (bio on autobiografski
ili ne) jednostavno mora vjerovati da je njegov tvorac stvaran izvor prizora koji mu se nude
(usp. Odin 1995b: 229).

U Dobrom jutru ta je autentičnost izvora/autora/tvorca/snimatelja/Babaje potvrđena u više
navrata, a osobito u trenucima kada sâm Babaja snima prizore koji su sastavnim dijelom
filma. Početni kadar Dobrog jutra u tom je pogledu višestruko instruktivan. Kada u statičnom,
naizgled nenamještenom i kompozicijski neurednom kadru jedan od snimatelja daje Babaji
prijenosnu digitalnu kameru kojom će se dalje služiti, izvorište proizvodnje povlaštenih
motrišta dvostruko je potvrđeno. S jedne strane, Babaja snimatelj/protagonist/tema
potvrđuje se kao nositelj budućih motrišta, ali i kao neupućeni, gotovo naivni korisnik njemu
novog i nepoznatog digitalnog aparata. Pomoću tog čina delegiranja kamere sva se motrišta
u ostatku filma imaju tendenciju razumjeti kao Babajina i spontana (iako je očito da je i Babaja
predmetom snimanja iz nekog drugog motrišta u trenutku vlastitog čina snimanja). S druge
strane, čin delegiranja kamere u Babajine ruke istovremeno izvlašćuje ostala motrišta koja
prate Babaju u njegovu djelovanju i koja dinamiziraju perspektivu u trenucima visoke
poetizacije određenih dijelova filma.

Drugi bitan aspekt kojim se film približava esejističkoj, meditativnoj formi svakako je
spomenuta poetizacija prizora postignuta, primjerice, iterativnim izlaganjem. Svakodnevna,
ritualna dosada života u staračkom domu nije predočena tek linearnim, nasumičnim
nizanjem prizora i kontinuiranim praćenjem svakodnevnih aktivnosti, već iterativnim
izlaganjem svakodnevnih, ponavljajućih događaja u Domu koje doprinosi jakoj poetskoj i
esejističkoj fakturi filma. Multipliciranje montažnog obrasca – (1) Babaja u krupnom planu,
frontalno, (2) prizorni, off uzvici „Dobro jutro!“ zaposlenika u Domu, kao i off šum kucanja na
vrata, te (3) širi srednji plan polupraznog, sablasnog hodnika prikazanog iz drukčijeg motrišta
no što je prostor Babajine sobe – pridonosi poopćavanju vremenske dimenzije „života u
domu“ na razini sadržaja prizora, tj. onoga što film prikazuje. Iako je vremenska dimenzija
učestalosti, tj. ritualnog ponavljanja buđenja stanovnika u Domu naglašena ponavljanjem i u
filmskom izlaganju, učinak se prelijeva i na dimenziju sadržaja prizora, odnosno cjelokupnog
univerzuma koji film predočuje. Međutim, ponavljanje rituala buđenja ne samo da implicira
ponovljivost događaja na razini sadržaja prizora (svaki dan se ponavlja ista radnja), već
implicira i jak dojam rituala buđenja kao iščekivanja smrti, besmislenosti čekanja, praznine
svakodnevice koja ispunjava život stanovnika u Domu ili barem Babaje kao njegovog
povlaštenog protagonista. Ta strategija poopćavanja predočenih prizora na razinu autorova
stava, odnosno nazora na vlastitu životnu situaciju jedno je od temeljnih obilježja
raspravljačke, esejističke strukture filma gdje pokazani primjerci različitih, ali ponavljajućih
prizornih situacija upućuju na autorovo promišljanje o neizbježnosti svakog životnog ishoda.

Uz ovo iterativno izlaganje s učinkom sadržajne učestalosti (koje nije jedino u filmu) još
nekoliko izlagačkih postupaka pridonosi naglašenom poetiziranju prizora. Što više filmsko
izlaganje odmiče u projekcijskom vremenu filma to su ti postupci naglašeniji, odnosno
funkcija izlaganja više nije ni opisivanje prostora, ljudi, stanja i događaja niti njihovo
aleatoričko nizanje s ciljem istraživanja „života u Domu“, već čisto vizualno, sinematično
reflektiranje, gotovo meditiranje o tjeskobi, praznini, smrti, tjelesnom propadanju i sličnim
aspektima Babajina umjetničkog interesa. Kada se nepripisano motrište (naizgled objektivno)
u nekoliko navrata počinje fiksirati na praznu vizuru okruženja staračkog doma kroz prozor
Babajine sobe, tada funkcija tog fiksiranja nije ni prepoznavanje prizora povezanih s ostatkom
filma (čime bi funkcioniralo kao opis) ni vezivanje prizornih stanja (ili događaja) sa slijedom
drugih događaja u filmu (čime bi funkcioniralo kao naracija). Funkcija tih kadrova nadilazi
prizornu usmjerenost izlaganja koju je moguće različito tumačiti. Kako ističe Turković (2009:
30, naglasak u izvorniku), naglašavajući karakteristike pojmovnog/argumentacijskog i
poetskog izlaganja,1313131313 „oni su usmjereni na stav,  na naš sustav uvjerenja, tj. na artikulaciju
općespoznajnog i sustavno-vrijednosnog, načelnog, odnosa prema pojavama u životu.
Usmjereni su artikulaciji našeg tumačenja svijeta, duhovne osnove što nas vodi u snalaženju
svijetom“.

Zaokruženost te poetske dimenzije filma s implicitnim raspravljačkim učinkom postignuta je
na kraju filma gdje je napušten montažni obrazac kojim se do tada prikazivao početak svakog
dana (povik „Dobro jutro!“). Nakon što je insertiranjem dijelova svojih ranijih filmova koji
naglašeno tematiziraju motiv smrti1414141414 – završna scena iz Izgubljenog zavičaja (1980, Jugoslavija),
kada junak posjećuje grob svojeg oca; prizor tunela i bijele svjetlosti iz Kamenitih vrata;
Janičino mrtvo tijelo u Brezi (1967, Jugoslavija); te isječak iz HTV-ovog priloga iz emisije „Pola
ure kulture“ koji završava riječima poznate brojalice iz Breze „Vsakom dojde smrtna vura“ –
postepeno, gradacijom postavio temelje za kraj filma, završni kadar simbolički potvrđuje
poetsko-pojmovnu fakturu cjeline filma. Statični, fiksirani kadar pogleda kroz prozor koji se
ponavljao tijekom cijelog filma sada se simbolički veže uz montažni obrazac buđenja koji se
više ne ponavlja. Off zvukovi kucanja i zazivanja „dobro jutro!“ više ne funkcioniraju kao
označitelji svakodnevnog rituala, već kao označitelji kraja: kraja filma i kraja života. Tome,
naravno, pridonosi i off zvuk kucanja na vrata koji se postepeno ubrzava dokidajući tako
svoju osnovnu, denotativnu funkciju. Zvuk ubrzanog kucanja prerasta u (simbolički markiran,
stiliziran, ali konvencionaliziran) zvuk nalik ubrzanom radu srca ili otkucajima sata kao
simbola protjecanja vremena i biološkog završetka života opet evocirajući spomenutu
sintagmu brojalice iz Breze.

Poetskoj fakturi filma kojom se nadilazi čisto informativna funkcija predočenih prizora
svakako doprinosi i sekvenca u drugoj polovini filma koja je prožeta vizualno i auditivno
upadljivim rješenjima. Riječ je o poetskoj sekvenci prikaza Babaje u sobi koja usporava prikaz
događaja u Domu fokusirajući se, dijelom, na audiovizualno estetiziranje. Sekvenca je
izvedena dinamičnom kamerom iz ruke koja prelazi preko VHS kazeta i filmskih nagrada koje
čine obzor Babajina trenutnog svijeta s naglašenim, a predočavalački nefunkcionalnim
odrazima protagonista u staklu te uz dosljedno prevučenu izvanprizornu, klasičnu glazbu
gudača preuzetu iz Kamenitih vrata. Ovakvo korištenje glazbe sekvenci daje izrazito poetsku
narav evocirajući pritom i glavni motiv tog filma, motiv smrti. No, u sekvenci je prisutan i
dašak Babajine autoironije prema vlastitom redateljskom statusu jer su između nagrada (od
kojih je jedna Vjesnikova nagrada Jelen za životno djelo) umetnute i dvije role toalet papira.

Spomenuto citiranje vlastitih filmova u Dobrom jutru uvelike pridonosi općoj poetičnosti i
esejističnosti tog filma.1515151515 Isječci su smješteni na strateška mjesta u filmskom izlaganju i na prvi
im je pogled funkcija čisto ilustrativna. No, to je samo jedna od funkcija koju ti isječci vrše. U
Dobrom jutru ukupno je citirano deset Babajinih filmova (uključujući svih pet dugometražnih
igranih): Breza, Starice (1976), Mirisi, zlato i tamjan (1971, Jugoslavija), Carevo novo ruho (1961,
Jugoslavija), Lakat (1959, Jugoslavija), Nesporazum (1958), Pravda (1962, Jugoslavija), Izgubljeni
zavičaj (1980), Kamenita vrata (1992) i Tijelo (1965) te prilog Hrvatske televizije iz emisije „Pola
ure kulture“ u kojemu su, također, insertirani dijelovi ranijih Babajinih filmova, napose Breze.

Ta se polazna funkcija, prisutna i u Bertoluccijevim The Dreamers, ostvaruje na način da
citirani filmovi radnjama protagonista, općom atmosferom, vizualnim značajkama, itd.,
ilustriraju okvir u koji su uklopljeni, a Babajini postupci i iskazi direktno motiviraju citiranje tih
dijelova. No, intertekstualni se odnos ostvaruje i na još nekoliko razina. Jedna od tih
značenjskih, reinterpretacijskih razina već je spomenuta gradacija motiva smrti prisutna u
citiranim dijelovima filmova koja će kulminirati u završnom kadru Dobrog jutra i doprinijeti
temeljnom dojmu kraja kao nagovještaja neizbježnosti umiranja. U tom kontekstu citirani
dijelovi ranijih filmova gube svoju ilustrativnu vrijednost ili pak samosvojnu denotativnost i
postaju integralnim, nerazlučivim tumačiteljskim operatorom okvira filmskog djela u koji su
uklopljeni. Neizbježnost kraja i vizualno-auditivnu sugestiju autorova osamljeničko-
defetističkog svjetonazora1616161616 nemoguće je gledateljski i izlagački razumjeti bez gradacije tog
motiva prezentiranog kroz druga Babajina filmska ostvarenja.

Integrativni moment intertekstualnog odnosa okvira Dobrog jutra i citiranih dijelova drugih
filmova u kojem dolazi čak i do doslovnog stapanja dviju dijegetičkih, ali izlagački supostojećih
razina, vidljiv je već i u uvodu u širi izlagački sklop gradacije motiva smrti. Naime, nakon reza
na insert s kraja Izgubljenog zavičaja karakteristična se melankolična glazba1717171717 iz tog filma
prevlači na okvirni film dajući mu isti melankolični ton i dovodeći, sada direktno, u vezu
sadržaj inserta iz Izgubljenog zavičaja (motiv smrti) sa sadržajem Dobrog jutra.

Na samom početku filma citiranje Babajine Breze ima drukčiju funkciju. Motivacija prijelaza na
citatni dio nije niti ilustrativna niti prizorna, već funkcionira na dvije razine. S jedne strane,
insert iz Breze (drugo, ponovljeno, zaključno pojavljivanje montažne sekvence praćene
brojalicom „Jedna pura dva pandura“) uvodi u glavni tijek izlaganja motiv smrti koji će se
kasnije razrađivati. Nadalje, funkcija uvođenja u temu filma ima i amblematski prizvuk budući
da Breza općenito, ali i karakteristična brojalica predstavljaju općekulturnu prepoznatljivost
Babaje kao eminentnog hrvatskog filmskog klasika.1818181818 S druge strane, osim uvođenja u temu i
karakterizacije glavnog junaka (Babaje) kao filmskog umjetnika, citiranje ima i apologetsku
funkciju. Citatni dio u toj vizualnoj minijaturi sažima cjelokupni autorov filmskoumjetnički
opus i svjetonazorski fokus koji će prožimati ostatak Dobrog jutra.

Ostali citatni dijelovi prizorno su motiviraniji jer svako insertiranje tematski, sadržajno i
vizualno odgovara prizorima koji im prethode. Kada Babaja prelazi cestu izlazeći iz staračkog
doma slijedi gotovo identični insert iz Starica. Kada Babaja u domu uključuje štednjak slijedi
insert iz Mirisa, zlata i tamjana u kojem glavni lik Mali (Sven Lasta) priprema starici Madoni
(Ivona Petri) čaj. Kada Babaja govori o Carevom novom ruhu i svojoj scenarističkoj suradnji s
Božidarom Violićem slijedi insert iz tog filma. Kada Babaja kroz prozor sobe promatra
igru/borbu dva psa slijedi insert stilizirane borbe dva lika iz Pravde. Kada Babaja u razgovoru
spominje Izgubljeni zavičaj1919191919 slijedi visoko poetizirani insert iz tog filma (erotizirana scena
dječaka i kontese na barci usred mora gdje je fokus više na vizualnim ljepotama i slikovnim
karakteristikama pejzaža, no na samom odnosu među likovima). Kada zamišljeni Babaja
promatra kišu slijedi insert susreta dr. Borasa (Ivica Kunčević) i Ane (Vedrana Međimorec) iz
Kamenitih vrata koji se odvija po kišnom vremenu. Svaki od ovih alofilmskih citata po vizualnim
je, tematskim te izlagačkim svojstvima srodan scenama iz Dobrog jutra,  s jedne strane
ilustrirajući situacije u kojima se trenutno nalazi njegov protagonist, ali i uspostavljajući
odnos Babajina prisjećanja na temeljne motive tih filmova.

Osim ovakvom strategijom citiranja, Babaja se u nekoliko navrata služi i strategijom
implicitne intertekstualnosti (aluzijom) na teme iz svojih ranijih filmova. Jedna od takvih
situacija svakako je implicitno upućivanje na motiv propadajućeg tijela starice Madone iz
Mirisa, zlata i  tamjana gdje je Babajino detal j iz iranje njezina smežuranog, polako
dezintegrirajućeg tijela evocirano detaljima Babajinih ruku iz njegove subjektivne točke
gledišta na početku Dobrog jutra prilikom izvođenja uhodanih vježbi kao dijela fizioterapije u
Domu. Ovaj motiv tjelesne dezintegracije kao neminovnog koraka ka smrti Babaja tematizira i
izravnim citiranjem svojega filma Tijelo, kojem prethodi scena onesviještene prolaznice na
ulici te njegov razgovor s doktorom o značaju nogu kao sredstvu fizičke opstojnosti.
Insertirani dio iz Tijela odnosi se na završnu scenu skidanja gipsanog odlijeva s ljudskog tijela
koji se potom baca i uništava evocirajući, ponovno, Babajin nazor o neizbježnosti tjelesnog
propadanja, a tijelu kao oklopu koje, prema načelu analogije, ima svoj vijek trajanja nakon
čega postaje neupotrebljivo.

U tom kontekstu postaje razvidno kako izlagačkom strategijom dostatnog ponavljanja
ovakvih obrazaca tijekom filma intertekstualni odnos citiranih dijelova i okvira gubi svoj čisto
ilustrativni smisao. Prije je riječ o izlagačkoj strategiji kojom ilustrativni odnos postaje
odnosom prisjećanja, tj. meditacije o vlastitoj (filmskoj) prošlosti, kojom je Babaja neizravno
tematizirao vlastito (posljednje) boravište. Citirani dijelovi integrirani u Dobro jutro tako
postaju višestruko funkcionalni i značenjskotvorni. Na razini vlastite doslovnosti oni provlače
kroz cijelo Dobro jutro teme koje okupiraju Babaju i koje postaju sastavnim dijelom njegova
života u Domu. Na razini cjelokupne organizacije izlaganja oni postaju mjestima konkretizacije
Babajinih razmišljanja, prisjećanja, nostalgičnog prizivanja, melankoličnog prepuštanja i
svjetonazorskog pozicioniranja. Zbog toga se Dobro jutro m ože smatrati  više filmom
autobiografije svijesti, no što je riječ o filmu opisivačke, gotovo kronikalne autobiografije
života i događaja kakvi se mogu susresti u konvencionalnijim tipovima dokumentarnog filma
fokusiranog na osobni život protagonista.

Zaključak

Kroz ovu se analizu problema intertekstualnosti te autobiografičnosti i autofilmografičnosti
filma Dobro jutro hrvatskog redatelja Ante Babaje nastojalo pokazati na koji način ovi aspekti
njegova posljednjeg filmskog djela pridonose estetskoj, ali i vrstovnoj specifičnosti tog
audiovizualnog ostvarenja. Kako je strategija eksplicitne intertekstualnosti (citiranja u užem
smislu) integralnim dijelom Babajina filma, u prvom se poglavlju zbog toga nastojalo uputiti
na različite vrste intertekstualnosti koje su se, u različitim oblicima i s različitim značenjskim
reperkusijama, javljale u nekim ostvarenjima svjetske kinematografije. U tom kontekstu
istaknuta su tri oblika citiranja, bilo da je riječ o citiranju drugih filmova ili alofilmskim
citatima, citiranju istog filma ili autofilmskom citatu ili, pak, o citiranju izmišljenog filma ili
pseudoalofilmskom citatu. Temeljna je svrha ovog koreliranja intertekstualnih veza u tim
filmovima i Babajinog filma bila utvrditi spektar mogućih uporaba, funkcija i značenja koja
proizlaze iz tako uspostavljenih odnosa.

Fokusiranjem na detaljniju analizu Dobrog jutra pokazalo se da taj film funkcionira i kao
rekapitulacija Babajinog igranofilmskog i dokumentarnog, odnosno kratkometražn o g  i
dugometražnog opusa, ali i kao rekapitulacija njegovih ključnih tema, motiva te prikazivačkih i
izlagačkih postupaka. U dobroj se mjeri, također, pokazalo kako Babajin film uvelike slijedi
logiku njegovih ranijih ostvarenja u vidu naglašavanja poetičnosti i esejističnosti izlaganja uz
dokumentarnu filmsku osnovu, ali i kako Dobro jutro nije moguće jednostrano reducirati na
tipičan autobiografski, osobni, amaterski dokumentarni filmski zapis. U tom pogledu
istaknute su i analizirane tri središnje strategije kojima se on poslužio. Riječ je o strategiji
prividne nepristranosti autora-snimatelja i njegova amaterizma, o strategiji naglašene
poetizacije izlaganja s tendencijom refleksije o univerzalnim, a Babaji važnim, ljudskim
temama, te o strategiji citiranja dijelova njegovih ranijih filmova, poput Breze, Kamenitih vrata,
Mirisa, zlata i tamjana, Izgubljenog zavičaja, Tijela, Starica, Pravde i drugih. Osim ilustrativne
funkcije ovog čina citiranja, analizom se pokazalo kako je Babajina intertekstualna
organizacija djela imala funkciju stvaranja i specifičnog oblika nefikcionalnog svijeta
protagonista, ali i stvaranja potpuno novog značenjskog okvira Dobrog jutra kao meditativne
refleksije o smrti i dezintegraciji staračkog tijela.
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Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu
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Notes
11111 Izravno navođenje, odnosno citiranje drugih filmova Peterlić (1988) naziva i međufilmskim citatima, s time da se
pojam alofilmskog citata može odnositi i na navođenje dijelova drugih umjetnosti kada je, zapravo, riječ o
intermedijalnim ili interumjetničkim citatima.

22222 Pojmovi autofilmskog i pseudoalofilmskog citata izravno su izvedeni iz logike mogućnosti citiranja različitih dijelova
filma ovisno o tome je li riječ o upućivanju na dijelove istoga filma ili drugog, ali izmišljenog, nepostojećeg filma. Za ove
pojmove, ali formirane izvan filmskoteorijskog područja (usp. Oraić 1988: 129-130).

33333 Različite, ali kompatibilne tipologije i razumijevanja intertekstualnih i intermedijalnih odnosa i njihovih funkcija mogu
se naći u Oraić (1988: 121-156); Pavličić (1988: 157-195); Smirnov (1988: 209-229); Peterlić (1988: 197-208); Withelm (1996:
92-102). Intermedijalnim se transfilmskim, ali intrakinematografskim odnosom može shvatiti i relacija filmski scenarij –
film, te književni tekst – filmski scenarij (usp. Turković 1988: 231-240). Robert Stam (2000: 201-212) čak i pripadnost
pojedinog filma određenom žanru razumije kao intertekstualnu relaciju, a mnogo eksplicitniji odnos prisutan je i u tzv.
preradama (eng. remake) već postojećih filmova iz prijašnjih razdoblja filmske povijesti.

44444 Isti postupak ponavlja i Brian De Palma u filmu The Untouchables / Nedodirljivi (1987, SAD) i Woody Allen u filmu
Bananas / Banane (1971, SAD) samo što je ovdje predmet aluzije scena s padajućim kolicima na Odeskim stubama (usp.
Withelm 1996: 98).

55555 Takvima se, na kraju krajeva, smatraju i mnogi Godardovi filmovi (usp. Keser 2007: 11-24; Giannetti 1975: 19-59).

66666 Poznati teoretičar dokumentarnog filma Michael Renov (2004: 182-190) jasno ističe tu konfesionalnu, osobnu,
familijarnu, intimnu, privatnu prirodu video medija nasuprot filmu.

77777 Već je i francuski filmski redatelj i teoretičar Alexandre Astruc 1948. istaknuo da „film postepeno postaje jezik (...) to
znači forma u kojoj i preko koje umetnik može da izrazi svoju misao, ma kako bila apstraktna“ (Astruc 1978: 363). Phillip
Lopate (1996: 245-247), s druge strane, mnogo uže tumači pojam filmskog eseja nudeći niz proskripcija za njegovu
realizaciju. Jedan od njih je i uporaba riječi/teksta u filmu, ili pak razumljiva i jasna linija izlaganja o nekom problemu s
osobnim stavom autora. Iako Babaja u Dobrom jutru koristi riječi (u obliku dijaloga), esejističnost se prije svega postiže
neverbalnim procedurama (sinergijom glazbe, montaže, točke promatranja, organizacijom izlaganja, insertiranjem
arhivskom materijala, itd.).

88888 Pojam glasa (voice) ovdje ne treba shvatiti doslovno, kao glas komentara, ali ni književnoteorijski, kao instancu koja
pripovjeda događaje u filmu. Glas je, zapravo, stav, određena perspektiva (ideološka, etička, spoznajna, emocionalna,
svjetonazorska, itd.) koju zauzima cjelokupni filmski diskurs u odnosu na svoj predmet koji izlaže (usp. Plantinga 1997:
98-100; Nichols 1985: 260-261).

99999 Babaja je u većini slučajeva u posjedu kamere kojom bilježi prizore ili ju pak namješta u najpogodniji položaj kako bi
to učinio u statičnim kadrovima.

1010101010 Vivian Sobchack (1999: 241-254), baveći se fenomenologijom filma belgijskog psihologa Jean-Pierrea Meuniera, kao
glavnu funkciju obiteljskog filma (film-souvenir) i obiteljske fotografije ističe upravo prisjećanje, tj. evokaciju poznatih
događaja, osoba i vremena iz prošlosti. Za razliku od dokumentarnog filma i dokumentarnog filmskog iskustva gdje je
intencionalni objekt gledateljeve svijesti razumijevanje/spoznavanje/učenje o djelomično nepoznatom stanju stvari,
kod obiteljskog je filma riječ o intencionalnom objektu koji je već poznat gledatelju u svojoj specifičnosti. Naime,
gledatelj vlastitog obiteljskog filma posjeduje epistemički autoritet u odnosu na prikazano stanje stvari tako da se
njegovo identifikacijsko mjesto i iskustveni horizont može ostvariti tek u prisjećanju na stanje stvari u kojima je on
sudjelovao i koje je, eventualno, i sam zabilježio.

1111111111 Jedna od glavnih značajki klasičnog dokumentarnog filma upravo je simuliranje strategija nepristranog, objektivnog
promatranja s jakim autoritetom, najčešće utjelovljenim u glasu komentara ili glasu pripovjedača (usp. Branigan 1992:
205-206). Naravno, naglašena će promatračka usmjerenost filma bez pokrića autoriteta (bilo u glasu ili u strukturi
izlaganja) i problema koji se kroz film nastoji istražiti i razriješiti značajno narušiti klasičnost nekog filma. Budući da
Dobro jutro miješa nekoliko strategija izlaganja (promatranje, kolažiranje, izlagačko poetiziranje, itd.) može se smatrati
kombinacijom klasičnog, modernog i postmodernog dokumentarizma, što nije neobično s obzirom na vrijeme njegova
nastanka.

1212121212 Carl Plantinga (1997: 85-100) izbor, poredak, naglašavanje i „glas“ smatra temeljnim strategijama filmskog diskursa
kao apstraktne, formalne organizacije filma. Otkloni u korištenju tih strategija mogu rezultirati potpuno različitim
tipovima i učincima dokumentarnih filmova.

1313131313 Poetsko i pojmovno izlaganje nije, naravno, rezervirano samo za dokumentarne filmove. Može se naći (i to dosta
često) i u igranom filmu (usp. npr. poetske aspekte Berkovićeva Ronda (1966, Jugoslavija), u Lovrić 2010: 52-62) te
gotovo standardno u ekperimentalnom filmu (usp. npr. Obad 2009: 34-48), te čak i u videospotovima (usp. npr.
Čalopek 2009: 49-53) te videoigrama (usp. npr. Barišić 2009: 54-63).

1414141414 Motiv smrti diskretno je već uveden i u Babajinu razgovoru sa svojom sestrom uoči ili na dan blagdana Svih svetih.

1515151515 Čini se da je značajka intertekstualnosti kao intermedijalnosti stalna karakteristika Babajina filmskog djelovanja.
Vidljivo je to i u njegovom pozivanju na književne predloške, stilizirano kazališnu scenografiju u Carevom novom ruhu ili
naivno slikarstvo u Brezi (usp. Kolbas 2002: 72, osobito bilješku br. 5)

1616161616 O toj svjetonazorskoj usmjerenosti i Babajinu odnosu prema djelima Slobodana Novaka usp. Pavičić (2002: 57-70).

1717171717Više o glazbenim i zvukovnim aspektima u Babajinim dugometražnim igranim filmovima usp. (Paulus 2002: 83-104) i
Paulus (2010: 36-43).

1818181818 O tome, primjerice, svjedoči i Kreljina (2010: 13-21) analiza koji se filmu očito vraćao nekoliko puta, što gledajući ga,
što pišući o njemu. Za sličnu opsesiju, ali potpuno drugih razmjera usp. Rožić (2010: 22-24).

1919191919 Citiranje tog dijela Izgubljenog zavičaja nipošto nije slučajno budući da je glavna tema filma upravo prisjećanje, a
citirani dio predstavlja naglašeno unutrašnje fokaliziranu dionicu kroz svijet glavnog junaka kao dječaka, a koja je pak
uklopljena u retrospekciju glavnog junaka kao odrasle osobe. Na taj je način citirani dio trostruko fokaliziran. Kroz
svijest dječaka, odraslog junaka i konačno kroz svijest Babaje u Dobrom jutru. Više o strukturi tog filma i složenim
odnosima koji se uspostavljaju između različitih dijegetičkih razina filma usp. Čegir (2010: 31-35).
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Thinking Film:
Cinefied Materiality in Slobodan Šijan’s Fanzine Film Leaflet (1976-1979)

Aleksandar Bošković

Abstract

The study focuses on Film Leaflet, Slobodan Šijan’s single-page, double-sided fanzine, created
and distributed monthly from 1976 to 1979 in socialist Yugoslavia, examining it as an
alternative platform for propagating new critical experimental film practice and
interdisciplinary explorations of the medium. Conceived as a platform for the free use of film
history, mass media, and pop culture in critical practice, Šijan’s fanzine exercised direct
appropriation—re-signification, re-combination, and re-production—of content from
different media to articulate the new critical practice of thinking film. I argue that Šijan’s
fanzine, as a ciné-dispositive for thinking film, is contingent upon the “schema, a dynamic
play of relations” that articulates discourses and practices of its three basic elements:
spectator, representation, and medium materiality. I examine the mutual relations between
these three elements in order to both illuminate and critically assess the effects Šijan’s Film
Leaflet aimed to produce. Such an alternative critical practice of thinking film represents not
only investigation into the material ontology of different reproductive media, but it also
extends the notion of fiction by investigating where the ontological levels of media’s
reproductive power and human body (our physio-psycho-sociological actions) eventually
convene.
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“The cinema has become synonymous with fiction. This is astoundingly obvious.”
Edgar Morin (2005: 75)

Slobodan Šijan is well known, both domestically and internationally, as the director of
critically and publicly celebrated early-1980s Yugoslav black comedies, Ko to tamo peva? /
Who’s Singin’ Over There? (1980, Yugoslavia) and Maratonci trče počasni krug /  The Marathon
Family (1982, Yugoslavia). In the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, he explored the
cinematic potential of experimental film and of paracinema forms that transcend the
habitual understanding of what constitutes a film. His single-page, double-sided fanzine
called Film Leaflet, created and distributed monthly from 1976 to 1979, was conceived as a
samizdat project of serial “paper movies.” Following ideas of the influential film critic and
scriptwriter, Branko Vučičević (1998: 20-21) who introduced this term, the film theoretician
Pavle Levi (2010, 2012) calls such combinations of text and image “cinema by other means.”11111

The full set of 43 Film Leaflets was recently acquired by The Museum of Modern Art Library in
New York, and is now available to researchers.

This article focuses on Šijan’s Film Leaflet examining it as an alternative platform for
propagating new critical experimental film practice and interdisciplinary explorations of the
medium. Conceived as a platform for the free use of film history, mass media, and pop
culture in critical practice, Šijan’s fanzine exercised direct appropriation—re-signification, re-
combination, and re-production—of content from different media in order to articulate the
new critical practice of thinking film.22222 Following Levi’s concept of “cinema by other means,” I
suggest that Šijan’s fanzine can be understood as 1) a ciné-dispositive for thinking film, and 2)
a real, concrete, experiential form of the Yugoslav 1970s cinema apparatus (ciné-dispositif).33333

The Yugoslav 1970s ciné-apparatus included a network of ciné-clubs, a number of film
festivals of both mainstream and experimental film (such as the Genre Experimental Film
Festival [GEFF] in Zagreb, the Interclub Authorial Amateur Film Festival [MAFAF] in Pula, and
the Belgrade Documentary and Short Film Festival), state-funded institutions for producing,
making, and distributing films, along with “individual authors, formal and informal networks,
links with other spheres of arts, and in some cases even politics.”44444 They all formed a
particular “network of relations”—a network of discourses, practices, and institutions,
reciprocally linked and governed by strategies of power within the 1970s socialist Yugoslavia
—which I call the Yugoslav ciné-apparatus (dispositif). The ciné-dispositive, on the other
hand, is understood as “the mechanism of a device, instrument or machine” which allows
spectators to attend to a representation.

I argue that Šijan’s fanzine, as a ciné-dispositive for thinking film, is contingent upon the
“schema, a dynamic play of relations” that articulates discourses and practices of its three
basic elements: spectator, representation, and medium materiality. I examine the mutual
relations between these three elements to both illuminate and critically assess the effects
Šijan’s Film Leaflet aimed to produce. Such an alternative critical practice of thinking film
represents not only an investigation into the material ontology of different reproductive
media, but also extends the notion of fiction by investigating where the ontological levels of
the media’s reproductive power and the human body (our physio-psycho-sociological
actions) eventually convene. I demonstrate that Šijan’s radical practice of thinking film aims
to harmonise the subject and the object, the internal and external rhythms of behaviour, and
to bring the reality and the film onto the same ontological level, which may be called the
cinefied matereality. Rather than engaging with a particular definition of fiction among the
multiple existing ones, my paper aims to reflect on the nature of their diversity arguing
instead that any definition or theory of fiction is a relational function of dispositive/dispositif.

From Critical Inquiry into Cultural Reproduction to Physically
Entering the Filmic Reality

Although conceived and printed during the late 1970s, Film Leaflet both reflected and
embodied Šijan’s decade-long experience of living as an emerging artist in the increasingly
westernised cultural milieu of socialist Yugoslavia.After graduating from the Fine Arts
Academy in Belgrade, Šijan enrolled in Belgrade’s Academy of Theatre, Film, Radio, and
Television in 1970 to study with Živojin Pavlović, a well-known Black Wave film director. In
1972, Šijan witnessed the reactionary reversal of the political climate of the film school
triggered by the controversy surrounding Lazar Stojanović’s Plastični Isus / Plastic Jesus (1971,
Yugoslavia). He graduated several years after the witch-hunt at the school settled down, at
the time when artistic freedoms among filmmakers were drastically curtailed.55555 Šijan’s art
practice was inspired by diverse cultural phenomena, including the 1960s counterculture
and psychedelic art, the idea of the “junkyard” promoted by Leonid Šejka (an established
visual artist, writer, and founder of the Mediala group in Belgrade), and both American
underground and Hollywood films. But Šijan was even more influenced by his close
friendship with Tomislav Gotovac and the experimentation with time-based arts—
photography/slides, video, film, and performance.66666 These practices developed within the
conceptual paradigm in experimental art, established within the framework of the Yugoslav
New Art Practice of the 1960s and 1970s and promoted around the youth and student
cultural centres in Novi Sad, Zagreb, Ljubljana, and Belgrade.77777

Šijan started Film Leaflet in 1976—“out of frustration” (Šijan 2009: 7)—as an intermediary step
between his work with experimental films (from 1970 to 1976, he directed and assisted in the
making of about twenty experimental and short films) and his first TV films, while trying to
break into professional Yugoslav cinema. Influenced by the conceptual art and the New Art
Practice that were emerging from the Student Cultural Center (SKC) Belgrade, Šijan’s Film
Leaflet was a conflation of his work with the “time-based arts,” in a form that enabled him to
combine his knowledge of visual art and cinema in a moment when he was moving from one
to the other. He began his fanzine as a way to continue his painterly practice after he
stopped making paintings and drawings and started Xerox copies of his graphic works:

Film Leaflet is a sort of “fanzine” or “do-it-yourself” newsletter, halfway between poor
graphic and samizdat, created with the idea of making, once a month, a visual and
textual statement about film, or related to film (conceived in the broadest possible
sense). It was printed using whatever technology was available to me, on one A4 sheet,
and distributed to friends and other people interested in film (Šijan 2009: 7).

Despite its small scale—the print run of the original leaflets ranged from 50 to 250 copies—
the fanzine was ambitious in the range of issues it covered. From the start, it addressed the
social potential of cinema as both a countercultural form and a practice promoting the free
development of socialist culture. The first three leaflets, for example, propose a critical re-
thinking of the history of both experimental and popular cinema in international as well as
domestic contexts. Thus, the inaugural leaflet represents a reaction to George Maciunas’
December 1969 Diagram, in which the Fluxus artist offered his own classification of the
newest trends in avant-garde cinema. Šijan adds to Maciunas’ classification the most
important films made in 1963-64 by structural filmmakers Mihovil Pansini and Tomislav
Gotovac, thus enhancing understanding of the Yugoslav “anti-film” movement in the wider
context of Western avant-garde cinema.88888 Leaflets 2 and 3 respond to domestic issues and
represent Šijan’s reaction to the communist witch-hunt surrounding the Black Wave film
movement.

Šijan’s fanzine displays and articulates a transition from understanding cinema as a
subversive instrument for social change, characteristic for the Black Wave filmmakers, to
seeing it as an instrument for critical inquiry into cultural reproduction. Many examples of
Šijan’s fanzine show how they reflected and responded, both affirmatively and critically, to
the practice of either revealing his penchant for mass culture, kitsch, and camp aesthetics,
cinephilia and Americanophilia, or the reciprocal relation between his involvement with the
State-funded cultural institutions (Yugoslav Cinémateque, SKC, Studentski Grad Film Club)
and his Film Leaflet practices (selecting films and awarding authors), or his take on the movie
star phenomenon.99999

Fig. 1: Slobodan Šijan, “Ho(l)lywood or Bust.” Film Leaflet No. 6. November 1976. Xerox, 29,5 x
21 cm. Image courtesy of the author.

Šijan’s 1973 manifesto “Ho(l)lywood or Bust,” printed in 1976 as Leaflet 6, is emphatic in
ascribing equal importance to both “experimental” or underground film and “commercial”
Hollywood cinema, through an imagined discussion between Šijan and Andy Warhol (“Me:
Hollywood is beautiful. Andy Warhol: Hollywood is beautiful. Me: Underground is beautiful.
Andy Warhol: Underground is beautiful.”) that includes quotations from Jack Smith.1010101010 “My
taste at that time,” explains Šijan in 2009, “inclined towards extremes like underground and
‘trash.’ I could not stand the middle ground; those films which were here [in Yugoslavia] and
all over the world considered great works. I loved esoteric, highly personal experiments or
products of mass culture” (Šijan 2009: 7; translation modified).. Šijan’s work with a series of
kitsch postcards, which has been instrumental in promoting the image of the consumption-
centered “good life” in socialist Yugoslavia, perfectly illustrates his peculiar taste at the time.1111111111

Furthermore, a number of Film Leaflets make unambiguous statements about the
importance of American cinema for Šijan and subsequent generations of Yugoslav
moviegoers.1212121212 Šijan went on promoting American commercial cinema out of his belief that
significant ideas are often born in the domain of popular culture.1313131313 It is hard to overestimate
the roles of cinephilia and Americanophilia in Šijan’s thinking about cinema.1414141414 For example,
the November and December issues of his Film Leaflet were conceived, respectively, as
“official selections of film festivals” and awards to the experimental film authors or journals
participating in the “competition.”1515151515 The guiding concept behind the November and
December issues of Film Leaflet resembles that of FEST, an annual international film festival in
Belgrade established in 1971 to assess the films of the previous year. Nonetheless, these
issues focus exclusively on the films distributed in cinemas and highlight what official awards
ignored. With the introduction of the Film Leaflet Award, Šijan continued to recognise and
promote Yugoslav experimental filmmakers and alternative film critics while mimicking a
mainstream practice of the Yugoslav ciné-apparatus.

On the other hand, the most obvious and ubiquitous example of the cultural reproduction
among the cinemagoers is the collective obsession with the movie-star phenomenon. Šijan
states that it “is the main ingredient that makes up the seductive nature of mainstream
cinema. The audience eagerly anticipates a chance to inhabit the image of their favourite
‘star,’ no matter which character they portray. […] The childish need to identify with the ‘stars’
and join the harmless adventure of the ‘imitation of life’ may be at the core of our fascination
with cinema” (Šijan 2009: 226). Although Šijan saw the movie-star phenomenon as universal,
the examples in Film Leaflet suggest again the dominant presence of American over other
foreign cultures in Yugoslavia at the time.1616161616

More importantly, Šijan’s approach to the phenomenon of stardom reflects his constant
interrogation of the essence of cinema and its complex relationship to mimesis. This is best
illustrated in Leaflet 41, featuring John Wayne (born Marion Morrison) in a well-known 1954
Camel tobacco advertisement, and its Hustler magazine parody which inserted a 1979 photo
of Wayne, then dying from cancer, into the original ad. Taking its title from Don Siegel’s The
Shootist (1976, USA), Wayne’s last film, the Leaflet not only alludes to the iconic status that
“the Duke,” as Wayne was called, had achieved during his fifty-year career in Hollywood, and
the intriguing parallel between Wayne’s life and the life of his character in The Shootist. Both
are aging and facing terminal cancer. An important difference, however, lies in their
respective deaths: while the gunman in the film decides to die in a duel instead of in bed,
John Wayne died from abdominal cancer three years after making the film. By referring to The
Shootist as a film that fuses real life with “on-screen life,” Šijan’s leaflet turns Hustler’s tobacco
ad parody into the vehicle for generating conceptually stimulating questions regarding the
relationship between John Wayne’s cinematic and Marion Morrison’s lived life: Which part of
his life was more palpable? What kind of life and what kind of death are registered on
celluloid? What is the essence of cinema and its mimetic nature?

Fig. 2: Slobodan Šijan, “The Shootist.” Film Leaflet No. 41 (back side). October 1979. Digital
print (additionally printed in 1999), 29,5 x 21 cm. Image courtesy of the author.

These questions remain a constant of Šijan’s engagement with cinema and, simultaneously,
represent the springboard for his practice of thinking film. As his Film Manifesto (1972) states,
lives on and off the screen are both real and have porous borders: “1. The truth of a film is
not in simulating life but in the fact that it exists as a natural phenomenon. 2. Film is an
extension of our behaviour and we can behave outward and inward” (Šijan 2010: 8). Not only
does Šijan align with the preceding radical thought of general cinefication of reality, which
considers reality as always a cinefied reality that is “thoroughly mediated by the all-
subsuming dynamics of cinematography” (Levi 2012: 82), but he also comes close to Edgar
Morin’s concept of cinema as the world with “double and syncretic nature, objective and
subjective, […] the function and the functioning of the human mind in the world” (Morin 2005:
204). For both Morin and Šijan, cinema externalised the imaginary process: the dreams are
projected and objectified in the external material reality by the means of cinema, by the
machine (dispositive), while we simultaneously reabsorb them through the consumption of
images and thus reintegrate the imaginary in the reality of our (human) mind.

Finally, Šijan sees The Shootist as “a magnificent essay about cinema” which grapples with the
above questions and hints at possible answers: “‘On-screen life’ thus becomes as real as life
off the screen since the conversation between James Stewart and Wayne’s character about
the latter’s terminal disease in the film may belong to both worlds. This story about filming
one’s death in order to conquer death through a film’s monumentality surpasses all other
film stories, maybe because its hero is the greatest film star of all time” (Šijan 2009: 233). One
of the most important qualities of fiction, according to Šijan, is inseparably connected with
the human fear, courage, and desire to overcome our own mortality. Šijan recognised the
task of conquering death by entering filmic reality as both a challenge and a venture of his
future explorations of the film and its medium specificity.

It is as if our fascination with cinema, at the core of which lies our obsession and need to
identify with the movie stars, prompts us to ponder “the possibility of directly entering the
filmic reality,” which is, according to Levi (2012: 127), a key question that has persistently
motivated Šijan’s work. Many issues of Film Leaflet tackle this question, starting from those
that examine the limits of the medium of film, (Leaflet 4 and 11) to those that embody the so-
called graphic-visual statements about the characteristic rhythms of shot progression in the
films of renowned Hollywood directors (Leaflets 32-36), to those conceived as storyboards
(Leaflet 8) or comic strips (Leaflets 12, 27 and 37), to those that conceptualise the act of
watching films as a latent, continuous process of film creation (Leaflets 26 and 28).

Alone in the Ciné-Dispositive

As a ciné-dispositive for thinking film, Šijan’s fanzine is contingent upon the “schema, a
dynamic play of relations” that articulates discourses and practices of its three basic
elements with one another: spectator, representation, and medium materiality. The
examination of mutual relations between these three helps illuminate the effects Film Leaflet
aimed to produce.

Leaflet 37, “An Outline for the Cinema of Socialist Yugoslavia,” represents Šijan’s graphic-
textual statement about the leaflet’s formal features, i.e. medium specificity. The leaflet is a
reproduced page from a 1946 pioneer magazine featuring a storyline about a boy fighting on
the side of “the people” during the Second World War and reproducing an ideologically
proper narrative favoured in Yugoslav Partisan war spectacles. Yugoslav Partisan films,
known as the Red Wave cinema, created a multilayered image of the enemy: German and
Italian soldiers fit the category of the “foreign occupiers,” while the Ustashas and Chetniks fit
the category of “domestic traitors.” Representation of Chetniks in Leaflet 37 resembles one of
the most salient examples of this film genre, Veljko Bulajić’s Bitka na Neretvi / Battle of Neretva
(1969, Yugoslavia), in which we see almost neutral Italians and bad Germans, along with the
brutal Ustashas and almost demonically evil Chetniks. Such relativised treatment and
gradation of the enemy can be explained in different ways. For example, the producers’
ambition to sell the film on various international markets very likely influenced the depiction
of certain groups of enemies. Simultaneously, their portrayal, stressed especially in the
longer version of the film that was made primarily for domestic consumption, can be
explained with the notion of two different enemies, introduced by Susan Buck-Morss in her
book Dreamworld and Catastrophe. According to Buck-Morss (2002: 12, 31, 34) one is a normal,
safe enemy which behaves as the enemy in its own imaginary terrain, while the other is the
absolute enemy which represents the threat to a collective primarily in the ontological
(rather than physical) sense, because it questions the very concept upon which the identity
of the collective is formed. The absolute enemy becomes the symbol of the absolute evil,
because they, in the ideological-ontological sense, so to speak, represent the absolute
opposition to Yugoslav communists: the Ustashas, as ultra-nationalist fascists, and the
Chetniks, as the representatives of monarchical capitalism. That is one of the reasons their
demonisation had to be (and was) more prominent than the demonisation of the rest of the
enemies.

Fig. 3: Slobodan Šijan, “An Outline for The Cinema of Socialist Yugoslavia.” Film Leaflet No. 37.
June 1976. Xerox, 29,5 x 21 cm.  Image courtesy of the author.

Yet, it is the leaflet’s quality as a type of comic strip, which, according to the author, creates
almost a “shocking mental experience as your mind struggles to switch back and forth from
ideograms to words, which is the ideal effect that the Film Leaflet should cause” (Šijan 2009:
214; translation modified). As this example illustrates, the conceptual task of Šijan’s Film
Leaflet series is to generate, by juxtaposing pictographs and text on the page, an effect on the
reader’s perception that is similar to the one projected moving images have on their
audience. Film Leaflets that resemble storyboards produce the similar effect. Following the
principles of Fluxus and conceptual art, these storyboards are created as a series of research
projects into the language, structure, and semiology of cinema that was practiced and
realised by other means, to use Levi’s notion. Leaflet 8, for example, displays the visual facts
of materialisation of the process of thinking film, by being formed of a collage of scribbled
storyboard frames in the margins of the shooting script for Šijan’s first professional TV
feature, Šta se dogodilo sa Filipom Preradovićem /  What Happened to Filip Preradović (1976,
Yugoslavia). Another example is Leaflet 28, made by putting together a drawing from 1973
and a strip of the photo-performances realised in the medium of photo-booth photography
of Šijan himself. This Leaflet refers to George Stevens’ A Place in the Sun (USA, 1951) and also
registers immediately the physical presence of Šijan the artist and cinephile. Its storyboard
quality, sequential narration, and collage juxtaposition turn it to yet another example of
Šijan’s pervasive cinematic thinking about and with the phenomenon of cinefied reality.

This “shocking” effect is possible to achieve, however, only for those who allow themselves to
experience it. It is the experience of film that allows for the effect of the Film Leaflet series to
become operative. Šijan explains how one becomes initiated into this mental experience in
his 1973 manifesto “Ho(l)lywood or Bust,” by quoting from Lazar Stojanović’s 1971 text “In
memory of Spinoza”: “The experience of film is accessible only to the initiated… There is no
way the uninitiated can be initiated except by voluntary permanent concentration on the search
for film” (Stojanović 1971: 15; my emphasis). This is one of many informative quotes Šijan
included in his 1973 manifesto. Another important quote in this manifesto is from the text on
Leonid Šejka’s drawing “Intra Plus Extra”, which connects film to a “wedding,” while another
section cites Gene Youngblood’s book Expanded Cinema (1970): “the objective and subjective
become one.” Šijan combined both of these quotes in his earlier Film Manifesto (1972): “3. Film
is a wedding: the object and the subject realise they are one” (Šijan 2010: 8), which is a
variation of Tomislav Gotovac’s credo hinting at everyday reality having been thoroughly
subordinated to cinephilia. Although Gotovac created his own experimental films
characterised by their structuralist minimalism—whose importance in the international
context Šijan acknowledged in the inaugural Leaflet— Gotovac’s main activity was related to
cinephilia as experienced by a spectator. As his oft-used phrases “All is movie” or “As soon as
I open my eyes in the morning, I see a film” suggest, Gotovac perceived everyday experience
as film, and focused on the filmic way of thinking about art. It is not hard to recognise his
influence on Šijan’s 1972 Film Manifesto, which asserts: “4. That is why making a film is
watching a film and vice versa. 5. Anyone who knows how to watch a film also knows how to
make one” (Šijan 2010: 8).1717171717 The two manifestos from 1972 and 1973 are important for
understanding Šijan’s cinematic credo, the effect of his Film Leaflet, and the experience of film
that lay at the core of this radical praxis of thinking film.

Lazar Stojanović’s definition of “voluntary permanent concentration” resonates with that
era’s discourse of contemporary psychedelic art in the Western Europe. Psychedelic art was
inspired by psychedelic culture: sex, drugs, and Rock and Roll were the crux of an exciting
counter-culture, with its magic realism and the spiritual climate of psychedelia aiming at
“exciting one’s mind” (Timothy Leary). The experience of experimenting with psychoactive
substances as stimulants for reaching these states of consciousness, along with music and
Eastern philosophical, meditative, and religious practices, informed the psychedelic art that
attracted many Yugoslav visual artists, including Šijan himself.1818181818 “Those were the times,” as
Nebojša Milenković (2013: 43) describes, connecting this culture to Šijan’s work, “of esoteric
and pilgrim travels to India and Nepal to visit Buddhist gurus as spiritual interlocutors and
teachers, who teach meditative techniques whose practice is necessary on the road of
reaching higher states and forms of consciousness: therefore a whole series of Šijan’s work
has as its central theme the guru presented in the meditation pose.”

Fig. 4:  Top (from left to right): Slobodan Šijan, Guru 1 (1973). Watercolour on paper, 24 x 15,5
cm; Guru 2, (1973). Watercolour on paper, 24 x 15,5 cm; Guru 4 (1973). Watercolour on paper,
24 x 15,5 cm. Bottom (from left to right): Slobodan Šijan, Guru 6 (1973). Watercolour on paper,
24 x 14,5 cm; Meditation 1 (1973). Watercolour on paper, 24 x 14,5 cm; Guru 3 (1973).
Watercolour on paper, 24 x 15,5 cm. Images courtesy of the author.

Fig. 5:  Slobodan Šijan, Big Guru (1972). Watercolor on a grocery bag, 22,5 x 21,5 cm. Image
courtesy of the author.

Fig. 6: Slobodan Šijan’s signature sign (detail from Film manifesto, November 24, 1972; 29,5 x
21 cm). Black ink on paper. Image courtesy of the author.

Several works that Šijan made during the early 1970s, all represent meditation as “voluntary
permanent concentration,” his so-called guru series concentrates on a search for chakras as
energetic points.1919191919 With their awakening, the transcendental journey into oneself begins. The
best visual illustration of such concentrated perception is Šijan’s signature with which he
started signing his artworks around the same time. Such a search succeeds in erasing the
distinction between the inside and outside, the subjective and objective, thus initiating the
practitioner into transcendental experience. The practicing of meditative technique that is
necessary for reaching higher states of consciousness, I argue, perfectly illustrates the
radical practice of “voluntary permanent concentration” that is necessary for initiation into
the experience of film. Both are based on the transduction of concentration into perception,
of a mental activity into a mental experience. It is as if the moviegoer becomes a practitioner
of “meditative techniques” on the road towards reaching a complete experience of film.

The question of entering the filmic reality Šijan investigated primarily on the level of
materiality, that is, the medium specificity of the spectator (body) and representation
(audiovisual media). Visions of the inner cinema or the spectator’s own inner film can exist
without the projection, but the film on a reel cannot function without an encounter with the
spectator. The notion of the juncture between the viewer and the projection is necessary for
understanding both the experience of film and the effect that Šijan’s Film Leaflet aims to
create. This relation between the spectator and the representation is essentially a material
relation: it must include the media specificity of both human body and the page (screen,
skin). That is, it must encompass the “unique plane” of external materiality and interior realm
of affects, while simultaneously erasing the distinction between the outside and inside, the
objective and subjective, the cinemascope-fanzine and its consumer.2020202020

Šijan’s visual experiments titled “Media Suicide”, for example, investigate the material
ontology of different reproductive media. The project, which was aimed at exploring the
boundaries of media that reproduce image and sound, was conceived as a series of
“investigations” on 1. Photocopying; 2. Photography; 3. Sound; 4. Film; and 5. Video. Šijan
describes the process of his research in the following way: “Imperfections of the reproductive
media systems accumulate through successive reproduction of each subsequent
reproduction, resulting in the complete self-exhaustion of media’s ability to reproduce” (Šijan
1977: 30). Artistic media are thus used as the means for inspecting their own formal and
ontological characteristics while their limits are examined through self-annihilation.

Through investigating the possibilities of the auto destruction of media on a material level,
Šijan demonstrates the disappearance of the distinction between the materiality of media
and that of the human body. Only “Investigation No. 2” was reproduced as a separate Leaflet
(Leaflet 11). Its front page is comprised of a series of experimental photographs, while the
work process is explained at the back: “I photograph myself in the mirror. I photograph the
photograph. I photograph a photograph of that photograph. I continue this way until the
photo system self-destructs by accumulating errors resulting from its own imperfections,
thus losing its own ability to record images” (Šijan 2009: 66; translation modified). The very
nature of the photographic medium conditioned the narrative produced in its self-
destruction: along with the disappearance of the representation on the formal level, the
disappearance (symbolic death) of the author has been staged on the thematic level. In this
way, the experiment demonstrates that the ontological levels of reality (a living person) and
fiction (a representation of that person) eventually meet. In other words, the total exhaustion
of the media’s reproductive power and the human mortality convene on the same
ontological level.

Fig. 7: Slobodan Šijan, “Media Suicide.” Film Leaflet No. 11 (front side). April 1977. Digital
print (additionally printed in 1999), 29,5 x 21 cm. Image courtesy of the author.

Fig. 8: Slobodan Šijan, “Media Suicide.” Film Leaflet No. 11 (back side). April 19, 1977. Digital
print (additionally printed in 1999), 29,5 x 21 cm. Image courtesy of the author.

The “Media Suicide” project prompts us to recognise the viewer/reader as “prosumer,” i.e., a
reader/spectator who simultaneously acts as a consumer, producer, middleman, channel,
and medium. The notion of the prosumer extends the existing definit ion of the
reader/spectator, to whom Šijan assigns an importance equaling that of the author, and thus
gestures towards the disappearance of the distinction between the inside and outside, the
subjective and objective, as does the proper experience of film. Finally, materiality
characteristic of both media and the prosumer is what enables the intersection of different
ontological levels of fact and fiction, i.e. the possibility of physical entering the filmic reality.
As Albéra and Tortajada (2015: 33) claim, the user-spectator (the prosumer) “is not placed in
front of the dispositif; she or he literally belongs to it.” The physical entering the filmic reality
is probably illustrated best in the “Investigation No. 4,” conducted in the medium of film and
used as an ending to Šijan’s feature Maratonci trče počasni krug. The film ends with a scene of a
35mm film frame burnout in the projector gate, filmed from the large movie theatre screen
with a 35mm camera using colour film. This material destruction of the frame’s surface is
both a literal (self)-destruction of the image/representation and physical penetration into the
film reality.

Šijan designed another project that tackles the same set of issues: “Project for a Family Film,”
which he published as Leaflet 4. This Leaflet features pages from Šijan’s notebook with the
following idea for an experimental film:

When a child is born, shoot one frame of its close up every single day, always framed the
same way. You will need the camera designated only for the purpose of this film. When the
child grows up, it may continue to photograph itself. After the person dies, its descendants
or friends may photograph the last frame of the film. If technically feasible (shooting through
the glass window of the coffin), filming may continue after the person's death until the flesh
decays and only the bare bones of the skull remain.

When editing the film not one frame (day) should be left out in order to get an absolutely
accurate record of Death in action.

If we suppose that the hero of the film may live 100 years, and the last frame will be recorded
at the time of his/her death, than, projected at 24 fps, such film should last 25 minutes and
22 seconds (Šijan 2009: 26).

The case of the “Project for a Family Film” appears to be at the opposite end of the “Media
Suicide” series. Namely, the final result of the “Media Suicide” project, regardless of whether
it is an investigation of the medium of photocopy, photography, film, or video—is always the
disappearance of the representation. This irreversible process of the successive
reproduction of each subsequent reproduction increases entropy and stages the (symbolic)
destruction of media that is, again, represented in and by the media. The “Project for a
Family Film,” on the other hand, aims to create the cinematic representation of the medium
of the human body: from the birth, growth, and development of a person, to his/her death
and bodily decomposition. That is, the life-death trajectory of the human body, i.e. the literal
destruction of the human body as a medium, would be captured on f i lm as the
representation of that medium. Despite their apparent oppositions, both projects end up
with conceptually identical outcomes: the power of representation both captures and is
captured by the total exhaustion (total entropy) of the medium’s reproductive power. Thus
juxtaposed, the medium’s power of representation and the medium’s reproductive power
reveal that even if they occupy the same ontological level, they may simultaneously function
on different ones.

Taken as an analog for The Shootist, this insight transduces into the following: the lives off and
on the screen are both functions of media, that is, of dispositive. This is what we learn from
Šijan’s investigation of ontological limits of reality and fiction in which he explored the
extreme cases revealing the points of their encounter. Šijan’s exploration of the material
ontology of different reproductive media demonstrated that the very notion of fiction
becomes contingent upon the dispositive that defines it through the system of relations
between its constituent parts: spectator, representation, and medium materiality. The
spectator belongs to the dispositive as its constituent part as long as they perform both
participatory detachment (they never enter the action: at the very most they make gestures
or signs) and affective participation (the filmic reality is affectively, but not practically lived
through the projection-identification complex).2121212121 One could say that any definition or theory
of fiction is thus a relational function of dispositive/dispositif.

In order for a real experience of cinema to happen, Šijan writes in his 1973 manifesto
“Ho(l)lywood or Bust” (Leaflet 6), it is required that the spectator focus simultaneously on the
film’s rhythm (i.e., on the patterns of the film’s audiovisual movement) and on their own
inner rhythm. According to Šijan (2009: 38), a film happens “only when we open all our
entrance valves and let the images and sound coming from the screen flood in and rampage
through our guts,” when we become aware of the meaning of each “vibration of sound and
each movement of any grain of the emulsion, as the harmony of all these vibrations and
moves, together with all meanings and messages, verbal and nonverbal, produce something
that in touch with all vibrations and motions within ourselves gives birth to the film. If there is
no such harmony, nor valves opened for it to happen, there is no film.”

The radical practice of thinking film aims to harmonise the subject and the object, the
internal and external rhythms of behaviour, and to bring the reality and the film onto the
same ontological level, which may be called the cinefied matereality. Šijan’s understanding of
film, in this aspect, resembles Jean Epstein’s definition of photogénie as the automorphic
space of encounter—at once imaginary and real—between complex motions of all things on
screen and complex bodily affects within spectators. For Epstein, only cinema has the power
to make subjects and the world meet through the phenomenal truth they share:
automorphosis.2222222222 So-called mediated experience is thus potentially more “real” than
unmediated experience.

Šijan’s experiments materialised over several issues of the Film Leaflet, “In The Rhythm Of…”
series of drawings, are the most successful illustration of this belief. Composed of a variety of
hand-drawn dashes, lines, and dots meant to be cinematic graphs and diagrams, “In The
Rhythm Of…” represents a series of graphic-visual statements which, as Levi (2012: 131) puts
it, “sought to capture the characteristic rhythms of intra- and inter-shot progression” in the
films of John Ford (Leaflet 32), Howard Hawks (Leaflet 33), Alfred Hitchcock (Leaflet 34),
Vincente Minnelli (Leaflet 35), and Robert Altman (Leaflet 36).

The main focus of each Leaflet is not on the plots, but, rather, on Šijan’s effort to figure out
the internal rhythms of their workings. One can find the roots of such artistic practice in
Šijan’s experience of watching movies, which intensified when he met Tomislav Gotovac and
became a regular visitor of the Yugoslav Cinematheque, a film museum and archive in
Belgrade.2323232323 There, instead of the content, what became key for them was their inner
experience of each film. Gotovac described this inner rhythm, shaped by the manner of
filming, framing, and developing of the narrative, by explaining that what is important is “not
the content of the films, and not their genres, but the rhythm which every individual person
brings, the lifeblood and breath which that person gives to each film. You feel that behind
every film there stands—if the film is good—a person, who is, for example, nervous, who
enjoys pans, tracking shots, who is keen on close-ups, who has a certain rhythm of cuts”
(Trbuljak and Turković 2010: 78).

According to Levi (2012: 131), Šijan aimed to distill in each of these cine-rhythmic diagrams
“some elementary information pertaining to the patterns of audiovisual movement in the
works of the aforementioned film directors,” implying that “they might also be put to
practical use” by applying Šijan’s “extrapolated matrices” to various aspects of reality itself:
“The spectator-cum-become-filmmaker would thus find himself/herself in the midst of
producing a ‘living cinema’ environment. That is, by endeavouring to activate some of Šijan’s
Codes amid an array of everyday occurrences, the spectator would temporarily assume the
task of ‘directing’ life in the rhythm of Howard Hawks, John Ford, or Alfred Hitchcock.”

Conclusion

One could argue that Šijan’s fanzine was a Yugoslav 1970s ciné-dispositive aimed at turning
the reader/spectator into a self-producer. As such, it resembled other critical-art projects,
which showed that Yugoslav socialist culture was conceived only on the institutional margins
as “performative self-production.”2424242424 One could also argue that the effect that 1970s Yugoslav
socialism produced through practices of cultural reproduction may have enabled the
experience of ordinary life, the so-called “Yugoslav Dream,” to resemble the experience of
living in cinefied matereality. Šijan’s ciné-dispositive thus reflected the Yugoslav ciné-
apparatus (dispositif) both affirmatively and critically.2525252525 Just as Yugoslav cultural institutions
(SKC, Cinematheque) invited Šijan to experience being “alone in the cinemascope,”2626262626 so did
his fanzine invite the consumer of cinema to be “alone in the ciné-dispositive”— both the
cultural institutions and his alternative ciné-zine functioning as spaces that shape our
behaviour. And just as Šijan the moviegoer became a prosumer (a productive cinema
programmer and visual artist around these institutions), so the consumer of his fanzine had
a chance to apply the automorphic framework of thinking film to his/her experience of living
in Yugoslav hybrid socialist-capitalist reality.

Šijan’s Film Leaflet (1976-1979) emerged as a form of “praxis of radical amateurism,” to use
Aldo Milohnić’s (2012: 4) definition, which established a “new language” of film thought and
production outside the dominant models, using the resources within State-funded
institutions (Yugoslav Cinématheque, SKC, Studentski Grad Film Club). Forged in an
environment of the hybridisation of the arts, within a network in which official and alternative
cultures coalesced, and through the practices of cinema-going and programming, Šijan’s
ciné-dispositive emerged as a self-referential hypertext of radical amateurism that both
developed thinking film as a critical practice and introduced the critical inquiry into the
cultural reproduction within the late 1970s Yugoslav socialism.
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Notes
11111 In his book of the same title, Levi argues that the art forms that fall into this category are not made “under the
influence of, or referring to, the cinema.” Rather, they conceptualise the cinema “as itself a type of practice that, since
the invention of the film apparatus, has also (simultaneously) had a history of execution through other, ‘older’ artistic
media” (Levi 2012: 27). These art forms tend to create an alternative cinematographic apparatus by circumventing
existing technological apparatus (photo camera and cinematograph). They “oppose normativisation and technological
reification of the apparatus by inviting the process of its infinite re-materialization” (Levi 2010: 56).

22222 The phrase “thinking film” deliberately sounds grammatically awkward to reflect its equally incorrect form in the
original (“misliti film”). In both Serbo-Croatian and English the phrase temporarily changes the intransitive verb into a
transitive, thus transgressing its relation to the object and dispersing its existing meaning into a network of
connotations (expressed by transitive verbs such as “to consider, assume, imagine, conceptualize, hold, picture,
project,” etc.). As a result, the passive process of contemplation (thinking about cinema) transforms into a more active
process that, paradoxically, has no subject and in which the action passes over to an object (thinking film).

33333 Taking my cue from Françis Albéra and Maria Tortajada’s discussion of dispositif, I follow Ruggero Eugeni’s definition
of “dispositive” and “apparatus” as two different and connected concepts to which the French term “dispositif” refers.
See Albéra and Tortajada (2015: 21) and Eugeni (2017).

44444 “The cinema clubs, for example, provided opportunities for avant-garde experimenting, for self-organisation in the
spirit of socialist self-management; and for a certain form of political engagement, film festivals offered insight into
wider local and international film production, and the networks enabled the circulation of ideas, people, and
knowledge” (Piškur, Janevski, Meden, and Vuković 2010: 12).

55555 Šijan describes this state of affairs in his commentary to the Film Leaflet: “The purges at the Film School continued
with undiminished intensity until Aleksandar Petrović was fired and Živojin Pavlović transferred to the post of teaching
aides custodian. […] The witch-hunt expanded beyond the School, forcing Dušan Makavejev to leave the country.
Lazar Stojanović was arrested and sentenced to three years in prison, which he served almost in full, for a graduation
film that was never publicly shown” (Šijan 2009: 150).

66666 For more on his friendship with Gotovac and his influence on Šijan, see Šijan (2018).

77777 Ješa Denegri, one of the central figures in historicising and theorising Yugoslav experimental art, introduced the term
“new artistic practice”. He took the term from Catherine Millet after her visit to Student Cultural Center (SKC) in
Belgrade in 1971 to install two exhibitions, and first used it in the catalogue of the exhibition New Artistic Practice 1966-
1978, organized in the Gallery of Contemporary Art in Zagreb in 1978. See Denegri (1978: 11).

88888 For more on Yugoslav “anti-film” see Jovanović (2008) and Janevski (2010, especially 19-23; 223-242).

99999 According to Šijan, some Leaflets - especially after Leaflet 8- were realised with the technical assistance of the SKC, and
printed with silk-screen and mimeograph.

1010101010 Šijan quotes Jack Smith’s “The Perfect Film Appositeness of Maria Montez,” published in the journal Film Culture:
“Eventually someone is going to make a so-called underground movie that will revive Hollywood” (Šijan 2009: 38).
Šijan’s professor in the Film Academy in Belgrade Dušan Stojanović accepted this unconventional essay, which would
later become a leaflet, as a seminar paper for his course Theory of Film. See Šijan (2009: 36).

1111111111 Leaflet 29, titled “Kitsch Biography,” features a straightforward narrative characterized by kitsch’s aesthetic of denial,
which transforms disgust into universal approval and thus ignores all that is difficult about life. Šijan experimented
with photocopying the original “Technicolor” postcards in order to achieve the same effect as the domestic kitsch
quality of Yugoslav pulp magazines, such as in Leaflet 13 that gave colourful postcards a black and white, dirty
“underground” quality reminiscent of “trash” and “camp” aesthetics. According to Šijan, some postcards were of
Yugoslav production, such as “Foto Banek,” but the majority were made in Germany or other western European
countries and sold in Yugoslavia.

1212121212 Leaflet 9 features the famous list drawn up by the French filmmaker Jean Pierre Melville, which served as a guide for
Šijan through the jungle of American cinema. Šijan organised a retrospective at Yugoslav Cinematheque featuring a
number of titles from the list. He reproduced the program of the retrospective as Leaflet 16, titled “Hollywood ’30s,”
with Mae West in the centre of the leaflet as she appears in a scene of Leo McCarey’s film Belle of the Nineties (1934,
USA). In a similar gesture of appreciation for American film, Leaflet 21 praises the “new sentimentality” of New American
Cinema, providing a list of relevant American films made between 1967 and 1977, starting with Bonnie and Clyde
(Arthur Penn, 1967, USA). Penn’s film was the most watched film in Yugoslavia in 1968; it influenced different aspects of
everyday life and popular culture there. See Vučetić (2018: 55-56).

1313131313 Hence the three leaflets endorsing American B movies: Leaflet 10 featuring Šijan’s essay on the film Vanishing Point
(Richard C. Sarifian, 1971, USA), published in the brochure for the retrospective of director Richard Sarifian that Šijan
organized at the SKC Belgrade in March 1977; Leaflet 24 representing Šijan’s essay about the Hollywood film director
Richard Fleischer, printed in the brochure for the retrospective of Fleischer’s films at the SKC in April 1978; Leaflet 42
promoting Šijan’s unpublished essay about Richard T. Heffron’s film Trackdown (1976, USA), in which Šijan articulates
that B-movies offer something that Yugoslav socialism suppressed for fear of spreading violence among the youth. See
Šijan (1978, 1978b).

1414141414 Šijan found a guide for his exploration of American cinema and practice of cinema-going in an important figure in
the early interwar Yugoslav ciné-apparatus, Boško Tokin, coauthor of “The Zenithist Manifesto” (1921). Tokin was one
of the first Yugoslav cinephiles to write about American film in the 1920s. Leaflet 5 features several of Tokin’s ciné-
poems, accompanied by a short handwritten note from Šijan on his work, acknowledging the latter’s unsuccessful co-
directorial venture with the Yugoslav Dadaist Dragan Aleksić, their unfinished and lost 1924 avant-garde film.

1515151515 At the end of 1976, Šijan came up with the idea that the December issue for each year would present a Top 10 list of
the best foreign films shown in Yugoslav movie theaters and, more importantly, announce that year’s Yugoslav winner
of the Film Leaflet Award. At the same time, Šijan proposed that the Film Leaflet Award winner would earn the right to
publish his/her work in the next year’s November issue of the fanzine.

1616161616 There are several Leaflets addressing this phenomenon, starting with the Leaflet made in response to Elvis Presley’s
death in 1977 to Leaflet 25, which is a collage of mostly worker “movie stars” who were the actors in Šijan’s feature for
television, Najlepša soba / The Most Beautiful Room (1978, Yugoslavia) to Leaflet 40, which features a postcard with a
glamour shot of Tony Curtis and on which Šijan, as a teenager, replaced the actor’s name with his own. Several years
later, Šijan “recognized” this postcard as an “artwork” in order to make an ironic commentary on the power of the star
phenomenon and his early infatuation with it—the self-ironic gesture re-signifying the simple postcard of a movie star
into a conceptual artwork.

1717171717 In his conversation with Šijan in the Salon of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Belgrade, Pavle Levi was the first
to notice that what one finds in Šijan’s Film manifesto (1972) is a variation on Gotovac’s often-used phrases, and
concluded: “This means that reality itself is perceived as always already cinematic, cinefied, and writing, drawing, a
music score could in different ways depict that omnipresence of cinema” (Šijan 2010: 14). For more on Gotovac, his
ideas, work, and friendship with Šijan, see also Janevski (2010: 36-37; 72-93), Levi (2012: 127), and, most importantly,
Šijan (2018).

1818181818 “Part of that counterculture, based on leaving the existing codes and conventions, were the then very popular
(hitch-hiking) travels—so that the largest part of Šijan’s psychedelic works was made during his hitch-hiking trips
around Europe in 1968 and 1969” (Milenković 2013: 41).

1919191919 These work include: Epic / Ep (1970); Oath / Zavet (1970); Big Guru / Veliki guru (1972); Guru 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 / Guru 1, 2, 3, 4,
6 (1973); Meditation 1 / Meditacija 1 (1973).

2020202020 These ideas, which Šijan takes from different sources, echo Jean Epstein’s holism, “the unique plane” uniting bodies,
minds, and objects with a clear Spinozist intent (Epstein’s photogenie), as well as the Kantian dream of the exterior
material manifold fitted to the interior realm of the human—what Kant calls “the schema”. For more, see Wall-Romana
(2013: 122-123).

2121212121 For more on the notion “projection-identification complex” as affective participation, see Morin (2005: 87-93).

2222222222 Automorphosis is “a new term needed to denote the autonomous transformation of moving images.” It occurs
naturally (growth of living beings, the autonomous malleability of streaming water, clouds, smoke, etc; the motion of
flocks or schools or crowds of animals and humans), but the “cinema is the first artificial form of automorphosis” (Wall-
Romana 2013: 377n34; see also: Keller and Paul 2012).

2323232323 The Yugoslav Cinematheque was the most important physical space where the juncture of film reels and cineastes
took place in 1970s Belgrade. Its visitors could enjoy the same experience as cinemagoers in Paris or New York—that is,
consume un-dubbed original films, for less than the price of a cup of coffee, “which was the cheapest thing one could
enjoy” (Šijan 2010: 62). The poor material conditions of the museum’s theatre in particular (its wobbly and
uncomfortable seats, chipped and cracked walls, etc.) inspired Šijan to create Leaflet 12, a collage comprised of frames
from Alan Ford (1969-), an Italian comic book series popular in the former Yugoslavia (Šijan 2009:70). For more about
the Alan Ford and its popularity in Yugoslavia see (Džamić 2018). For the link between Alan Ford and Šijan’s second
feature film, see Džamić (2018: 209-224).

2424242424 In these projects, such as October 75 in Belgrade SKC, the “line between the producer and consumer of art is erased”
and the consequences of socialist self-management are radicalized. See Vesić (2012: 30-53).

2525252525 Historian Patrick Patterson (2010: 367) defines “Yugoslav Dream” as “a Yugoslav version of the Good Life, a modest
and moderated but nonetheless satisfying approximation of the consumption-driven abundance that had remade the
capitalist West in the years after the Second World War.”

2626262626 “Alone in the Cinemascope” is a phrase from Šijan’s “Ho(l)lywood, or Bust.”
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Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fictional Worlds
A Reflexive Report from The XIV Prague Interpretation Colloquium

Enrico Terrone
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From the 8th to the 10th of April 2019 philosophers and scholars in literature, film studies,
and media studies met in Prague to discuss the notion of fictional worlds in the XIV Prague
Interpretation Colloquium, “Thinking and Speaking about Fictional Worlds”, organised by
Tomáš Koblížek on behalf of the Czech Academy of Sciences (Institute of Philosophy,
Department of Analytic Philosophy). The event nicely complements the editions of the
Colloquium on aesthetic illusion (in 2015) and pretence (in 2018), two notions which seem to
concern our attitudes towards this year’s theme of fictional worlds. However, this edition of
the Colloquium also reveals interesting connections to the recent editions focusing on
writers who created outstanding fictional worlds, namely, Beckett (in 2016) and Kafka (in
2017).

The key methodological feature shared by all these editions is the dialogue between
aestheticians in the analytic tradition and scholars who investigate and theorise specific
forms of art or media. In the 2019 edition, such duality was perfectly exemplified by the
presence of Gregory Currie and Tomas Pavel. On the one hand, Currie is a leading figure of
contemporary analytic aesthetics who significantly contributed to connecting narratology to
contemporary research in the philosophy of mind and cognitive science, in particular in his
book The Nature of Fiction. This was published in 1990, the same year another milestone of
contemporary philosophy of fiction, Kendall Walton’s Mimesis as Make Believe: On the
Foundations of the Representational Arts appeared. On the other hand, Pavel is the author of
Fictional Worlds (1986), which like Marie-Laure Ryan’s Possible Worlds, Artificial Intelligence, and
Narrative Theory (1992) and Lubomír Doležel’s Heterocosmica: Fiction and Possible Worlds (1998)
is a milestone of “fiction theory”.

In his book, Pavel applied possible world theory to literature, arguing that the key difference
between fictional worlds and the actual world is that the latter is complete whereas the
former are incomplete. Realist writers like Balzac or Flaubert try to minimise such
incompleteness whereas modernist writers such as Kafka and Beckett bring it to the fore. But
in both cases incompleteness remains an essential feature of fictional worlds. This involves a
sharp difference between novels, which build up incomplete fictional worlds, and works of
history, which are about the complete actual world. Thus, works of fiction are not
constrained by empirical evidence in the way works of history are. In his Prague talk, Pavel
claims that this specificity allows works of fiction to configure characters and events in order
to focus on human actions and norms and to explore a variety of moral attitudes.

Just as Pavel’s talk discusses the specificity of fiction with respect to history, Currie’s
discusses the specificity of fiction with respect to science. He argues that scientists also
create fictional worlds when they conceive thought-experiments such as Maxwell’s demon or
Einstein’s elevator. However, these worlds essentially differ from those created by works of
fiction since in the former only propositional content matters whereas in the latter the
mediation of style is crucial.

The duality of approaches exemplified by Pavel’s and Currie’s talks also characterises other
contributions to the conference. On the philosophical side, Marion Renauld, Anders
Pettersson, Petr Koťátko, and Carola Barbero directly address the notion of fictional world.
Renauld begins by considering a series of reasons that lead us to speak of fictional world,
then criticises them, and finally suggests that it would be better to give up this notion in
order to focus on the symbolic contributions whereby works of fiction can shed light on the
actual world. Pettersen also expresses scepticism of the notion of fictional worlds, which he
sees as undue objectification of the meaning of a work. In a similar sceptical vein, Koťátko
argues that works of fiction are not about fictional worlds but rather concern the actual
world itself, though considered in the “as-if mode”. Barbero, instead, defends Pavel’s view
that fictional worlds are different from the actual world in virtue of their incompleteness,
and, by relying on Roman Ingarden’s The Ontology of the Work of Art (1962), she highlights the
ontological underpinnings of this view and its relevance for appreciation.

Moving from the ontology of fictional worlds to the philosophy of language, Enrico Grosso,
Fredrik Stjernberg, and Lee Walters investigate the meaning of names and propositions that
constitute works of fiction. Grosso conceives of fictional names as enabling a vicarious way of
thinking similar to that whereby we represent the conception that a certain individual X has
of another individual Y (for instance, Michelet’s conception of Robespierre). In the special
case of fictional names, Grosso contends, X is a work of fiction and Y a fictional character.
Stjernberg, instead, denies that fictional names are genuine names by arguing that they lack
the essential feature of names, which is reference, that is, the actual connection between the
name and its bearer. In the case of fictional names, reference is replaced by a shared
cognitive attitude whose focus of attention is not occupied by anything. Finally, Walters
analyses the way in which sequels such as Star Wars: Episode V – The Empire Strikes Back (Irvin
Kershner, 1980, USA) can affect which propositions are true according to a fiction. For
instance, the sentence “Luke is Vader’s son” uttered by a spectator of Star Wars: Episode IV – A
New Hope (George Lucas, 1977, USA) in 1977 seems to express a false proposition whereas it
seems to express a true proposition if uttered by a spectator of the same film in 2019.

Beside ontology and language, fictional worlds raise interesting philosophical issues as
regards their creation by authors and their appreciation by audiences, which are addressed
by Zsófia Zvolenszky and Göran Rossholm. Specifically, Zvolenszky focuses on creation by
highlighting how authors can inadvertently create some objects and features of a fictional
world while Rossholm focuses on appreciation by arguing that our reception of fiction
consists of experiencing ourselves as being informed of what is going on in a fictional world;
he thus characterises immersion as a mode of reception in which we experience ourselves as
being directly informed instead of through words or any other media.

The key link between creation and appreciation is the notion of narrative, the topic of the
talks given by Enrico Terrone and Josep Corbí, who both rely on Currie’s proposals in
Narrative and Narrators (2010). Terrone conceives of narrative as a representation of events
whereby an author provides an audience with points of view on the world in which those
events occur while Corbí analyses the notion of point of view and argues that this involves
not only a representation of what happens in the fictional world but also an expression of
how to respond to those events, especially in emotional terms.

All those philosophical contributions are counterbalanced by six talks focused on specific
forms of art or media: Espen Aarseth and Paweł Grabarczyk on videogame and virtual reality;
Niklas Forsberg and Radomír Kokeš on film, and Bohumil Fořt and Ondřej Sládek on
literature. Considering the real financial gains or losses that can occur within a videogame,
Aarseth argues that they are an important and growing part of our real world rather than
fictions. In a similar vein, Grabarczyk claims that the objects that constitute a virtual reality
environment are real things made of computer states just as ordinary tables and chairs are
real things made of wood or plastic; what matters is their function, not their structure.

Drawing on some insights by Stanley Cavell, Forsberg takes a sequence from Alien:
Resurrection (Jean-Pierre Jeunet, 1997, USA) as an example of how a cinematic fictional world
can teach us something by virtue of, rather than in spite of, being fictional. Kokeš focuses
instead on a peculiar cinematic genre that he calls “spiral narrative”, which essentially
involves time loops. This is a genre whose paradigm is Harold Ramis’ 1993 film Groundhog
Day, with Source Code (Duncan Jones, 2011, USA), Edge of Tomorrow (Doug Liman, 2014, USA)
and Before I Fall (Ry Russo-Young, 2017, USA), and the TV show Russian Doll (Natasha Lyonne,
Amy Poehler, and Leslye Headland, 2019 – , USA), as more recent instances. Relying on a
taxonomy introduced by Doležel in Heterocosmica, Kokeš points out that spiral narratives
involves four modalities: an alethic one that makes the fictional world different from ours as
regards space, time, and causation; an epistemic one that enables the hero to know more
than the other characters about the spiral; an axiologic one that provides the hero with the
opportunity to become a better person thanks to the experience of the spiral; a deontic one
in which the experience of the spiral leads the hero to challenge certain norms.

Kokeš’s reference to Doležel’s theory leads us to Fořt’s and Sládek’s talks, which both reflect
on literature by drawing on the contributions of the great Czech literary scholar who died in
2017. Fořt develops Doležel’s idea that gaps in the fictional world are produced by missing
information in the narrative texture while Sládek highlights the methodological background
of Doležel’s narrative semantics, which rests upon the notions of structure (how the
elements of a narrative are related) and function (which role each elements plays in the
narrative). Doležel, who gave one of his last talks at the X Prague Interpretation Colloquium in
2015, is also commemorated in the inaugural address that Petr Koťátko gives as Faculty
Member of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. As Koťátko points out, the fiction
theory has is roots in central Europe thanks to Doležel, born in Czechoslovakia, and to Pavel,
born in Romania.

During this XIV Prague Interpretation Colloquium, which was dedicated to the memory of
Doležel and featured Pavel as keynote speaker, fiction theory has profitably interacted with
analytic aesthetics. The two approaches share the interest for fictional worlds. Yet, as
pointed out by Currie’s comments on Sládek’s talk on Doležel’s methodology, they essentially
differ since fiction theory focuses on textual structures and functions whereas analytic
aesthetics ascribes a key role to mental states, in particular intentions and imaginings. This
methodological gap is equally relevant when one moves from literature to visual narratives
such as films or videogames. The XIV Prague Interpretation Colloquium not only made us
aware of this gap but also provided helpful insights in order to overcome it.
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